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The PC 564 Will Visit Rock Native of Washington Is An- Chief Linscott Gives An Inland For Sunday’s
teresting Talk On the
pointed To State Highway
Commission
Police Department
Observance

a
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Gov Horace A Hildreth yester
Authorities of the First Naval
District have assigned the PC 564 day nominated Lloyd B Morton of
Farmington, chairman of Mair.es
to Rockland for the observance of Republican Stat» Committee, to
Navy Day, Sunday.
' State Highway Commission for a
The Coast Guard this morning 1 three-year term.
The nomination
must have
notifies The Courier-Gazzette that
the patrol craft is off Matinicus council confirmation action ana
waiting the lifting of the fog and {probably will be presented to the
counsilors Nov 6.
an opportunity to proceed to Rock
Morton, an automobile dealer,
land
j was the Governor's choice to re
As far as is now known, she will place George C. Lord of "Wells, Re
tie up at the Coast Guard Base publican incumbent two terms and
and will be open to visitors at candidate for renomination. Lord,
whose term expired July 21, form
certain hours Sunday, probably in erly was chairman of the Executive
the afternoon.
Council and State Senator from
As the commanding officer of the York County.
Morten is serving his second
ship sets the visiting hours and he
is not available at press time, it is term as chairman of the Republiran
impossible to give the exact times. Committee. He formerly was pres
However, Navy hospitality, and the ident of the Maine Automobile
purpose for which the ship has Dealers’ Association.
been sent here, points to a welcome
for the public when they visit the assigned here, held visiting hours
from 1 until 5 p. m
ship.
It is presumed that the PC 564 is
Last year, the LOST which was
of the 175-foot class which was
used for offshore patrol and con
voy duty during the war and which
was many times seen in Rockland
harbor during the period of hos
tilities.

SNOHOMISH IS TO RETURN

Volume 101.. .. .. .. .. . Number 86.

GETTING ALONG IN YEARS

The Black Cat

But Officials Are Silent As To Fate Of Our Clara Maddocks of Owl’s Head Observed 103d
Birthday Yesterday
Coast Guard Base

Chief of Police Jesse Linscott
trade his local debut as a public
speaker Wednesday when he told
Congratulations to Mrs. Clara E from the towns school children on
the Rcckland Lions Club the
Replies from the commandant of to the fleet of Fishing Draggers
' Maddocks op Owl’s Head cn the oc- her birthdays, as well as from the
achievements made by the depart 1 the Coast Guard and the Assistant operat ng from this port.
‘Our processing plant has about I casion of her 103d birthday wh.ch town’s adults whom she also knew
ment since it was placed on a j Secretary of the Treasury in anas children.
systematic basis. iHe spoke in a I swer to inquiries by Representative 10 boats fishing here at present and i occurred yesterday.
Confined to her home by a recent
Married to Joseph Maddocks. a
clear.
stra ghtforward
fashion Margaret Chase Smith as to what will have more during the Winter
which was very pleasing to his prctect on the towns and fishermen momhs. Seme of these boats are fall, she is none the less a remark Civil War veteran, in 1867, she had
listeners, and when the question of Fenobscot Bay m ght expe t ’his small and the Captains do not feel able person for her advanced years a family of five ch ldren, four of
period was reached it found him Wnter brings assurance that the secure fishing off-shore in Winter, and the pride of the Community whom are now living. She was the
equally at home.
Snchomis'1 will return to the area but have been doing so for the past of Owl’s'Head. Her friends are le daughter of Daniel Emery and
I few years because they have had gion, in the tewn and the surround Sophia Sleeper Emery and was born
The merit system, under which by Nov 15.
the department is now working,
The telegram from Mrs Smith to the feeling that should thy be dis ing countryside. Especially fond of in a house across the road from
calls for a h gh standard, Chief the top pfflc'als of the Coast Guard abled the Coast Guard would come children, she has many t mes been where she now lives with a daugh
the recipient of baskets and visits ter, Ella and son, Winfield.
Linscott declared, and hope was were prompted last week when in- to the r rescue.
expressed that there will be devel Tertna’ion was received that there I "If there is no rescue beat sta
oped a department oi which Rock had been recommendations that tioned at Rockland these boats
land will feel very proud.
the Rockland Coast Guard Base be would miss a lot of trips and the
A shortage of funds serves as a discontinued and that the Snoho production cf fish would drop off
handicap, but with the few dollars mish might be aligned to an 1 very sharply. A rescue boat is par
which have been collected affairs other port when repairs, which she ticularly needed here as Rockland Knox County Students Are Successful Affair at Cong'l
have been so systematized that is now undergoing at Boston, were is the nearest port to the fishing
Church In Connection With
Active In Affairs At the
grounds and on many occasions
the department files are available completed.
vessels
irom
Portland,
Me.
and
Circle Supper
to the F B I. at a moment’s notice
University
The information as to the rec
(By The Roving Reporter)
and their completeness exc.tes com ommendation for discontinuance of Gloucester, Massachusetts have
been
towed
into
this
port
for
reThe
Congregationalists
opened
mendation.
the base came not from ' one
Richard Bloom, son of Mr and the Winter season with a church i
To the present department offi source, apparently as several were pa rs.
Mrs. Harold G. Bloom of North supper
which proved that we, of J I noticed bv the Boston paper
“
It
is
not
a
very
pleasing
outlook
cers will eventually be added a aware of the possible move on the
Haven, manager of the Mens sec
captain. The force now numbers same day and had not been in for a fisherman to be disabled off tion of the Combined Glee Clubs this country, are not lacking in de- Wednesday that 50C0 tons of pine
11 men, and the speaker feels that touch with the same sources of in shore in Winter with his boat cov of the University of Maine, is one lic ous and nourishing foed. and apple juice had just been landed in
ered with ice or a net in the pro! there was enough for nearly 203. Boston. Thers another kind of
the right class of officers has been formation.
of chorus officers assisting Director
juice that is being substituted
obtained. The trouble is that po
Whi'e Coast Guard officials have pellor. The cnly chance he has is James G Selwood in planning the Added to the regular members were apple
for it hereabouts right now.
licemen are no sooner broken in answered the question as to the to be lucky enough to be pikeed up year’s activities. The Girls' Glee guests from other churches.
The evening was given over to a
than some of them are lured away S'obcm!sh, no answer has been by another fisherman who, in all Club and the Men's Glee Club par
probability, has all he can do to
“Youth iRally of the Congregational
by better jobs. The chief wants forthcoming on the Base itself.
Mrs. Bertha A. Bryant of Union
ticipate separately and in combina Churches" in the auditorium. The
back to port himself.
KINNEY-MELQUIST
to see a full-time city matron, and
reports that the grocers’ shelves
The follow.g letter, which wes gf>t"Consequently,
Oct. 27 to Nov. 8
tion
at
assemblies,
student
con

we can not too
following program was carried out there are again well filled with
would add the serv.ces of a prowl sent to Mrs. Smith bv Sumner P
POST NO. 34
urge that the 'Coast Guard certs, radio broadcasts and con with deep interest and devot on, beef. “But,” she adds, "we think
car.
AT THE
Whitney, manager of the Rockland strongly
certs of the Bangor Symphony opening with singing of Hymns 4
'Chief Linscctt's talk, and the plant of F. J. O’Hara and Sons, Base be mainta ned here in Rock Orchestra.
steak was never higher than today,
AMERICAN LEGION
land
as
a
vitally
needed
safeguard
and 116: Call to Worship, Charles unless it was when the cow jumped
question period 3 brought ibrward Inc., is similar in content to those
•
•
*
*
Gifford; singing of Hymn 86;
much information concerning the issued by Fred Gatcombe as mana and a fuurther inducement to more
Ted Curtis, faculty manager of Scripture lesson, read by V rginia over the moon.”
fishermen to join our expanding
tag
system
and
traffic
rules
in
gen

ger
of
the
General
Seafoods
activi

—o—
Clam Chowder Supper
athletics at the University of Manning; poem, by Ruth Bowley;
eral. A more advanced traffic light ties in Rockland and president of fishing industry.”
One
year
ago:
Five Knox Coun
Last W.nter, four rescue ships Maine, announces that the date of prayer, by Diane Cameron; piano
system is in prospect for another the Chamber of Commerce.
ty
men
were
inducted
at Fort
the
Interscholastic
Cross
Country
FRIENDSHIP, ME.
were
kept
busy
at
times
from
this
year.
I. 0. 0. F. Hall
“It has been reperted here in port on emergency calls with all meet for all High Schools and prep solo, Paul Halligan, beautifully Preble; David Holmes of Rockland
played
as
were
all
of
the
hymns
The Lions Club had a d stin- Rockland that the Coast Guard
Week-nights at 7.30
—The body of Edward T.
Tenant’s Harbor
guished guest Wednesday in the Base Is to be closed and that there being at sea at one time on several schools in Maine will be held at the for the evening; Hymn 84; call to leader
Kelley
of Washington, D.fc, a Coast
University
Friday
afternoon.
Nov.
occasions.
While
one
lone
vessel
Worship,
'Rev.
Orville
O.
Lezur,
di

person cf Carrell VP. Keene, Most will be no rescue ships stationed
Except Saturday
s 8 This will be the first annual rector of Pilgr m Fellowship in Guardsman, was found on the
Monday, Oct. 28
Worshipful Grand Master of the here this Winter, if this be true, will be of great, essistar-e
beach at Easter's Cove.—Mr. and
badly needed to supplement the cross-country run for secondary Maine.
Sundays 10.30 and 7.00
5.00 to 7.30
Grand Masonic Lodge of Maine. it would be a very sericus handicap are
work of that ship.
schools since 1942. As in past
The address of the evening was Mrs Leroy T. Sherer of Thomaston
Another especially welcome visitor
years, the prep school division will by Miss Priscilla LeVelt, who spent observed their golden wedding an
U. S. ARMY COMBAT FILMS
was Lion Gil Laite of the Camden WELCOME
be run off first, and the High several years of the war in the niversary—Clara Maddocks of Owl s
Admission
50c
Rcckport Club who led a song serv
85-86
86'It ice wh ch was a distinct credit to the
Schocl harriers will start over the slums of London doing valiant Head observed her '102d birthday—
four-mile grind immediately after work for the destitute children in L. E. Jones, Seth Low. John M.
club.
Pomeroy and Putnam P. Bicknell
wards.
their great need.
The Club gave a fine "hand'’ to Hushand Of Rockland Woman Steamers, Once Known As
• • • *
Miss LeVelt is a delightful speak were elected directors of the Cham
Miss Norma Ramrdell, the Thorn
Has Important Assignment
Miss Joan Look, daughter of Mr. er, and gave many pictures, in her ber of i. inmerce for three years—
Camden and Belfast, Tied
dike Hotel waitress, who served
and Mrs. Harold Look of 233 talk, of the hardships and condi Deaths: Rockland, James T. Tay
the luncheon unaided.
Over There
lor, 53; Camden, John K. Connell
' Up On West Coast
Broadway.
Rockland,
publicity tions wh ch prevailed
Lt. Jasper D. Akers, husband of
of the women’s section of
It was an evening long to be re of Warren, 69; Waldoboro, Charles
Mrs. J. D Akers of 138 Limerock
The once familiar Boston to manager
the
Combined
Glee
Club
of
the
membered
by those who were fortu S. Wallace, 69; North Haven, Loustreet, Rockland, is serving with Bangor steamers of the Eastern University of Maine, is one of
rena Calderwood, 80.
the Chinese Amphibious Training Steamship Lines, the Camden and chortB officers assisting Director nate enough to be present and
realize
the
great
work
now
going
at Tsingtao, China which the Belfast, are tied up at West
Rockland Elks Greet District Group
G Selwood in planning the on in America.
—K S. F.
Washington reports that the
is training Chinese personnel in the coast ports and declared ,Army sur James
year
’
s
activities.
price
of canned pork and beans is
plus
after
valiant
service
in
the
operation of U S. amphibious ves
Deputy McComb and
• • * •
TEL. ROCKLAND 673
due
to
increase two to three cents
sels being turned over to the Pacific as transports during the
Stanley Murray, son of Mr and
a pound. Which sounds a little less
Suite
Chinese Navy.
war.
Mrs Allan J. Murray of 144 Talbot
formidable than $2 a pound for
NO CHARGE FOR EMPTY CASES
Training afloat is accomplished
No. announcement has been made
John McComb, Jr., of Sanford, by actual training cruises with' a as*to their disposition as one is avenue, secretary-treasurer of th Hears Fine Talk From Its beefsteak, especially to those who
’s section of the Combined
prefer beans to beefsteak.
District Deputy Grand Exalted combination
of American and idle in Suisum Bay, Calif., and the men
Glee
Clubs
of
the
University
of
Ruler
cf
Ma
ne
West,
made
his
offi

Chinese
crews.
First
President
—
Meeting
,
other
at
Portland,
Oregon.
llllllllllllllll III
cial visit and Inspection of Rock
Standard Navy text books, trainUpon leaving Penobscot Bay area, Maine, is one of chorus officers as
White raspberries of the EverDate Changed
land Lodge of Elks Tuesday night. ng aids, and training film, which they were in service of the Colonial sisting Director James G. Selwooc’
bearing
variety were picked Tuesday
A seafood supper was served proved themself so valuable during Line from Providence to New York in planning the year’s activities.
by
Mrs.
Fernald F. Ames of Vinal
•
•
•
•
The Rockland Garden Club met haven and
which nearly 100 attended, making the war, are being used in the as the Comet and the Arrow. Early
found their way to The
The annual women s field hockey Tuesday, in the home of Mrs. Courier-Gazette
the largest meeting of the lodge schools. The majority of the in in the war. they were taken by the
office. Not quite
in some time. Several guests were structors have many years of Naval Army Transport Service and sent tourney got underway this week Laton Jackson, Limerock street, enough for a pie, however.
present from Portland and San experience, and are experts in to duty as troop transport and with the senior girls playing the with 21 members present.
It was voted to change date of
sophomore lassies Wednesday. This
ford. Muse for singing was pro their respective lines.
j cargo carriers between the islands intramural
next
meeting to Wednesday, Dec.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
tournament,
which
vided by Yale Goldberg and Ernest
The course at the Chinese Naval of the Hawaiian chain,
4, at which time Edward Johnson,
Johnson.
If I had my life to live again I
Training Center includes seaman i When last seen, they were far creates high interest among the assistant
horticulturist. State De would have made a rule to read some
Out of town guests were, James ship, navigation, radio, signaling, from the clean swift coastal steam four classes, will exend throughout
poetry and listen to some music at
partment of Agriculture, Augusta, least
Usher, Portland; Dwight Stevens, radar, fire control, gunnery, en ers
the
rest
of
.
October
and
the
first
once a week
The less of these
of
the
heyday
of
passenger
well
known
in
Rockland,
will
be
Portland; Dr. Joseph Brown, San gineering. diesel engines, gyro com steamers on this coast. They had half of November. The climax of
tastes is a lows of happiness.—Charles
ford; Edward J. MoCann, Bath: pass, administration, and supply.
the girls’ field hockey games comes present and instruct members and Darwin.
been altered considerably and had on
ODE TO THE WEST WIND
Harry Mapes, Sanford.
Homecoming Day when the guests as to making of Christmas
In spite of the many problems en been painted a neutral gray to
decorations for Knox Hospital and O wild West Wind, thou breath of
Frosh
girls
tangle
with
the
sopho

Autumn's being,
countered. crews have been trained conform to Army standards. Their
TYLER P. T. A.
in the annual Freshmen their homes.
Thou, from whose unseen presence
and a number of ships are now speed had shrunk to 12 knots or mores
Mrs. Clarence Beverage, of Hal
the leaves dead
The Tyler P.T.A. held its first offi manned and operated entirely by less under the care of persons in Hat game, and the Alumnae play
like ghost« from an en
lowell, charter member and first Are driven,
the
top
undergraduate
team
on
cial meeting of the year, Oct. 14, the Chinese.
chanter fleeing. .
experienced in the care of turbines Homecoming Morning, Nov. 2.
president
of
the
Rockland
Garden
Yellow, and black, and pale, and
with President Barbara Griffith
and they were not at all a pretty
hectic red.
The four class teams have been Club, and a past <pres dent of The Pestilence-stricken
prseiding over the new slate of of
Australians are protesting against ship as they had been" stripped practicing
multitudes! O thou
hard during October in Garden Club Feberation of Maine,
ficers.
Who charlotest to their dark Wintry
advertisements in strike-disturbed down to the bare essentials and
was
guest
speaker.
Her
subject:
bed
Mrs. Irene Dresser, educational areas offering to buy Australian altered to the Army conception of preparation for the field hockey
tourney, which is a major sport “The Falling (Leaf,” in which she The winged seeds, where they He cold
director from the State Board of war bonds at reduced prices.
what a ship should be.
and low.
event for girls during the Fall traced vividly the early growth in
Education spoke to an interested
Each like a corpse within Its grave,
Spring,
through
the
Summer
and
season at the University.
In
until
audience on: “Do's and Don’ts of
azure sister of the Spring shall
charge of the freshmen team ls into the glorious Fall which New Thine blow
1 Helping Your Child with Schcol
Hazel P Starrett, daughter of Englanders enjoy each pass ng sea
j Work."
Her clarion o'er the dreaming earth,
Ralph Starrett. Friendship, who son. Her talk was most interest
and fill
I There was an attendance of 54.
THOMASTON DANCE
sweet buds like flocks to feed
has been prominent in girls' ath ing, ending with a quotation from (Driving
and the sub-primary room won the
In air)
Edna
St.
Vincent
Millay
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
letics for three years at Maine.
attendance honors.
With living hues and odors plain
• • • •
"O World, I cannot hold thee close
and hill:
he next regular meet ng will be
enough
Wild Spirit, which art moving every
Nov. 12.
j. d.
The fraternities have pledged 260 Thy winds,
WATTS HALL, THOMASTON
thy wide gray skies
where;
candidates for membership during Thy mists that roll and rise!
Destroyer and preserver; hear, oh hear!
WAYNE DRINKWATER and His 12-Piece Band
—Percy Bysshe Shelley.
the first “rushing” in five years. Thy woods this Autumn dav. and that
ache and sag.
During the war, the houses were And all
but
cry
with
color.
Featuring George Huntley, Vocalist
The young people of the Naza
used as dormitories, and this Fall Lord. .1 do fear that Thou made the
rene
Church will sponsor a musi
world
too
beautiful
this
year
marks
their
return
to
normal
fra

Dancing 9 to 12—Admission 70c
Mv soul Is all but cut of me let fall cal service at the church at 7.30
ternity activity.
No burning leaf; prithee, let no bird
Bus Connections After the Dance
tonight.
call."
Argentina is to fix prices of wine,
AUSPICES AMERICAN LEGION
increasing those on exports and de.
Opposing a proposed dog track,
86-F-tf
creasing those on products used at churches of Croydon. England, have
We are pleased to announce the Association of Cochran,
home.
employed legal counsel.

The News At “Maine”

A Youth Rally

H E A R

“DAVE” EVANS

Advent
Christian Church

With Chinese Group

Makes Us Homesick

lllllllllllllllllll
NATIVE EGGS WANTED

SWIFT & CO.

An Official Visit

The Garden Club

A

BUSINESS ANNOUNCEMENT

BOILED DINNER ,
METHODIST CHURCH

Baker & Cross with McDougall-Ladd Co.

THURSDAY, OCT. 31

' BEEF IS BACK ON THE MENU AT

Business will be conducted at the McDOUGALL-LADD
CO. offices, 14 SCHOOL STREET. Miss Lillian Baker will
continue to handle the business of Cochran, Baker & Cross. '

SCHEDULED AIR SERVICE
TO PORTLAND

THE HOTEL ROCKLAND
(Price of Entree Includes Complete Dinner)

Served from 12.06 to 2.30—6.00 to 8.00

MCDOUGALL- LADD CO.

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 27
FRESH FRUIT CUP SUPREME
SWEET NATIVE CIDER
CHILLED HAWAIIAN PINEAPPLE JUICE
HOT CONSOMME CLARE
CREAM OF TOMATO SOUP

83-86

APPETIZERS

STUFFED QUEEN OLIVES
MICHIGAN CELERY CURLS
PICKLE STICKS

ENTREES

BROILED TENDERLOIN STEAK ..........................................
GRILLED SIRLOIN STEAK .................................................
CHOPPED SIRLOIN STEAK WITH FRIED BANANAS
ROAST PRIME RIBS OF BEEF AU JUS ............................
ROAST LEG OL’ SPRING LAMB, MINT JELLY..............
ROAST YOUNG TOM TURKEY. DRESSING, CRAN
BERRY SAUCE ......................
GENUINE MAINE HOT BOILED LOBSTER, DRAWN
BUTTER
.............................................................................
FRIED DEEP SEA SCALLOPS, TARTAR SAUCE ...........

HELP WANTED
STITCHERS, CLEANERS, INSPECTORS
Experienced and Learners

1.50
1.75
1.40

CHOICE OF TWO

GREEN FRESH GARDEN PEAS
MASHED SQUASH
AROOSTOOK POTATOES
SNOWFLAKE FOILED SWEFT POTATOES FRENCH FRIED
PLAIN WHITE OR WHOLE WHEAT BREAD
HOT BISCUITS
JELLIED FRUIT SALAD

GOOD EARNINGS, STEADY WORK
Apply

J. B. Pearson Company
THOMASTON, MAINE

5190
1-75
1.50
160
1.50

DESSERTS

85-tf

FRESH GREEN APPLE PIE
BANANA CREAM PIE
FRESH STRAWBERRY SHORTCAKE. WHIPPED CREAM
SUNDAES
CHOCOLATE CAKE FUDGE
FRESH FRUIT
STRAWBERRY
TEA
COFFEE
MILK

Two Round Trip Flights Daily
COMMENCING MONDAY, OCT. 28
Fly with Speed and Comfort in Heated Twin
Engine Airplanes.
DAILY SCHEDULE
Lv. Rockland

Ar. Portland

A. M. 6.45.. .. .. .. .. 7.15 A. M.
P. M. 2.30.. .. .. .. .. 3.00 P. M.

Lv. Portland

Ar. Rockbnd

9.00.. .. .. .. .. 9.30
4.00.. .. .. .. .. 4.30

Pare $5.00 One Way—$9.00 Round Trip
If you wish to visit or transact business in Portland you tan
leave Rockland at 6.45 in the morning and return to Rockland
at either 9.00 in the morning or 4.00 in the afternoon. These
flights make connections with Northeast Airlines and Railroad
schedules for the North and West.

- Call Maine Air and Transportation Co. For Reservations.

ROCKLAND 1435
86-tf

From 11 A. M. to 1 P. M.
85 Cents

86-87

Tuesday-Friday
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The Courier-Gazette
twice-a-week

“He looked for a city, which hath
foundations, whose builder and
maker is God”—Hebrews 11:10.

>k Review

From The Exciter

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
TWICE-A-WEEK
Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
Associate Editor, MRS. WILLIAM O. FULLER

Gossip Which Has To Do
With the Central Maine
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
Forces

was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
was established in 1855 and in 1801 changed its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
»
Subscriptions $4 00 per year, payable in advance; single copies five cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.

[EDITORIAL]
September was another bad month for

If there is a more excellent and
discriminating writer of detective
thrillers than Ellery Queen, we have
failed to read any of h's novels. If
one wants to get right into real
brain-teasmg problems, he is most
apt to watch for the latest from
Ellery Queen's pen, and fertile
brain.
This writer must be a twin per
sonality, else how could he produce
the world's best mystery fiction
with both hands writing at once.
The dramatic surprises he concccts
and the fine-tooth combing of situ
ations, are a joy to those who get
their entertainment out of the
spices he uses.
Ellery Queen’s “Drury' Lane’s Last
Case,” published by L ttle. Brown,
Boston, is so full up with surprises
and original thought in his manner
of investigating cases, that with Mr.
Drury Lane aga n before us, we get
the delectable thrill of a lifetime.
How this versatile author keeps
up with himself in the volume of
work he accomplishes, is even as
great a mystery as some of his con
coctions. Let us hope he lives to
be a hundred, and keeps on keeping
on in his work.
—Kathleen S. Fuller.
“A Pilgrim Returns To Cape Cod.”

Author, Edward Rowe Sncw. The
Yankee Publishing Company, Bos
ton.
New England owes more than we
now realize to this author for the
excellence of his historical work
of recent years. He has gathered
with infinite care, and put into
worthy book form, his close study
of events connected w.th our New
England Coast.
His list df books which will live
to bless his study are, "Storms and
Shipwrecks of New England,” "The
Romance of Bcston Bay,” “Pirates
and Buccaneers of the Atlantic
Coast,” 'Famous Lighthouses of
New England,” and now ” A Pilgrim
Returns to Cape Cod.”
W th all the sweep of his roman
tic and astonishng clear sight into
the past, He even surpasses, in this
latest volume, his dramatic and in
teresting earlier history which will
live, and be a guiding light into the
past.
Edward Sncw did not shirk or
miss any coast-line cove, or put into
the w nding ways of Cape Cod.
He explored every nook and cor
ner in his hiking of 235 mles.
Tlie vast detail of his discoveries,
and the almost unbelievable num
ber of fascinating histcr cal events,
not recorded, cr if told, with so
little fascinating verve, they have
been lost to posterity. The read
er will wish for more from this
fac le pen.
The book is dedicated to the Pil
grim Ancestors of the author. The
reading public will get a variety of
events, shipwrecks, murders, even
U-Boat shelling the shore. A really
great piece of writ ng, which claims
no historical prowess but is a truly
Cape Cod masterpiece.
—'Kathleen S. Fuller.
Australia is considering a plan to
relieve its labor shortage by mov
ing factories into the country,
where more female labor is avail
able.
I

BITLER
CAR & HOME SUPPLY

LIEUT. SHAW motor fatalities, 14 of which are listed in
WARNS OF LEAVES Lieut. Shaw's report. For the first nine
IN HIGHWAY months of the year there were 115 tra
gedies, and while this is 15 more than for
the corresponding period last year, :t falls far short of the
black record of 1941 when 148 persons lost their lives on the
highways. In the course of his monthly repert, Lieut. Shaw
says:
' •
With the coming of long Fall and Winter nights, Maine
motorists must again accustom themselves to night driving.
Accident figures shew that it is these hours of twilight and
early nightfall that are most dangerous for motorists and pe
destrians. Since most fatal accidents occur after darkness
falls, now is a good time to consider seme of the difficulties
of night driving. By putting a few moments of serious think
ing now and by taking necessary precautions new, the wise
driver will prepare himself for the after-dark driving he will
be called upon to do during the Fall and Winter season.
Leaves can become very dangerous as they fall on the
highway. They are especially dangerous when they are wet.
A film cf water under a mass cf leaves, as well as between indi
vidual leaves, acts to destroy friction when coming in contact
with rubber tires.

Our readers are frequently reminded
of the shortage of newsprint, and leng ago
learned that it was the reason for dropping
one of our three weekly editions. Lest they
think the situation has improved let them
read the following five reasons fcr the shortage assigned by
William G. Chandler, president of tlie American Newspaper
Association yesterday:
(1) Insufficient supply of pulpwood on* hand for making
newsprint paper.
(2) Demand for newsprint greater than present capacity
of mills in the United States and Canada.
(3) Manj' factories have gene into production of higher
grade paper on which there was no ceiling price.
(4> It will be at least 18 months before more paper mak
ing machinery can be bought.
(5) Newspaper circulations are greater than before tlie
war.
WHY THERE
IS A PAPER
SHORTAGE

Between now’ and Nov. 5 radio listeners are going to hear lots about the politlcal situation. Fulton (Lewis, Jr., making a
MIDWEST
swing through the pivotal States, reported
Tuesday night that the Republicans will
gain three Representatives in Illinois and. that there is a pos
sibility of gaining six. The word from Michigan is that Sen
ator Vandenburg will be re-elected by 250,000 majority and it
may reach 400,000. In the latter event he cannot fail to be a
factor In the next Republican National Convention. Rut in
politics it never does to count chickens before they are
hatched.
THE WORD
FROM THE

The voice of Berlin must echo omi
nously today in the corridors of the Krem
lin. The first free election in the German
caoital in 14 years sounded this unmistak
able warning to Moscow: You have failed
to win the German people.
The Berlin vote can be heard above all reports of vic
tories by Russian-sponsored parties in the Russian zone.
Russian-appointed officials were in control in Berlin. Rus
sian posters and propaganda went as far as they could tc
capture the city for the Socialist Unity Party, backed by Mos
cow, but free voting was permitted. And Russia’s party got
only ene-fifth of the votes. The Social Democrats won, with
the Christian Democrats second.
Even in sections where Communism was formerly strong,
the balloting rejected' Communist ideas of government. This
does not mean that Germany has suddenly gene democratic.
Indeed, there are some voices warning us that German thought
is more Nazified than ever. And the bombing of denazification
centers in Stuttgart indicates that some Germans still are
ready to fight.
But the Berlin vote does serve potice on Moscow that the
tide of pro-Russian feeling is rapidly receding in areas not
<'^nK°
B«d‘Anny. It is a warning to Russia. It
could render the Kremlin more than ever unwilling to permit
make Moscow more willing to comproRu«ia^t\hnm^Stern deTnoc:aciesit is a warning to
Russia, it should be a reassurance to Britons and Americans
lo
thinking that only war could stop Russian exh 1 should spur 1110 democracies to set a better ex
ample of democracy -Christian Science Monitor.

HOW DOES
MOSCOW
LIKE Tins?

The great and brilliant series of
books put out by the Smithsonian
Institute several years ago have all
the absorbing interest one can find
in as many of the finest novels ever
written, and the great hoard of
knowledge to be found in them is
superb.

is to allow humanity in our hearts
to flow out freely into new spaces
and mix into other countries, as
other countries have come to mix
with us. Thus World War II has
broadened us some. "We find that
we simply can’t be a part of the
great wide^world; we simply can’t
What our world needs most today help ourselves being just that.

470 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

WRECKER SERVICE

We wish to announce thc opening

103 SO. MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, TEL. 1186
We deal in O.S.C.O. and Flagship Motors for boats.

20 ELM STREET
Directly across from the Farns
worth Memorial Home

Auto Parts and Repairs. Open 24 Hours.
Francis C. Morris, Prop.

85*86

J. F. & B. F. BURGESS,
Optometrists.

CHOOSE
BOTH CAREFULLY

Live or Dressed
TO ORDER

Washington, Me., TEL. 7-5

JUNK WANTED
ALL KINDS

METALS. SCRAP IRON.
RAGS

MORRIS GORDON & SON
Rear Miller's Garage
6 T St., Rockland, TeL 1012-W
72-tf

YOUR HOME
Select It With Care

YOUR MORTGAGE

1

I

half

GAL

"IU

GALLON

87C

DONUTS
JANE PARKER
HOME-STYLE
PKG

OF 8

OQC
JaU
*

A

EsjayA&P’sBig

AUTUMN

HARVEST!
SUPERMARKETS

Easy
Terms
Easy
Terms

McINTOSH APPLES ,, , 335'
BOSC PEARS
2 ,.27'
ONIONS
.315'
CAULIFLOWER
19c
PASCAL CELERY
2e29
12

Candy Dish exqui
sitely fashioned of
silvered cut glass.
Budget

Terms

.19

POTATOES ’ ’

S385

FANCY WHITE LONG ISLAND _

Clyde R. YorG
Rockland Endicot
who has been in ti
for the past three i
appointed managt
store, and returnt
to take up his 1
York is a former
has long been a
shoe business. Hi
inactive duty last
serving three year
Navy, with the ri
officer.
Mr. and
daughter Patricia
the home of Mr a
Humphrey at Glen

The first regular
McLain Parent-Tei
tion will be held M
7.30, at the McLai
persons interested
attend.

U S NO 1 GRADE - TOR WINTER KEEPING

$18.00

ton
Nov. 5—-Knox Cov
convenes.
Nov. 11—Armlstlc,
Nov. 11—Armls 1
Nov 14—"Countr
munity Building
Nov. 20 ThomaCircle bazaar at M
Nov. 21 — Com
fair.
Nov. 15—Monthly
tlst Men'j League
Nov. 28—Th.,
Dec. 2—City elect
D?c. 4 Meeting
Garden Club
Dec. 25—Christina

The Sodality oi
Lourdes St. Bernai
to Camden Wedne
they assisted in th
effleers for the S
Lady of Good Hope
vided music for
which tlie pastor
Savage, was celebra
ists’ spiritual direct
Giilis, teonducted,
ceremonies and reel
sary. Mrs. Jane 1
organst.

' *

The Rexal

RUSS

HD

Funeral
CARL M. SI
I.ADV ASSII

24 HOUR AMI
SEItVH

PHONE
9 CLAREMON I

ROCKLAM!

Radio, Table Model
Classic. AC-DC, j
tubes.
Pay
Weekly

ICKE

$30.20

BROILERS

1.74

FLOUR

GOLD MEDAL
2-Slice Toaster, flioover style. Smartly
chrome-plated.

7?'

FLOURS 1.74

s295

SUNNYFIELD
FAMILY

FLOUR He 1.55

and

FRYERS

£

GRADE A-2h TO 3h LBS - LB

FRESH SMELTS
HALIBUT
FANCY SLICED
SMOKED FILLETS
SALT COD STRIPS
OYSTERS
FRESHLY OPENED
COD FILLETS
FANCY
SALMON
FANCY SLICED

LB
LB

BUR.
Funeral
TELS. 390-j

110-112 LIMEl
LB

rockla N|

Ambulance

LB
LB
LB

IB

WHITEHOUSE
TIIIR 4
Flid

EVAP. MILK
IDEAL FOR
BABIES!

Eversharp Pen and
Pencil Set. Repeat
er feed. Both for

&3/t

*1750

a

3

A AC
AA!

TALL
CANS □□

SUPER SUDS
"When
Available”

LARGE
PKG

QQc

Cl

DEVIL FOOD BAR Cream Filled ,2OZ
CAKf 27'
14 OZ
COFFEE CAKE "S‘ CAKl
OZ
MARVEL WHITE BREAD 20LOAf
18 OZ
MARVEL RYE BREAD
LOAf
MARVEL VIENNA BREAD A13'

TELEPHONB

BUILDER!

p.|»V«l’D’E*D PAYMENTS

Manhattan Jewelers
376 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME
TEL. 1202

PALMOLIVE

SOAP
PALMOLIVE

SOAP

Q

0

O

REG
CAKES

Maine’s Finer Store
for Diamonds,
ff'atches and Silver
For Over Fifty years

£ CAKES

Budget Terms Arranged
64-F-tf

CASHMERE
"When
Available"

THE

02 1 le A If
Oats QUILKer REG
OZ PKG 4*1
\ LB 1 EC
Iona Cocoa
PKG 10
AN I
iO(z O' Ae
Tomato Soup PAGE CAN 0
Pea Soup HABllANT c a n
ANN
Mello-Wheat PAGE
?p8k°gZ 18c
Maltex Cereal
2.1<°gz
c
Educator Crax
1pklg“
c
Ritz Crackers NBq
SUNNY) tuO

bath

MMM"Whea Available

We will gladly suggest a mortgage plan that will be
fitted to your income.

84-F-tf

CIDER

a

CLASSICS
The Chocolate Soldier
Nelson Eddy and Rise Stevens
Rachmaninoff Concerto No. 2
Artur Rubinstein

Jewelers

haven reunion and
tleth Ce'ntury Ciub

MEL-O-BIT CHEESE « » 61
BLEU CHEESE —
"5

MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND. ME.

It will cost you nothing to come in and get the facts
and figures.

2

Ot Gufc (IhuMF

★ ★★★★★★

Thc Old Lamp Lighter
Sammy Kaye
Along the Navajo Trail
Bing Crosby

Oct 27—Naw Di
Oct. 30—Ba-.
Legion hall.
Oct. 31— AnnuaJ
Appleton.
Nov. 2 Sevent

WINTER HILL

Schick Dry Shaver
with double head,
electric» cord and
case.

Oct. 24-25—Malm
ventlon at Bang,
Oct 25—Rubln&te
Mr-. Dora Bid
Oct.
2'- Thoma
Orange Fair at Wa
Oct. 25—Wcm.il.'-

meets with M:
avenue, Bockpo.-t

Tlcu; (padc j OCEAN 16 9 4C
eiainwMW”9 SPRAY 104<>ON 2
*abiILTA SOUP- CAMPf
12 OZ 4CC
CAN I w
NIBLETS
cott
NO 2 1 RC
GOLDEN BANTAM
CAN I
CREAM STYLE
46 OZ oqc
&&P CORN
CAN fc**
IONA TOMATO JUICE

Consider the Contract

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

blended

Latest estunu.es are that at least
200,000 people in Japan were left
without homes after the war.

{Naw

Aren’t You Kind of Glad Wc'
Did?
V. Monroe

Live 70c, Dressed 75c

Read The Courier-Gazette

FOR HALLOWE'EN!

PILLSBURY

On the Boardwalk
F. Martin
Pretending
Bing Crosby
Beaumont Ride
H. James
B. Goodman
My Blue Heaven
No, Don’t Stop
W. German
Who’ll Buy My Violets?
Dinah Shore
This is Always
H. James

16 Pounds and Over

Motion pictures of agricultural
activities in the United States were
among the attractions of the re
cent Agricultural Expos.tion in Bo
livia.

FIGS DATES NUTS

The world hese originally mean:
breeches reaching only to the
knee.

//a

LATE RECORDS

FANCY BRONZE TOMS

LARRY TURFFS

★ *

TALK OF T3

cnnaivii- --------- retail stores each year.

DON T FORGET...

Lincoln County, Wednesdaj’ night
Oc.t 31, High School Building.
Waldoboro.
Both meetings are scheduled for
8 o’clock
Frank-Reed, poultry special st cf
the Exrension Service, and Leroy
Brown from the Bureau of Markets
will be the speakers.

POPULAR ALBUMS
RhumbasXavier Cugat
The Quintet of the Hot Club
of France

75-86

TURKEYS

was cut to a minimum of six
hours.
H. P. Blodgett is proudly dis
playing his new Remington threeshot shotgun.
He has also pur
chased a new plaid hunting cap,
and is now patiently waiting lor
Nov. 1.
Welcome home to Robie Ames
Former Rockland meter reader,
Robie wears a broad smile and says
it sure is fine to be back in civ.es
again. Right now he is vacati
ng with his wife and. daughter.
Kathleen Duff, Lucy Ball, Leola
Robinson, Doris Sylvester, Aimee
Karl, Honey Dougnerty, Beulan
Ames of Rockland offlce, Eleanor
Winchenbach of Waldoboro offlce,
Mary Hatch of Camden offlce, ana
movie photographer Lyford Ames,
were entertained at the Jones
camp. Crawford Lake, guests ot
Mr. and Mrs. Lutie Jones and son
Ed. Hamburgers, hot dogs, with aii
the fixings, cooked over an out
door fireplace, ice cream and cake
were partaken of with relish, fol
lowed by boating and swimming,
and a final gathering in the living
room around an open fire.
The
highlight of the evening was an in
spection of the Jones’ farm where
“we” fed the sheep and viewed tne
vegetable gardens. During this in
terval Honey Dougherty got a clip
on the temple which resulted in a
beautiful and very becoming black
eye. (Ask Ed Jones for the gory
details).
Elmer Pinkham is all smiles over
the arrival of a new meter truck,
and says it is a pip. H. Laton
Jackson is driving a new Chevro
let which is certainly a pleasant
departure from the wreck he has
been traveling in.
Congratulations to Russell Ken
nedy of the Rockland service aepartment who was married Aug
25.
Lighting Engineer Ray McFar
land tells of a wonderful outing
when he and the Mrs. were guests
of the Horton (Flints at Boothbav
Harbor.
Division accountant A. J. Mur
ray and family made a week-end
trip to Aroostook County recently.
The second Simplified Training
Course in Electrical Refrigeration
to be conducted by the Company
was completed in the Eastern Di
vision, Aug. 15. At the buffet
luncheon tvjiich marked the com
pletion of the course Carroll Mer
rill, who conducted the sessions,
was presented a purse by the lo
men who successfully completed
the course.
At the luncheon, served by Miss
Dougherty, card certificates were
presented each of the 15 graduates
by Don Fisher, director of the ap
pliance service division, and a
short talk w’as given by assistant
division manager, Laton Jackson.
The 15 ljien, who completed the
course were: Lawrence Leach, Hil
ton Ames, John Dalton, Earl Co
gan. Merrill Reed, Robert Hussey
and Eddie Weir, all of CMP’s Easern Division; Wilbur Strong, rep
resenting House-Sherman; wniarr
Howard and Fred Partlett, both ot
the A T. Thurston Company; Percy
Boardman, of A. C McLoon; RiCnard Havener, of (Francis Havener;
Manley Cuddy, of Norman Cuddy;
and Edwin Jones and Joseph
Brooks, both of whom own tneir
own business.

MAINE MUSIC CO.

IN NEW OFFICES

Families living in army huts in
Chinese restaurants in Bangkok,
Siam, are again serving their fa Linslade. England, will get the first
mous bird’s nest soup after, a rest post-war permanent houses.
Haiti is expected to produce 25,000
during the war.
One In Warren Next Tuesday:
to 85.000 tons of Sugar in excess of
Tailor-made white shirts of good domestic needs in the coming sea
One In Waldoboro
material now cost $5 each, delivered son.
within 24 hours, in Calcutta, India.
Because of wrong size cr lack of
Wednesday
reliable standard sizes, an estimat
There will be a poultry meeting Subscribe to The Couner-Gazette ed 13 or 14 million dollars' worth of
to d scuss marketing eggs and also
other problems connected with the
poultry business (such as taxes) in
the two counties as follows:

Knox County. Tuesday night, Oct.
With all hands working
at tor
29. Glover Hall, Warren.
speed the interruption to service

THE MUSIC BOX

MORRIS SERVICE STATION

of our new office at

The annual line inspection work
was carried on at the Lawrence
Cement Plant, Thomaston, on Aug
22, by four Central Maine line
crews and a substation crew, when
the 33 Kv insulators were cleaned
and a complete inspection mace.

Poultry Meetings

Tuesday-Frk

soap

CAKES

GREAT

ATLANTIC

fEREAu
Wheatsworth NBC
20 02 21
, Ann Hag*
Ground Nutmeg AnoVeX 15c
PIlLSRURY /)(■'
Pancake Mix «*'$
IH PKG Z0'
SbNSAtEI
OEC
Prune Juice Quart but J
u
LIGHT 7 5 i co w I 6c 4 < e
Mazda BULBS
25.40.60w EA 11
1 1
.Penn
'rv c**59c
n«r l»AL.
■ dill fGallon
1.15
Old Dutch ... .. .. . 2 cans 15c
Octagon ClE ANst R 2 CANa 9C

2 8 ° Z14C
23 A
24

&

PACIFIC

TEA

CO.

All prices subject to market chan8«, We reserve the right to limit quantities. Prices effective in th.. area.

Tuesday-Fridav

fay-Frlday
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is returned to
|year.

TALK OF THE TOWN

of agricultural
fiited States were
tions of the recpos.tion in Boner-Qazette

UTS
IEN!
r•

Oct 24-25—Maine Teachers’
Con
vention at Bangor.
Oct. 25—Rubinstein Club meets with
Mr< Dora B'rd.
Oct.
2'- Thomaston •
Weymouth
Grange Fair at Watts Hall.
Oct. 25 -Woman's Educational Club
meets with Mrs. Viola Spear, Pascal
avenue. Rockport.
Oct 27—Navy Day.
Oct. 30—Baseball banquet, American
Legion hall
Oct. 31—AnnuaJ Harvest Home in
Appleton.
Nov. 2 Seventeenth annual Vinal
haven reunion and dance at the Twen
tieth Century Club, 3 Joy street, Bos
ton
Nov. 5—Knox County Superior Court
convenes.
Nov. 11—Armistice Day.
Nov. 11—Armistice Ball.
Nov 14—"Country Store" at Com
munity Building.
Nov. 20--Thomaston: Eastern Star
Circle bazaar at Masonic Temple.
Nov. 21 — Congregational Church
fair.
Nov. 15- Monthly meeting of Bap
tist Men'g League.
Nov. 28—Thanksgiving Day.
Dec 2—City election.
Dec. 4 Meeting of the Rockland
Garden Club.
Dec. 25—Christmas.

Clyde R. YorL for<zeiiy of the
Rockland Endicott-Johnson Store,
who has been in the Bangor Store
for the past three months, has been
appointed manager of the local
store, and returned here this week
to take up his new duties. Mr
York is a former Belfast boy and
has long been associated in the
shoe business. He was placed on
inactive duty last January after
serving three years in the U. S.
Navy, with the rank of warrant
officer
Mr. and Mrs. York and
daughter Patricia are residing at
the home of Mr. and Mrs Everett
Humphrey at Glen Cove.

Halloween will be recognized to
A boiled dinner will be served at
the Methodist Church, Oct. 31, night at the Sea Scout Building,
when they and their ladies will bob
from 11 a. m., to 1 p. m.
for apples, stage an initiation and
The Sub-primary at the Purchase dance.
Street School will change classes
Motto cars bearing the political
next Monday, Oct. 28.
legend, "Watts for Sheriff" are
Samuel Goodrich of the Thorn still seen on the streets. But the
dike Hotel staff is on a hunting candidate was not 'our John.”
expedition at his former home in Some other county.
Dexter.
The regular morning story hour
be held Saturday morning at
John Luke of Camden, a former will
10
o
at the Library. Mrs.
Rockland resident, and World War Lucie clock
Risser
veteran, d ed suddenly in Milli this week. will be the story teller
nocket yesterday.
The Carini family have closed
Alfred Chapman of Berkeley their cottage at Ash Point, and
street has returned home following are moving to the Hager house at
a week's confinment in Knox Hos 63 Grace street.
pital with a knee injury.
Mrs. Harriet Frost leaves shortly
The Masonic School of Instruction for Florida, where she will spend
which is to be held at the Rock the Winter. Her residence will be
land Mason c Temple next Mon occupied meantime by Vinton Hus
day, will convene at 4 p. m. Sup sey, the new manager of the Au
per will be served at 6.30, and the gusta Hardware, Plumbing & Sup
meeting will reconvene at 7.30. The ply Company, which has taken
school will end at 9.30. James Wil over the business of the H. H. Crie
liams, D.D.G.M. will be assisted by Co.
E. J. Lander, grand lecturer.
Members of 4-H Clubs in Knox
French’s barber shop (French and Lincoln Count es will doubtless
and Watts proprietors) will move compete in the contest which is to
shortly to the quarters formerly- decide the name of the blueberry
occupied by the Spear coal office, experimental farm at Jonesboro.
wh ch is being remodelled to suit The contest closes Nov. 30. Entries
the fastidious tastes of those two may be made to County Agent,
popular tonsorialists.
Rockland P. O. Box 415, from whom
further information may'be ob
Aurora and Rockland Masonic tained.
lodges held a joint meeting Tues
day night, when the working of
Miss Gloria Wltham of this ctiy
the Master Mason's degree was wit is president of the Boston Univer
nessed by Grand Master Carroll W. sity dormitory, Graycroft Annex.
Keene, Grand Marshal John Faas
and District Deputy Grand Masters
MARRIED
Leroy Shaw and James Williams.
Marston-Kerr — At
New London,
Oct. 18, Howard E Marston of
Two hundred of the brethren en- Conn.,
Rockland and Miss Joan M Kerr ol
jcyed the turkey supper.
Quaker Hill, Oonn.
BORN

IlillSrove—At Knox Hospital. Oct. 13.
The rules committee and team
to Mr. and Mrs Robert E HUlgrove, a
captains o? the City Bowling daughter
—Saxon Elaine
MarGowan—At Eye and Ear Infirm
The Sodality of Our Lady o" League will meet Mondav mght at
ary. Portland, Oct. 22. to Mr. and Mrs.
Lourdes St. Bernard s Parish, went 7.30 at Community Building.
Warren MacOowan (Marie Jordan of
to Camden Wednesday night where
Thomaston i a daughter.
The Board of Control of Com
they assisted in the installation of
DIED
Lermond—At South Hope. Oct. 24.
officers for the Sodality of Our munity Buildings, Inc., is called to
Annie
L.
Lermond.
widow cf Sidney B
Lady of Good Hope. They also pro- meet in the Tower Room at 4 Lermond. age 76 years,
6 months, 28
o
’
clock
this
afternoon
for
the
com

vided music for Benediction at
days. Private funeral services Sunday
which tiie pastor. Rev. James F. pletion of the business of annual at 2 o'clock from the residence. In
in East Union.
Savage, was celebrant. The Sodal- meeting, acting on reports of terment
Studley—At Thomaston, Oct. 23.
ists’ spiritual director, Rev. Archie special committees and election of Mrs. Gertrude M. Studley, wife of
James D Studley, age 73 years, 7
Gillis, 'conducted! the' installation officers.
months. 11 days. Funeral Saturday at
ceremonies and rectaton of the Ro
2 o’clock from Cushing Funeral Home.
A practical demonstration of the Knox street. Burial In Thomaston
sary. Mrs. Jane Foley served as
sextant was held during the in cemetery.
orzanst.
Luke—At Millinocket, Oct ,.24. John
struction period at the regular Luke,
age 48 years. Funeral arrange
meeting of the Sea Scouts. During ments pending.
The first regular meeting of the the business meeting. Richard Jones
McLain Parent-Teachers Associa was voted into the ship. Mark
tion will be held Monday night at Holt, Raymond Pendleton and Ed
7.30. at the McLain building All win Hustus were guests.
persons interested are urged to
attend.
Granite walks, never slippery.
Save money. John Meehan & Son, 1
Clark Island.
86-87
a
Hosirey on sale at Senter Crane
Store—Nylons, /Raycns, and Pure
Silk; also 100 dresses marked down
for immediate clearance.
86-lt

IMAh,!

4 .19

An amateur Night is going to be
held at Strand Theatre sometime
during November and the manage
ment is looking for amateur talent
for this show. If you can sing,
dance or do any sort of amtaeur act
get in touch now with the manager
of the Strand. Liberal cash prizes
will be awarded.

The Pirate baseball team, which
was Rockland s entry in the Knpx
County Twilight League last Sum
mer and which was sponsored by
Winslow-Holbrcok-Merritt Post, A.
L„ will be tendered a banquet in
th? American Legion rooms next
Wednesday night at 6.30 The event
was delayed until the sponsors
were sure they could get enough
for the husky ball-tossers to eat.
Rummage Sale, Oct. 29, at the
Methodist Church at 9.30 .
86-lt
IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of our clear sweet
sister. Mrs Bernice M Esancy. who
left us Oct. 26. 1941.
Five sad years have passed.
Since our great sorrow fell.
The shock we received that day
We Etill remember well.
As we loved her, so we miss her
In memory she ls ever near
Loved, remembered—longed for always
Bringing many a (silent tear
Mr. and Mrs A. K. Crockett.
86-lt
1943—“IN MEMORIAM"-1946
In loving memory of my father. Guy
M Johnson, who passed away Oct. 26.
1943
36 It
Mrs. Maude Rogalskl.

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of
Kendall L. S one
who passed away Oct. 25. 1933
When evening shadows are fallllng.
And we are sitting ail alone.
In our lA*arts, there comes a longing,
If you could only come back home
No one knows the silent heartaches
Only those who have lost can tell,
Of the grief that ls borne In silence
For the one we loved so well.
Hls mo her, Mrs Lester F. Stone;
sisters. Albra and Maxine.
IN MEMORIAM

In loving memory of Edith L. Ma
loney who passed away 4>ct. 25, 1932
Today ls a day of remembrance.
And many sad regrets;
A day we shall always remember
When the rest of the world forgets.
As we loved you. so we mis® you:
In memory you are always near.
Loved, remembered, longed for always.
For to us you were so dear.
Father, Mother, Brother and rela
tives.

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to express my sincere thanks
to Naomi Chapter and all my friends
who so generously gave the time, and
for their gifts while in Maine General
Hospital; and since my return home.
*
Lizzie I. Humphrey.

Read The Courier-Gazette

RUMMAGE SALE

Masquerade Dance

TUESDAY, OCT. 29

SOUTH CUSHING

AT THE

Halloween, October 31

METHODIST CHURCH
AT 9.30

8.30 to 12.00

86-87

All Types Of Welding
W’ill Go Anywhere

SUBSCRIPTION

HEAL’S GARAGE

HEADQUARTERS

Now Located At

STATE NEWS COMPANY

in

No Job Too Big or Small
See Us First, Last and Always

with

NOW Is The Time!
COME TO

The Country Store
for your

CHRISTMAS GIFTS
There will be Aprons, Dolls’
Clothes, Fancy Work, Fir Pillows,
Knitted Goods, Books, Handker
chiefs on sale.

S. E. EATON

Johnny Weismuller, Brenda Joyce

ROCKLAND
86 lc

PHONE 701

9 CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.

64-tf

c

TEMPLE HALL,
ROCKLAND

BOARDING PLACE
WANTED

Every Wednesday and
Saturday

Young business man, soon to
locate in Rockland, desires Room
with Board. Excellent character
references, quiet habits.

At 8 P. M.—Public Invited
GOOD PRIZES
Sponsored by R.M.C.

84-tf

Write to

BURPEE
Funeral Home

LB

LB

TELS. 390—1174-M
110-112 UMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

SKOWHEGAN, ME.

DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
So. Cushing Grange Hall

TO OUR PATRONS

3:30 P. M. Adm. 35c and 50c tax incL |
_____________________________ 18Ftf

Beginning THURSDAY, OCT. 24
we will be at our new location
(Between Stonington Furniture
Co. and Steve’s Pool Room)
First Floor—Office and Waiting
Room

LB

Ambulance Service

LB

______________________________ 38-F-tf

A house has been offered in
Hemel Hempstead, England, in ex
change for the services of a sten
ographer.

Achorn’s

Closing Out
ALL CHILDREN’S COATS’
VALUES $10.95 to $18.95

In Two Groups $8.95 and $11.95

Ph I ARUHY

Sizes X .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

2

.. IK PKG

%V>AtU
QUART BUT
1

lui) w I be
>0. 60 w Ea||

'»•! 2
USER

CANS

2

15e

CANb

in thi» area.

f1

XXXX.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
*

Johnny Weismuller and
Virginia Grey

All Wool

$6.68, $7.25 to $10
BOOT HOSE
LEATHER GLOVES
LEATHER MITTENS
HEAVY UNDERWEAR

“SWAMP FIRE”

a color western
with
MONTE HALE. ADRIAN BOOTH

Just about everything to make
Your Trip Complete.

Coming in the near future:
“The Strange Love of Martha
I vers,” “Monsieur Beaucaire,”
“Two Guys From Milwaufee,'’
“Gallant Journey,” “Caesar and
Cleopatra.”

The first American timepieces
were made entirely of wood.

<5,

These diamonds possess all
the factors that give distinc
tion—Clear, Fine Color, Bril
liance and Skillful faceting.
And they are mounted in the
new simple settings that best
display the beauty of gems.
Choose now and buy on our
convenient payment plan.

We try to anticipate
your requirements but
at times deliveries from
both the Quarriers and
Manufacturers are very
disappointing.
Manufacturing Plant at
East Union
Main Office, Thomaston,
Maine. TeL 175

& SON, INC.

3o-P-tf

$325 up

Single Stone

With 6 small diamonds

two man-sized button flap pockets for your

BEANO AT OUR NEW LOCATION

odds and ends. In black-and-red, or black-

CLEAN SPACIOUS ROOM

MEN’S

$9.95

BOYS’

COFFIN’S

$7.95

MEN’S AND BOYS’ CLOTHING
FURNISHINGS, SHOES AND UNIFORMS
389 MAIN ST,
ROCKLAND
TEL. 1413

Single Stone

With 4 small diamonds

throughout by Woolmaster—and its visibly
fine tailoring and lush texture will evoke your
own enthusiasm and the envy of your friends.
Full-cut shirt tails, convertible collar, and

and-white.

Single Stone
$60 up

$1.79

FULL FASHIONED RAYON HOSE

OPEN WEDNESDAY AFTERNOONS

Wm. E. DORNAN

9®

SATURDAY ONLY, NOV. 2
Two Full Length Features

$1.25, $1.50
HUNTING SHIRTS

Sizes X XX ................................... $1.59

out,” it is handled with traditional care

-• <

From the stage play by
Lillian Heilman

HUNTING CAPS

* RAYON PANTIES OR BLOOMERS

IN KNOX COUNTY

s

*1.15

«

100% virgin wool

$1.13

XXX.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .•.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $1.19

BUILDERS OF MONUMENTS FOR 63 YEARS

ia

‘THE SEARCHING WIND’

$7.50 and $8.40

.. .. .. .. .. $1.00

66c

I□
AP'
ZO '
OCe
JO
4 4C

in

All Wool
Red-Black Plaid

LADIES’ SNUGGIES

match for sheer ruggedness, comfort and good
looks during your work or play hours. Bright
as a winter sndw scene and warm as "all get

K«g. ,| EC

Robert Young, Ann Richards.
Sylvia Sidney

HUNTING PANTS

Camden
Belfast

8S, 9, 9^ Only—SECONDS

We have a number of the best Barre Granite
Monuments in stock to choose from.
A nice selection of Marbles. Some that can
not be replaced before November.

Ann
OZ fbo

THURS.-FRI., OCT 31-NOV. I

“MAN FROM
RAINBOW VALLEY”

Here’s a 100% virgin wool shirt that's hard to

ANOTHER YEAR ADDED!

Cg

“THE BLACK ANGEL”

MEN’S

kunonds

40*F*53—52-F-tf

AO

in

Lakehurst, Damariscotta

No. in Family ............................. Ages ...........................................
86'87

Rugged ... superbly needle crafted

WARREN, ME.

ZI

TUES.-WED., OCT. 29-30

DON DURYEA, JUNE VINCENT
and PETER LORRE

Name .............................................. Address ..........................................

All-W eather
Buffalo Plaids

CHESTER E. BROOKS

' [REAl

$11.50, $13.69,
$16.50

(I

Lettering and Cleaning
THIRTY YEARS PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE
PROMPT AND COURTEOUS SERVICE

NBC 20 OZ

Ward Bond, Andy Devine and
Rose Hobart

Also on the program

X X*.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

TELEPHONE 8-5

All Wool
Red-Black Plaid

Every Saturday Night
Joe Avery and his 8-piece Band

HUNTING COATS

ROCK PO AT -Tlk. 2434

LB

In Best Quality Granite Or Marble

PASSAGE”

in Technicolor
with

F. A. Barbour, District Manager, 610 Congress St., Portland. Me.

Services of Memorable
Beauty and Dignity

LB

HI
•CANYON

MEN'S

Fcr information, mail this ad to—

DhvisFuneralhomis

MONUMENTS
AND MARKERS

In

Blue Cross, Accident and Health, America's No. 1 Plan
From 1-80 years.
Individual or Group

Modern Funeral Home
Professional Competence
Personal Service
Experienced Direction

LB

¥

SUN.-MON., OCT. 27-28

DANCING

LIFETIME PROTECTION UP TO $200 PER MONTH

Visit Clinton F. Thomas, optome
trist, for a pair of good glasses, 492
Old County Road. Rockland, Me.
Hours 2 to 5 and 6 to 8 p. m„ Mon
day, Wednesday and Saturday.
Phone 590 City.
lOtf

THOMASTON - TEL. 192

“TARZAN AND THE
LEOPARD WOMAN”

in an action-packed thriller

or

Vis t Lucien K. Green & Sons, !
second floor, 18 School street. Odd
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur
Coats and Cloth Coats at moderate
prices.
lc’f

R0CKLAND-TH .8I0

Also on the program

Paramount Pictures Present

BOX 322

ENROLL NOW-HOSPITAL INSURANCE

The famous fountain pen, "Parker I
51” is in good supply at Daniels
Jewelers. Get yours todav or anv
ousiness day, because Daniels is
open Wednesday afternoons. 79-tl

*
*
*
*

Popular Prices!
18Ftf

Dana Andrews, Susan Hayward,
Brian Donlevy. Patricia Roo

TEMPLE BEANO

85-89

CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

SPRUCE HEAD
Good Music!

A Universal Presentation

The office of Dr. Perley R. Da
mon will be closed from Oct. 19 to
Nov. 12.
84-86

RUSSELL
Funeral Home

COMMUNITY HALL

in

with

Doors open at 2.00 P. M.
86-lt

85*86

EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT

• WILD BILL” ELLIOTT
as “Red Ryder”

‘•MARSHAL OF LAREDO”

Woman's Aux. St. Peter’s Church

TEL. 1543

DANCING

SATURDAY ONLY, OCT. 26
Two Full Length Features

DRAIN WORK, NEW SEWERS,
CLOGGED SEWERS
SEPTIC TANKS
CESSPOOL
WATER PIPES
CEMENT WORK
REPAIRS CELLAR WALLS
Call—
TEL. 1187-R,

COMMUNITY BUILDING
THURSDAY. NOV. 14

Charles ,T. Rich, Prop.

Fine Condition, Oven Broiler, Four
Burners. Cabinet Type, Price Right.
Apply 6 LISLE ST., CITY
85*86

Akim Tamiroff, Gene Lockhart

86*88

CHARLIE S TAXI

Dance to Wayne's incomparable
music at Community Building Ar
mistice night. Legion auspices—
free radio among other prizes—
Wavne Drinkwater s 12-piece band.

United Artists present

WANT A GAS RANGE?

Signe Hasso, George Sanders,
and Carole Landis

“A SCANDAL IN PARIS”

Read The Courlei'-Gazecte

25-T-tf

EVENING SHOWS 8 O’CLOCK
Saturday Night Shows at
6.30 and 8.45
Matinees Saturday 2.30, Sunday
at 3.00 P. M.

TEL. CAMDEN 2319

colorful feeling

The Rexall Store

THEATRE

TONIGHT, FRIDAY, OCT. 25

311 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND

You'll gel that warm,

WALDO

ALL MAGAZINES
PUBLISHERS’ REP.

ELM ST.. CAMDEN
Yiu owe it to yourself to see us
for your welding and mechanical
work. Excellent work done, no de
lay. Call today.

In four days, men of the U. S.
Eire sees a profitable future for
battleships Tennessee and Califar- growers of berries, due to spread of
na spent $160,000 in stores of Cape quick freezing facilities.
Town, South Africa.

$600 up

THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK BUILDING
EVERY MONDAY NIGHT
7.46
TWO CENTS A GAME

S

Special Games Prizes

Jewelers

The Store of Better Values

MERCHANDISE VALUES UP TO $5.00

YOUR JEWELER FOR OVER 50 YEARS

WILLIAMS-BRAZIER POST A. L.
28-F-tf

ROCKL8ND
Maine

Nov. 21. and members will take np
a home miss onary program in re
Offlcers-ele "t and appointed in gard to migrants and mis-placed
Mystic Rebekah Lodge, will be m- persons.
i tailed Sa'urdav at a special meet
Public health committee will ho d
ing. by Miss Clemmie Robbins oi
a
special meeting Ti esday at 2'
Union, past district deputy presi o'clock
the Congregational ves
dent and staff, thp insallation to try. Drat Priest
of the ^ta»e De
start at 8. and to be semi-public. partment of Health
will be the
Refreshments will be served b
Mrs. Ruth Phi.brcok. Mrs. Chi.se speaker.
Mrs Percy Mocre, who was a
Trone, and Miss Virginia Starrett.
Officers elected in the Keen T en surgical patient at Knox Hospital,
Club are: President, Joan Maxey; has returned home.
Offlcers-elect and appointed in
vice president, Jean Kinney; re
cording secretary. Dale Messer; St. George Lodge. PA.M., were in
treasurer, Marianne Pellicani; cor stalled Monday at a private inresponding secretary. Avis Gam I siallation ceremcnv, with Edgar L
mon; chairman of the devotional ! Wilev inducted into the office of
program, Janet Philbrook; pianist, i Worship Master of the lodge. Other
Marian Starrett: counselors, Mrs i officers are: Junior warden. George
Maurice Lermond and Mrs. G’orge | A Aspey; secretary, Frank D
Buck. The next meeting will be i Rowe;
treasurer,
Benjamin E

WARREN

Starrett; senior deacon. Charles Y.
Trone; junior deacon. Ronald R.
Messer; senior steward, Lewis M
Robinson; junior steward, Walter
E. Bucklin; marshal. George W.
Welker chaplain, Elbert L Star
rett; tyler, Ernest Payson, Jr. The
senior warden-elect will be in
stalled !•* a later date. These offi
cers were installed by past district
denuy grand master, Dr. Judson P.
Ixird assisted by Maurice E Davis
as grand marshal; Oscar E. Star
rett as grand chaplain. In behalf
of members, the past master’s
jewel was presented Earl L. Grif
fin. by past D D.G.M, Dr. Lord.
Charges to the officers were made
bv Frank D Rowe.
Mr and Mrs. Charles Hysler
motored recently
to Ro"hester,
N. H., and on return were aceom-
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Be an early shopper and get the ad
vantage of selecting from complete
stocks.
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panied by Mrs. Nellie Cookson, who
is their guest for a time.
The Baptist Church will start
Sunday on the three month trial
period of a new Sunday schedule
for the morning worship, which
will open a 10 a m„ with Sunday
School at 11.10 a m., instead of 12.
In an exchange of pulpits. Rev.
George Price of Waldoboro will
preach Sunday morning at the
Baptist Church in this town, whilp
Rev Lee A Perry will occupy the
pulpit at. the Waldoboro Baptist
Church. At the evening service at
7. M. Ameigh, student at the Gor
don College of Theology and Mis
sions, of Boston, will show the
moving picture, entitled “The Man
Who Forgot God."
Services Sunday morning at the
Congregational Church will be at
10 30, with Rev. Lynn V. Farns
worth, to speak on ‘ The Glorv of
Christianity.” Sunday School will
meet at 9 30 a. m.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Tolman
returned Wednesday from Boston,
Mrs. Tolman is convalescing from
surgical treatment which she un
derwent at the New England Bap
tist Hospital
William
Whitney and
Miss
Maude Lermond of Oyster River,
were callers recently on Miss Addie
Lermond at the home of Mrs. Fred
Starrett.

der rolled, and the Woman knew
the hour had struck and she must
seek shelter in the Forest.
Holding fast to the tiny hand of
the Wee One. she stepped into
the qu et mystery of these shadowy
recesses. An there, imprisoned in
those Arcaded Glades, she found—
not Devils and Demons, not a
Dragon desperate to devour—but a
Pine Tree, tall and stong. evergeen
and sweetly vocal.
As the Woman beheld these shel
tering arms, reaching ever upward,
she thought of the Ships and the
Schcols, the Churches and the
Homes, that the Pine Tree and
myriads of h s kindred had builded. Because of the Thoughts which
its sanctuary inspired, the Woman
venerated the Pine.
Then was the Woman glad of the
Forest. She knew that new, she
was the Loving Hand and the Wee
One was the child. The Road
stretched ever onward, and the
Forest loomed beside it. Because
of the Forest, she could follow the
Road. In sunshine and storm, de
spite Darkness and Fog ever H.lls
and through valleys, with Knowl
edge and Inspiration, she could
guide the Child, lead its footsteps
in the right way. and be in truth
The Loving Hand.
Marion MaeG. Springer,

Why not put on more insurance Random Recollections
before winter fires are stafted?
Although from the standpoint of
Frank D. Rowe, Tel. Warren 2-22;
mail address, Thomaston R. D. 80-tf the same number of Senators from
each State the representation of
the States is equal in the Senate
Found A Pine Tree
as planned by the founders of the
Constitution, the influence of one
State therein may be much great
Instead of the Dragon Which er than that of another State be
cause of the type of representa
Was Supposed To Inhabit
tion and the prest’ge which those
from
one State acquire in the
the Forest
Senate.
As in all other bodies, some
(An Allegory'
members are of greater ab lity
Rose Hill Farm.
than others fftiri acquire positions
Owl’s Head, Sept. 18. of leadership. This leadership may
Come now and listen to an alle be of an official or an unofficial
gory of life and that Divine Plan nature. The party caucuses may
which each must follow from the designate the party leaders, or
cradle to the grave. Let each in leadership may be obta qed with
terpret the allegory for h mself, for out a caucus from ability, or from
yea, verily, each must meet his own length of service, or from a com
fear, and facing that fear, learn for bination of both.
himself that ‘Perfect Love casteth
Reference has been made in
out fear” and transforms our great these papers to the “big six," in
est peril into our heart's desire. the Senate. This was a group of
Listen now, and interpret the alle six Senators who seemed to be, or
gory!
assumed that they were, vested
—Maricn MadG. Springer. with the responsibility of deter
The Forest (an allegory)
mining the policy of the Senate in
"There Ls no death, the Forest leaves. connection with the greater prob
Convert to life, the viewless air.
lems before it.
The rocks disorganize to feed.
This group was necessarily from
The hungry moss, they bear."
the
Party, which then
Many, many years ago, a Child had Republican
a good working majority in
started to travel a Road. It was a the Senate. I do not know whether
beutiful Road dappled w’ith Sun or not the group had any mandate
shine and Shadow. Flowers grew • from a party caucus, but my imamid its grassy borders. Stately ! press7 on is that it did not but that
Trees arched high above it. In it was simply an unofficial dual
their leafy branches, bright plum- triumvirate which assumed author
ged birds, sang and caroled all day. ity to suggest, if not dictate, to the
Best of all, the Ch Id was led by the other Senators just what they
Loving Hand, who knew the Road should do.
was as it should be, and the one
Whilq in theory each Senator
that the child must follow.
had equal r'ghts with all of the
There were stones in the Road other Senators and could follow
but the Lcving Hand, either moved his own inclinations in the activi
the stones, or led the Child gentl| ties and functions of the Senate
around them. Beside the Road* a Senator who des red to show any
loomed a sombre Forest of w’hich particular independence and de
the Child was unaware, for the parted from party policy in his
Flowers were blooming, the Birds votes did so at his own peril, for he
w’ere wabbling and the Sun was might thus become subject to
shining brightly.
party discipline.
One -. day a Voice said, “’Behold
The .big six consisted of Senator
the dismal Forest. Deep in its dark Aldrich of Rhode Island. Senator
dungeons dwell degraded Demons, Allison of Iowa, Senator Hale of
Dragons, and Devils who will somf Maine, Senator Lodge of Massa
day devour you.” Because the chusetts, Senator Platt of Conner
Child trusted the Loving Hand, she ticut, and Senator Spooner of
barely heard the Voice, but she Wisconsin. Four of them were
knew that the Forest ex sted.
from New England, it will be
Years passed. The Child became noted They were men who held
the Maiden. At times the Forest strong vantage points, and were
was very near. Often she pondered well fitted to formulate a policy
on the miserable creatures that in for the Republican partlsians to
fested it. Shd mused about the follow.
Dragon who might be chained in
Aldrich was chairman of the
those dim aisles. Presently the Committee on Finance; Allison
Maiden met a traveler. She called was chairman of the Committee on
h s attention to the Forest and Appropriations; Hale was chair
confided to him her fears of the man of the Committee on Naval
Unknown Monster. He quieted her Affairs; Bodge was chairman of the
unrest apd said, "T doubt, that the Committee on the Philipp nes;
Wise All Father would allow Platt was chairman of the Com
such a chimera creation, to corrupt mittee on Relations with Cuba;
you, and the Loving Hand.’’
j and Spooner was chairman of the
The Traveler passed on, leaving Committee on Rules.
the Maiden comforted.
Analyzing the reasons for their
The Maiden became the Woman. pronrnenre it may be said that Al
Now the Loving Hand ceased to drich, Allison, Hale and Platt were
guide, but st‘ll it followed! the Road prominent and had attained com
the Woman trod. And the Woman manding positions both by ability
met the Man 'who was to walk be and by length of service, while
side her. She showed him the Lodge and tSpooner had attained
Forest and told him of the Mysteri their positions by ability and
ous Dragon who might inhabit its adaptability.
leafy fastness. The Man replied.
The first four had each been in
“Not all Dragons are evil. Per the. Senate for 18 years or more,
chance this creature may prove to while Lodge and Spooner had each
be your Guard an Angel." For served one term.
Lodge had en
gotten was the Dragon, for the tered the Senate in 189G, and then
Woman and the Man were very was on his second consecutive
busy, gathering flowers and mov term.
Spooner had previously
ing stones.
served one term, from 1885 to 1891,
Now the Wee One came, to travel and had entered on his second
the Road with the Wcman and the term in 1897.
Man. Alas! The Loving Hand van
Aldrich and Hale were much
ished! Clouds hid the Sun! The alike, in that they did not appear
Flowers faded—an the stones were very much in the limelight, but
huge! Lightning flashed, the thun worked behind the scenes; Allison

SAVING A DOLLAR’S LIKE EARNING
A DOLLAR
Bring Your Container and Save on Genuine

DuPont Anti-Freeze, $1.19 per gal.
(Reg;. $1.40)

600x16 Reg. Tread Recap.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

$7.00

600x16 Snow Tread Recap.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $8.00

SULKA

Two (2) Cents Per Gallon Discount on Gasoline
given to all trucks, large or small

jewelers

OPEN FROM 7.00 to 0.00—SATURDAY 7.00 to 8.00

393 MAIN ST., ROCKLANO

SHELDON’S SUNOCO STATION

THORNDIKE HOTEL BLDG.

MALI. ORDER*!
ROMPTLY ULLI D

WARREN, MAINE
86-lt
corraiMi :mi. si«*s m.cxusm cs. mi*

Tuesday-Friday

Tuesday-Frida?

Rockland Courier-Gazette. Friday, October 25,1946

Dage Four

WANTED
INTERIOR painting done, ceilings
whitened.
first-class .works.
TEL
184 M
86*87

USE

Walker-Eaton—At Old Orchard Beach,
Oct 23. Eugene E Walker and fMlse
Shirley E Eaton, both of Rockland.—
by Rev Charles E. Brooks.

OUR

PUTTYING of windows and putting
on outside windows carefully done at
reasonable price. WILLIAM BRAGG.
JR.. a Courier carrier. Phene 8310
Camden
Work done Saturdays or
nights after school._______________ 85*90

HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS

GARAGE wanted for one car, near
Copper Kettle TEL 793 W
85*tf ,
OFFICE girl wanted Bookkeeping,
yping; state age. experience and ref
erence
Write P O BOX 598 Rock
land.
86 87
TIRES wanted. 475 or 500-19
TEL
182-M
861t
CORDWOOD saw. 28 or 30 Inch,
wanted for 13» Inch arbor
Urgently
needed
TEL NORTH HAVEN 23 11.
86*87
A GOOD home for 3 kittens wan’ed.
Will deliver them.
Tra, DAMARI
SCOTTA 162______________________ 86-87
A CHEVROLET transmission
be
tween the years 1926 to 1931 wanted.
L S COPELAND. Warren. Me
85*lt
RELIABLE girl or woman wanted to
care for two chUdren afternoons TEL
1505-W
85 It
HOUSEKEEPER, middle aged, wanted
hy-elderly gentleman living alone J.
E ANDREWS. Vinalhaven,
85*86
GENERAL trucking W C MILLER
Tel 218 MK. after Wednesday Oct 23
__________________________________ 85-86
GIRL would like Job doing house
work in Thomaston, where there's no
children.
MRS
HELEN E. HALL.
RFD 1, Box 77. Waldoboro.
85*86
MIDDLE AGED woman desires posi
tion as companion for elderly lady or
seml-lnvalid going South for Winter.
BOX 213. Warren.__________ ______ 85*86
LARGE doll carriage wanted; sec
ond-hand electric por able sewing ma
chine
MRS FREDERIC BERD 52
Summer street.
85-lt
PORTABLE mill wanted to saw lum
ber estimated million and half feet.
Celling prices paid LOREN BENNETT.
19 Willow Bt.______________________85*86
GTRL for general office work wanted;
$28.80 week. 48 hour week STATE GF
MAINE BLUEBERRY GROWERS West
Rockport.
85*86
HAS your boy or girl outgrown a
tricycle? I will pay a fair prioe for a
second-hand one ln good condition for
my 5 year-old. S. A. LAVENDER. Thcm
aston
Tel 225 ___________________ 851t
CAPABLE woman. 35-45. congenial,
pleasant personality, wanted for per
manent position as housekeeper for
man and two children; courWry, near
city; electricity. Write details, salary
expected
BOX 412, Ba:h_______ 85*86
CE3ILINGS whitened, painting and
paper hanging, first cla.<*s work. FRANK
BUZYNSKI. Thomaston. 178-4 . 84 87
CHAMBER MAID wanted at” NARRA
GANSETT HOTEL
84-85
SINGLE man, age 40. handicapped,
wants work of any kind: is experienced
dishwasher and cook's helper. Write
J. DRAPER. P. O Box 403. Rockland
84*85
AT once, work by the hour housecleaning or sewing or general house
work. MRS M LANG, Gen. Del., City.
___________________________________ 84*85
HOUSEKEEPER
wanted.
starting
Jan. 1 clean, capable, motherly per
son. Complete charge of small house,
two children, third expected ln Janu
ary. TEL Thomaston 139 2 .
84 85
COW wanted for Ite keeping this
Winter, giving fairly good mess milk.
NELLIE MARTZ. Burkettvllle. Tel. W
Appleton. 12-21.___________________ 84*85
HORSES wanted for slaughter, must
be healthy Call either ROBERT GREA
SON, Washington. Tel. 6-19 or DODGE
FUR FARM. Rocklandl 853 23. after
6 p. m_____________________________ 83tf
j
OLD postcard collections w^n^v.. |
Call 1584 M or write MARIE SAUNDERS.
54 Union Sa.. Rockland
86*89
CHTMNEIYS wanted to clean by an
expert. Neatly done, years of experi
ence. go anywhere out of town. My
son Is now working with me. Veteran
of orld War 1$ ALBF1RT E GROVER.
4 Warren St Tel. 1030-W
85*86
CHIMNEYS to clean.
I am still
cleaning chimneys, with all work guar
anteed and prices reasonable Sixteen
years ln the business. Free Inspection.
ARTHUR GROVER, Tel. 953-,W or
212-W.
79-tf
TOP prices paid for all kinds of live
poultry. Call ISADORE POUST. 41
Tillson Ave., City.
Tel 1396 office,
residence 1221.
29tf
OLD marble top furniture wanted,
antiques of all kinds ln anv quantity.
Write or phone W. J FRENCH. 10 High
St., Camden.
iotf
ANTIQUES wanted Will pav highest
prices. CARLTON H. RIPLEY. Cam
den St. Terrace. Tel. 41 M
104tf
USED furniture and stoves wanted
We will pay cash or trade for new.
Call 1154 V F STUDLEY INC . 283
Main St.. Rockland.
_________
53tf

ONE light housekeeping room to let
at 97 Union St. TEL 970 M
93tf
NICEDY furnished rooms adjoining
bath to let, ln private family Adults
preferred, available after Nov. T 48
MASONIC ST.
Sfitf
FTJRNISHED room to let; 16 iBrrkelej^St. TEL 29R
g5*87
ROOM to let. adult preferred
In
quire
MRS
WHVDEH,L BAJSLOW
Thomaston.
Tel. 43 .
84 85
UNFURNISHED five-room apartment
to let, adults preferred
TEH, 436 W
83ff
HEATED rooms to let at the FOSS
HOUSE. 77 Park St.. Tel. 8060
79 tf
FALL AND WINTER OCCUPANCY

A limited number of clean, attrac
tive rooms will be available for Fall
and Winter occupancy at. the
.
WINDSOR HOUSE
12 Myrtle St..
Rockland.
Tel. 670

Advertisements in this column not to exceed
,n;
serted once for 50 cents, two times for 75 cents Additional
xlines 10 cents each for one time; 20 cents for two times. Five
small words to a line.
Special Notice! All “blind ads” so called i. e. advertisements
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette
office for handling, costs 25 cents additional.

(Continued on Page Seven)

A

Choice Tea
Choice teas fro

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

to guarantee h

DORY, new 12>,2 foot, with hard
board false bottom for sale. F A.,
HARRIMAN. Friendship___________ 86*87

SHOT gun. 12 ga.. si'nlgle barrel; In
good condition. L. S. WEAVER. 43
Granite St.. City. ______________ 86 n
COCA COLA cooler for sale.
MC
MclNTOSH. Delicious and 'Northern DONALD
S DRUG STORE. Thomaston
Spv apples. R E BROWN, Hope Tel ______________________________86*
lt
Lincolnville. 11-5.___________ ______ 86*°Z.
CIBiOUI'ATING heater, large, coal
YARN for sale, wool from our sheep. and
wood burning, new TEL THOM
$2 a lb
A C. WEST. So. Thomaston.
Tel 371-2_________ ____________ «
86 11 ASTON. Ill-____________________ 86*lt
ONE Cyclo power mower made by
CIRCULATING heater, wood or coal Doyla. 21 Inch cut. $15000
H H
for sale. Gcod condition
HOWARD CRIE CO.__________________ 86-lt
PROCTOR. Lake Ave.. City. Tel 846
EIGHT 100'; wool single blankets
86*87
size 72x84 for sale. Price $5. TEH, WAR
1936 FORD Deluxe, •» door sedan for DEN 68-3 after 4 o'clock.
______ 85*86
sale Call after 4 p. m at 242 PARK
BLACK kitchen range burning stote

ST.

'

_______

86*lt for sale.

TEL. THOMASTON 180

NE1W circulating heater (oil) pot type ________________________________ 85*86
for sale, also large parlor wood stove.
CHEATRGLET. 1935 Deluxe coach, sec
WILLIAM SAVAGE Tel. Warren 82 11 ond house left after crossing Owl's
86-lt Head Town line. Inquire AFTER 5 p in.
____________________________________ 85*lt
POWER boat, 30x10. for sale, ln good
TWO new milch cows for sale, one
running condition, suitable for lobstering 50 h. p. Universal with only Holstein and one Guernsey, also sev
heifers.
BURGEJSS CRAMER,
6 months U-e. TEH, 783 31.
86*39 eral
Union.
Tel. 4-13.________________ 84*85
GIRL'S white shoe roller skates, size ""OLDSMOBILE (1934 ) 6 cyl. sedan, re
5'i. for sale. $12
TEL TENANTS
HARBOR. 54-12.____________
86*H conditioned engine, good tires and
heater.
TEH, 342 M between 12 and
84*85
1936 PACKARD sedan for sale, with 1 p. m . or after 5 30 p. m.
radio, heater, ln good condition. Call
SET of grates for modern Glenwood
at 16 CEDAR ST
85*lt heater No B 122 for sale. TEH, 1373
84 85
ELE5CTRIC 'beverage
cooler;
also
combination gas and wood stove. C.
THREE houses for sale at. Park
H RIPLETY. Tel. 41-M.____________ 86*87 Place. Inquire at 14 MASONIC ST
'HI I ' '____________________________ 86-87
APPLES,
Cortlands.Mclntoshcs. .
TWO pure bred short horned bull
Noi nem Spies. Baldwins.
PARKEK
DEANE Tel. Lincolnville, 6-21 86 93 calves, five and six months old for
sale, also one heifer, four months.
WHIZZER motor bike, $90 TEL. LARRY TURFFS. Tel. Washington
136E-R after 4.30.
86*87 7-5. , ______________________________ 84-85
LOBSTER equipment complete. 26
BROWN enamel wood circulating
heater, heats four rooms; like new. ft. boat, marine engine. 100 traps,
now
fishing.
CLIFFORD QUINN.
Price
$25
DAVID HESSELGRfl
Union.
86*87 VINALHAVEN. Tel 45 13________ 84*86
CRAWFORD parlor stove (wood),
NEW trailer for sale. 4x6 body. WIL
wooden churn No. 2 and butter stamp
LIAM SAVAGE. Warren. Tel. 82 -11.
____________ 85-86 man’s slicker suit, book case, elec flat,
iro'n,
lamps.
two 5-gal. kegs;
43
FITTED soft wood for sale, about GRANITE ST.. City.
84*85
20 cords ln lot or delivered by the
LADY'S Winter coat, fur collar, size
cord. A E BURNS, Union.
85*86
38; also man’s overcoat, large size;
CHOICE Green Mountain potatoes 43 Granite St., City.
84*85
for sale, large and mealy
Delivered
GREEN
Mountain
potatoes
No.
1.
ln 3 or more bushel lots. A E BURNS.
apples.
Fall
vegetables,
Union.______________________
85*86 McIntosh
sweet cider, fancy gourds and straw
HARD wood for sale. 14-lnch length; flowers for sale
STILE3S FARM op
also nice table turnips
TEH, 4412. poslte Oakland Park. Tel. 256-14
Rockport.
_____________ 85*86 ____________________________________84 86
TWO rifles for sale, one Savage 32 40,
SLABWOOD. good and dry. 4 ft. long.
better than average and one 30-30 2 cd. load, $15 del. H W WADSWORTH,
Marlin in good condition. Inquire at Union._____________________________ 84*85
96 CAMDEN ST . or TEL. 435-J
_______
»________________________ 85*86
PIANO, upright, for sale
Can be
at 42 Pearl St.. Camden, $75
1931 BUICK Sedan for sale. Excel seen
lent condition. Four new tires. CALL MRS R. C. INMAN, Boca Raton Fla.
at 18 RANKIN ST. or PHONE 1477 J. _________________________ 84-85
City.
85 86
SINGLE house of six rooms and
1932 CHEIVROLET Coupe for sale, bath. In A-l condition for sale. Fif
teen
minutes walk from shopping dis
$125
DONALD HOFFSES. Waldoboro,
TEL 806-J or inquire at 271
R F D. 385*87 trict.
LIMEROCK ST
84 86
MEN S Raccoon coat in excellent conWOOD
BURNING
"cabinet
stove
"for
ditlon for sale. Can be seen at SENTER CRANES, Rockland
85 86 sale. KARL JOHNSON Union. RFD
Box l02 or Tel Union 3 131______ 84*85
BROWN coney sable fur coat, prac
FRYALATOR with automatic ther
tically new $60. three-quarter length,
size 20; baby's crib. $12. May be seen mostat. holds 50 lbs. of fat. for salP
at A. CROCKETT’S on Sea St. .Rock Write MRS BERNICE BARTER. South
port. or Tel. Camden 2391
85‘lt port. Me,__________________________ 84*85
GUERNSEY. Jersey and Holstein cows
TWO Jersey cows for sale; also Pon
tiac. (1936 ) 8 cyl.
LELAND BAILEY. for sale; also fox hound, 4 years old
South Hope.
85*86 TEH,. WALDOBORO 41 4________ 84*85
HOUSE and acre of land for sale tn
1940 PICK-UP truck for sale. EDLISON MOON. 268 Pleasant St
85»lt North Waldoboro, on Route 220; for
merly
used by Church of the Nazarene.
WOOD lot for sale on Route 1. War
GEORGE L WOLF, R F D 2 .
ren. Pulp. lumber and stove wood. REV
Miss Clytie Spear. Brooklyn, N. Y See Waldoboro_________________________84-85
MAYNARD BRENNAN Agent. Warren.
TOTTED chrysanthemum plants and
85*86 cut flowers ln an assortment of Fall
LUCIEHJ DEAN 325
FREST crabmeat for sale; guaranteed colors for sale.
84 85
Delivered. MRS C H. CLINE, Tel. Rock Old County Road.
land 829 X.
85-86
30-30 SAVAGE rifle ln new condition
TEL. UNION 21-3
84 85
FITTED hardwood and Junks for sale. for sale
A C. HAWES, Scuth Union
Tel.
CARPEH4TER tools, all kinds; cross
Union 2-21.
85*86 cut saw, 1 wood. 1 metal tool chest;
COCKER spaniel puppies for sale. stand for oil burner can; large parlor
Buff and white. A K.C. registered stove: second-hand kitchen chairs and
DONALD KENNISTON
Tel Warren windows; lll Pleasant St. TEH, 307-W.
83 85
28-22
85*86
1933 PI,YMOUTH 4 door sedan for
CHILD'S coat and legging set, size 7;
royal blue, like new TEK 276-W 85*lt sale. ALFRED RAWLEY. West War
ren. Me.
84 85
F'OR most profitable mtlklng use the
ANTIQUES
bought
and
sold
LOUIS
DeLaval milker for easy terms and
further particulars write or see W. S A PERREAULT, SR.. Warren. Tel. 13 3
or 38-21__________________________ 79 tf
PILLSBURY & SON. Waterville. Me
85-86
U. S. No. 1 grade Potatoes. Buy now
for winter's storage at our low prices.
1.69 rfjer bushel
Bring own hag tf
possible.
HILI CREST
ROADSIDE
MARKET, Route 1. Phone Warren
35 41._________________ 78-tf
PAIR of glasses In tan case lost Sat
LIVE bait for sale, smelting minnows
urday night between 5 and 6pm If
found please TEH, 1581
85-86 now In season. R W. TYLER. So.
Thomaston. Tel 243-31.
69tf
LOST Small black dog with distinct
STOVES of all kinds for sale, one pot
brown spot over each eye. some brown
and white on legs. Answers to name type heater, cast Iron and steel fur
Glp
Cal1 185 between 9 and 4 or naces. kitchen, gas and oil stoves,
207-R.
Reward.
85-87 large and small living room coal heat
ers. living room wood heaters, all sizes,
DARK grey cat lost, some black, has also
tbe latest style lawn mowers, fuel
tiger face, both ears droop, name barrels
with and without faucets. ABC
"Tiger." If found please call MRS B
L. GRAY. Glen St Tel 1513.
34*85 range burners and one Iron sink and
one water pump for the sink .one Iron
PICKARD yellow gold wrist watch folding cot bed. one new silk floss mat
with flat link bracelet lost
Reward tress to fit cot. Come ln and look us
Jmro omcE“ ™8 OOOT"ER^.5; over. C E GROTTON. 564 Main St.
Tel. 1091 -W.
72tf

CH

4

I

>

"Early Bird Month
value ond complete
choose il you bu,
now Our co.ircn
helpful habit fcr

t , *

/
'

-

■
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*

LOSTAND FOUND

f^.*'

MISCELLANEOUS

77-tf
LEITTEKS. business or social, com
and Platt were also much alike, in posed and typed; also club papers,
that they were conservaiive and commercial forms, manuscripts KAY
Orders received at The
valued counselors.. Allison’s con MCDONALD.
Courier-Gazette.
85*86
servatism was somewhat of a joke, INSTRUCTION OR TRADE SCHOOLS
in that he was always reluctant to
Instruction. Male.
Would like to
make positive statements
If is hear frem reliable men who would like
5r?.ln in,sPare Vme to overhaul and
was raining torrents he m ght ad InstaU
Refrigeration and Air Con
mit that it looked a little wet out ditioning equipment. Should be me
side.
chanically Inclined.
Will not inter
fere with your present werk For lnLodge was the front of the out formation
about this training, write
fit. for if a formal speech in the at once giving name, address, age and
Senate was necessary, giving the your working hours. UTILmES INST
85*86
historical background of any propo care The Courier Gazette
sition. he was well equipped to BICYCLE5S painted and reconditioned
new. bought, sold and traded
make such a speech and did it. like
RAYE'S CRAFT SHOP
7OTN15
Spooner was admittedly the lead
NOTICE TO MARINERS
ing lawyer in the Senate, and was
s Customs Service. Collection
the general counsel for the group. D.s rict. No. 1. Portland. Maine
You
are hereby advised that under
It was his duty to justify the
of October 8. 1946 the Commislegal'ty and constitutionality of 1 ‘^date
«on£r of U s Customs Washington
what they desired to do. He fairly 25. D C.. upon application of Schoon
er Cruises. James C Wiggins, Secretary,
exuded v:ri!i*y and brilliance.
authorized the change of name of
A few years later, about 1907. he has
the schooner TABOR BOY (93261) cf
resigned from the Senate and went Rockland. Maine, to the NORTHWIND
JOSEPH T SYLVESTER.
into the practice of law in New
____________ Collector of Customs.
York. In the Winter of 1903 1 got
and ho’ise organs tuned $2
a thrill, for as I was entering the

elevator of the Exchange Hotel, in
Montgomery. Ala., he was also en
tering. He was down there on a
case in the United "States District
Court He looked at me quizzically
and said abrunty, "Where have I
seen you before?” I said. "I do not
know. Senator, but I used to be
Secretary to Congressman Little
field. and it may be that you have
seen me in the Capitol, at Wash
ington," He said. “That’s it." T

ADS

INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
For Selling, Buying, Renting Services

WOMAN with experience as clerk
would like full or part time work
TEL 1369-W___________________________

TO LET

CLASSIFIED

Grange Cor
Wednesday, Nov. 13.
Ing day of the 80tI
National Grange, wh:
Jn the Municipal Au
Portland, Oregtn. an.
busy days of three
Thirty-six ore n
will be represented,
stance by State Ma
and the Portland
whole will become
foi nearly 990.009 Gr
all dues paid, rcac
continent. The dim
sion will come on Th'
noon and evening, n
the seventh degr< e

JOHN HUBBS Windsor House, Myrtle

Owners,

Trustees,

Mortgagees
If you desire to sell yonr real
estate for cash, communicate
with me. If priced right, will do
business at once. Send full de
tails or phone.

BENJ. A. GLOVSKY
12 Myrtle St. Kockland, Tel. 670
51-tf
GRANITE LIVES FORFVER
Granite walks (any width), firep ac"*,
posts (anv size), boat moorings, steps,
flagging, chips, and dust for drlvewava
(no more mud), rip rap for all klnda
of fills and dock work, pier stone, wa'la,
foundatloiis. curbing, paving block.*,
ashlar and mcnumental stone, posts for
property msrkfrs and bulldln^ sup
ports.. We w,ll deliver anywhere. Ask
us about gienlte fill loaded on your
truck Estimates gladly submitted, no
obligation.

JOHN MEEHAN & SON.

/ *

21-U

Tel. Rockland
Street, City.
85*86 Clark Island. Me.
A. C. HOCKING.
may be had for lt» cutting?
Tel. Tenant’s Harbor 56-13
ALBERT TOLMAN, West Rockport
.______________________ 37 tf
79*87
STEEH, and Wood Office Chairs: In
AUTOMOBILE keys made
JOHN
STEIN. 7 Pleasant St.
75*86 stock for Immediate delivery, a com
plete line of wood and steel office
PERCY L. Young. Swedish Massage chairs, including the famous Sturgla
by appointment. PHONE 1193-J.
74tf Posture chairs; chrome chairs In red
leather upholstery. A complete Une of
SUBSCRIBE now to the Maine Coast office
equipment and suppnes; Victor
Fisherman, Maine’s only paper de portable
machines; portable
voted solely to the fishing Industry and typewriters.adding
Drop us a card or phone
salt-water activities. Send one dollar Belfast 130.
Our representative will
for a year's subscription
MAINE call.
JOURNAL PUBLISHING COM
! COAST FISHERMAN, Belfast, Me
PANY, Journal Bldg, Belfaat, Me
{
bW
_________________

393

t

*

-
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Grange Corner
Wednesday. Nov. 13. is the open
ing day of the 80th session of the
National Grange, which convenes
in the Municipal Auditorium at
Portland, Oregtn. and continues 10
busy days of three sessions daily.
Thirty-six organized Grange States
will be represented, in each in
stance by State Master and wife,
and the Portland session as a
whole will become the spokesman
foi nearly 900.000 Grange members,
all dues paid, reaching across the
continent. The climax of the ses
sion will come on Thursday after
noon and evening, Nov. 14 when
the seventh degree of the Order

Services
d three lines in
i'nt s. Additional
two times. Five

will be conferred upon a class ex
pected to reach or exceed 6000
initiates.
Among many prominent men
expected to address the Portland
session will be Clinton Anderson of
Washington, D. C„ National Secre
tary of Agriculture. The present
schedule calls for his address at
Portland to be on Thursday after
noon,
preceding the
afternodn
seventh degree class. Secretary
Anderson is expected to discuss upto-the-minute agricultural prob
lems, and Is more than likely to be
called upon to answer some search
ing questions, which the National
Grange delegates will be inclined
to ask him.

. advertisements
Courier-Gazette

Choice Teas - Expertly "Blended

uver innwrr made by
cut. $150 00
H. H
86-lt
wool single blankets,
le Price $5. TEI, WAR4 o’clock
85*36
icn range burning stove
THOMASTON 180
85*86

'or

sale

at.

POTATO CHIPS

. City.

*<>*»• •BUT

now-

santhemum plants and
an assortment of Fall
LUCIET'i DEAN. 325
nd.
84 85
E rifle In new condition
, UNION 21-3
84 85
l tools, all kinds; crossood. 1 metal tool chest;

r
18-oz LOAVES

The old adage that it is an ill
wind that dees not blow some good
is illustrated in the case of the
fishing industry these days. With
beef, lamb and pork almost off the
market, and with millions of people
clamoring for nourish'ng food,
there is happiness in the hearts of
the fisherman.
Haddock and cod, porgy and
bluefish, shrimp and lobster are
taking the place of steaks and
chops on dinner plates throughout
the land.

i

SULKA

a

FRUIT

JOAN CAROL - SUGARED OR PLAIN

Xd DOUGHNUTS -16‘
CIDER
89‘

1LB A F

DATES

SQUARE

CAKE
KRISPY

U S. CRADE No. 1
MAINE

WINTER KEEPINC

in

$1 25 o Week

49.50

GRAPES
TOMATOES £%
FANCY TOKAY

$62.50

Engagement ring ond
matching wedding
band, 14k yellow gold.

Diamond Ring

3 Diamonds

Glorious beauty in
this simply styled
ring.

Bright center dia
mond flanked by 2
side diamonds.

Terms

AND CEYLON TEAS,
SUPERBLY BLENDED FOR

FLAVOR AND AROMA

Buy now

$125

470 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME

Unique styling with
3 gorgeous dia
monds.

2

NAYlv. ... ...

FRIENDSHIP

DIAMOND
DUETTE

TURKEYS

S79.50

Raised under finest conditions

3 flashing diamond! in
each stunning setting
of 14k yellow gold.

What Could Be Better?
Engraved Band

Wedding Band

Beautifully carved in
14k yellow gold.

Suave style with 3
diamonds.

ALBERT JAMESON

Charge ll

$1.25 a Week

TEL. THOMASTON 165-14

iortgagees
Jesire tu sell your real
>r cash, comriftinicatc

ROOFING

If priced right, will du
it once. Send full de

j/.JBk ’ VwS'-'v

J. A. GLOVSKY

AND SIDING

?
Man’s Diamond

SL Rockland, Tel. 670

10 BRILLIANT
DIAMONDS

Handsomely styled
for pride ond distinc
tion.
Terms

FORFVER

alks (any width), flrepace*.
size), boat moorings, step*.
|lps. and dust for drlvewaya
hud), rip rap for all klnda
dock work, pier stone, wa'la.
i. curbing, paving block*,
monumental stone, posta for
isrkrrs and bulldln- supw.il deliver anywhere, ask
firnlte fill loaded on your
mates gladly submitted, no
IN MEEHAN & SON,
1. Me
Tel. Rockland 31-U
A. C. HOCKING,
Tenant's Harbor 56-13
37 tf

nd Wood Offlce Chairs: In
immediate delivery, a comof wood and steel offlce
ludlng the famous Sturgle
airs; chrome chairs ln red
holstery. A complete line of
pment and suppnes; Victor
tddlng machines; portable
Drop us a card or phone
0
Our representative will
■RNAL publishing comirnai nidg., Belfast, Me

Year to Por

________

PIE CRUST
SWANSDOWN
GOLDFN «
POPOVER MIX

3 Diamonds
Luxuriously eorv
manty setting.
Terms_______

UP TO A YEAR TO PAY

ALL JOBS GUARANTEED
Three Years To Pay

NATIVE CREEN

Macintosh

Cortland

NATIVE HAND PICKED

APPLES

3 29- 3 35-

FRFSH CLEAR - MEAT

FILLETS

Ar/f r?

AND SIDING CO.
BOX C32, ROCKLAND. ME.
82F36

Bruce & Duncan

f ft <>

EVAPORATED MILK
400 UNITS OF
VITAMIN D
IN EVERY PINT

CLAM CHOWDER
FISH CHOWDER
MINCED CLAMS

V-8 Cocktail
juices

of

FIGHT
VEGETABLES

Chung^ King Chinese Foods

DEAN SPROUTS

1!

NOODLES
VEGETABLES

«
2!

3

TALL

CANS J]

UNDERWOODS
SALTESEA
CHO

15 OZ
CAN

BLUE LABEL CH1

12 OZ

POP CORN

BYEl

15-OZ
CAN

CAN
LB
CELLO

3 LB
PKC

ROLLED OATS

KENNEBEC ROOFING

rf rr extra cast!

SULKA JEWELERS

C

3 10

MACKEREL

APPLIED

I

Bridol set with 5 hefif
diamonds in each beoutiful mounting.

SQUASH
>

SIS'! SPINACH 3-15"

78-F-88

hone.

(

FRESH CAUGHT - CAPE

Terms

Terms

CABBAGE

BLUE HUBBARD OR RED TURBAN

TURKEYS
FOWL

BITLER
CAR & HOME SUPPLY

Engagement Ring

K

NATIVE

CELERY
CHOICE BLACK INDIA

Term*

JUICY FLORIDA
80 SIZE

GRAPEfruit

irSZASIZRWITH...
HOMELAND TEA BAGS

DIAMOND
ENSEMBLE

;rs,' Trustees,

ITF. LIVES

'

Deluxe Light
Or Dark
Chock Full of
Nuts & Fruit*

83 85
IOUTH 4 door -edan for
CD RAWLEY. West War84 85
bought and sold LOUIS
,T SR . Warren Tel 13 3
79 tf

I ;e at OUT low prices,
shel
Bring own bag if
HILLCREST
ROAD8IDE
ioute 1. Phone Warren
78-tf
or sale, smelting minnows
on
R W. TYLER. 6o.
Tc; 243-31.
69tf
all kinds for sale, one pot
cast Iron and steel furlen. gas and oil stoves,
lall living room coal heat<im wood heaters, all sizes,
Bt style lawn mowers, fuel
and without faucets. ABO
rs and one Iron sink and
limp for the sink .one Iron
ed. one new silk floss mat■ot Come ln and look ua
GROTTON 564 Main St.
72tf

£>£i/Wf WWATK

Joan (urn!

SUNSHINE
CRACKERS
EDUCATOR CRAX
TENDERONI VAN CAMP'S
VENICE MAID
SPAGHETTI TOMATO SAUCE
CHICKEN
EVERFRESH FRICASSEE
HEINZ TOMATO SOUP
BEANS a FRANKS

burner can; large parlor
■ li 'iid kitchen chairs and
Pleasant St. TEI, 307-W.

grade Potatoes

100% Whole Wheat
Cracked Wheat
Whole Wheat and Wnite
Sweet Rye
Hearth Rye
Raisin

Inability to secure new machin
ery ordered in the United States
more than a year ago has greatly
decreased Nicaragua’s gold mining.

"Early Bird” Month moons you get CMtro
value ond complete stocks from which to
choose if you fcuy Christmos diamonds
now. Our convenient layaway plan is
helpful habit for early shoppers.

1

OTHER

BETTY ALDEN
BREAD FAVORITES

The “Birthday of the Grange”—
Dec. 4. 1867—will be widely observed this year, with appropriate
anniversary programs

84*85

intain potatoes No. 1,
pies,
Fall
vegetables,
ancy gourds and straw
.le
STILES FARM opi Park. Tel. 256 14.
84 86
ood and dry. 4 ft. long.
1 H W WADSWORTH.
84*85
■lght. for sale
Can be
Pearl St . Camden. $75.
[NMAN. Boca Raton Fla.
84-85
use of six rooms and
condition for sale
Flfwalk from shopping dis806-J or Inquire at 271
f
84 86
J!\(! cabinet stove for
OHXSON Union. RFD
1 Union 3 13t
84*85
It with automatic theri 50 Ibw of fat, for sale.
ERNICE BARTER, South84*85
Jersey and Holstein cows
i x hound. 4 vears old.
3ORO 41 4
84*85
acre of land for sale ln
oro. on Route 220; forChurch of the Nazarene.
: I, WOLF, R. F. D. 2..

sticks

of the founding

►HRlSTMAS —GIVE fffg

a,

MARKETS

and

OPENING VERY SOON

.

0UO&H,

The fact that tjie annual session during the wartime were not high
of the Vermont State Grange, just enough, and that wages should be
held at Montpelier, marked the boosted to still higher levels.

QUINN.

84*86
parlor stove (wood).
No 2 and butter stamp,
suit. book case, elec .flat
two 5-gal
kegs;
43
City.
84*85
ter coat, fur collar, size
i's overcoat, large size;

SUPER

WINSLOW’S

Park

14 MASONIC ST
86-87
bred short horned bull
id six months old for
? heifer, four months.
FFS. Tel. Washington
84-85
inipment complete, 26
ine engine. 100 traps,
CLIFFORD
Tel 45 13

★DINNERS ★LUNCHEONS
★LATE EVENING SNACK

Most State highway departments
are willing to add 50 percent to
1940 costs, but the bids of road
contractors usually run consider
ably higher than 50 percent over
the 1940 level Many contractors,
faced with uncertain labor and
material costs refuse to bid at all.
The American Road Builders’
Association now estimates expendi
tures for new construction during
1946 will be no more than $550,000000.
The road mileage that this
America’s post war highway pro outlay will bring will be only about
gram has hit many snags this year, half as large as would have been
due in large part to the wage in the case under prewar conditions
flation that set in when it was de
cided in officials circles at Wash
According to a recent survey by
ington that the high wages paid the Department of Agriculture,
farmers throughout the country are
now paying higher wages for hired
help than they did during the war.
The average wage for farm work
ers is now $106 a month, without
board. The present farm wage
level is more than double what
was paid during the Summer of
1940. when the average wage was
$44.95 per month.

IO
heater. large, coal
Ing. new
TEI, THOM
86*lt

llch cows for sale, ona

FIRST NATIONAL STORES

* PARTIES

75th anniversary

cooler for sale.
McIG STORE Thomaston.
86*11

me Guernsey, also sevBURGBSS CRAMER.
4 13.
84*85
! (1934) 6 cyl sedan, regill'good tires and
342 M between 12 and
r 5 30 p in
84*85
ts for modern Glenwood
22 for sale. TEI, 1373
84 85

%0UND jaifatl

of the Grange in the Green Moun
tain State, and with appropriate
anniversary exercises
held, has
served to bring into prominence
the important part which the
Grange in Vermont has played in
the conduct of affairs in the na
tional organization. Vermont has
173 subordinate units at the pres
ent time. 23 Pomona districts. 15
Juvenile Granges, and nearly 20,000 dues-paid members.

Choice teas from as many as 30 gardeni blended
to guarantee high quality and delicious flavor

1 935 Deluxe coach, secafter crossing Owl’s
Inquire AFTER 5 pm.
85* lt

Qt

BAKER'S
FINAST
NEW
PACK

«

FOSS' VANILLA
MAZDA LAMPS
WiNDEX
windo

WATT

EA

VINALHAVEN

Taxi and Light Trucking

331 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND

ANYTIME, ANY’ PLACE

393 MAIN STREET. ROCKLAND

Thorndike Hotel Bldg

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

Headquarters at

DUNCAN’S GRAIN STORE

Beginning Oet.. 1946

NEW ENGLAND'S LARGEST RETAILER OF FINE FOODS
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UNION

CAMDEN

Mrs. Herbert Inman and daughHerbert Hawes returned Friday
terfl Lois are spending a few days from Northampton, Mass., where
In Portland this week.
he attended the New England Hol
Mr. and Mrs. George H. Thomas stein meeting and sale.
Pvt. Stanley Carleton arrived
and daughter Harriet have just re
turned from a two week’s visit in home Wednesday from Camp Lee,
Boston, New York and Philadel Va. He has until Nov. 21. when
he has to report to Camp Stone
phia.
Miss Myrtle Marshall, a student ham, Calif., for overseas duty.
Mrs. Irving Tuttle and Rev. and
nurse at the Maine Eye and Ear
Infirmary, Portland, spent last ’ Mrs. Ernest Doughty left Tuesday
Saturday with her parents, Mr. and on a trip through the White Moun
tains.
Mrs Leslie Marshall.
Barbara and Ruth Lunt are' Church of the Nazarene: Sunday
spending the Teachers’ Convention 10 a. m., Sunday School; 11 a. m.,
recess in Portland with their Morn ng Worship, subject. “Three
grandmother and in Brunswick Crosses;” 7 p. m., evening service,
subject, “Where Is God?" Thurs
over the week-end.
Mrs. Luella Tuttle will entertain day, 7.30 p. m., prayer meeting. Fri
the Garden Club at Green’Gables day, 7.30 p. m., Young People's
next Tuesday afternoon. Mrs. Leon Service.
Bryant will take care of the pro- j Miss Susie Hahn visited her
gram under the subject, “The brother in Gardiner recently and
then went to Waterville for a ton
Garden Calendar *
Friends-in-Council will meet Nov sil operation.
Dr. and Mrs. Eugene U. Ufford of
5. at the home of Mrs. Clara Brown
Union street. Mrs. Evelyn Tewks Auburndale, Mass., spent the week
bury will be the reader.
A large end at the home of his sister, Mrs.
group of members of this club went James Griffin.
Miss Inez M. Butler has employ
to Union Tuesday of this week
where they were enterained at a ment at the Jones Sanitorium.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Smith of
meing of the Women's Community
Rockland called Sunday on Mrs.
Club of that town
Mr. and Mrs William Reed are Bertha Bryant.
Mrs. Julia Currier of Appleton
visiting in New York.
visited
Mrs. Maud Overlock the
Rev. Edward Manning of Deer
week.
Isle, who with Mrs. Manning and past
Mrs. Frank Watts of Washington
child, is spending his vacation in
on friends here recently.
town, was guest speaker at the Ro called
Mrs.
Leonard of Waldo
tary Club Tuesday noon. Mr. Man boro is Howard
spending the week with Mr.
ning chose as his subject, the pub
and Mrs. Clarence Leonard. Henry
lic’s reaction to newspaper and mag Leonard
Is at home from the Ban
azine advertisements.
Next week gor School
of Commerce.
at the meeting of the Rotarians, a
The Seniors will sponsor a Hal
new yigh School will be the subject loween
dance at Town Hall, Oct
of a Rousd Table discussion, with
31. Music by Robbins orchestra;
Halloween refreshments.
Woman’s Community Club met
Tuesday with “Friends in Council”
Club of Camden as guests. Mrs.
Williah Robbins extended a greet ng to the visitors with an or.ginal
poem. Mrs. Robert McKinley was
in charge of the program ‘American
Folk Songs,” which were illustrat
ed by vocalists, Mrs. Irving Rich,
Mrs. Irving Tuttle, Mrs. Maynard
Lucas, Mrs. Heibert Hawes and
Mrs. Agnes Creighton, accompan
ied by Mrs. R. E. Thurston. Hos
tesses were Mrs. Benjamin Nicholas,
Mrs. Raymond Keating, Mrs. Her
bert Leach and Mrs. Merle Messer.
The High School Honor Roll is:
A—Freshmen, Hazel Watmough;
Sophomores, Vera Wentworth, Mar on Watmough, Gerald Clark;
Seniors, Priscilla Alden. B—Fresh
men, Dot Ripley, Paul Leonard,
Ralph Knight, Neil Hilt, Ann Calferwood,
Sophomores,
Marilyn
Paysoh, Marjorie Hunt, Robert
Jay. Phyllis Brooks; Juniors, Lucy
Vatmough, George Thomas, Ruth
McKinley, R.chard Knight, Jean
Cnight,
Ruth Butler, Norma
lawes. Seniors, Billy McFarland,
Wendell Butler, Eleanor Boynton.

ISIlVffi

Rebekah Installation

3 Piece Silver Plate
Serving Set for the
Bride!
Easy

$12.95

Credit

a,.

Salt and Pepper Set.
Wonderful gift idea
and so inexpensive.
SI 95

I

Just

Dainty Baby Cup
in fine quality ster
ling silver.

Zasy

$ 5.95

Credit

Officers of Bethel Rebekah
xxige'were installed Monday night
oy District Deputy President Clemle
Robbins, assisted by Sad e Cunning
ham as deputy marshal and degree
staff from Warren.
Officers installed were: Noble
Grand, Ariel Leonard; right sup
porter to N. G., Blanche (Robbins;
ieit supporter to N. G., Clara Day;
vice grand. Veda Scott; right sup
porter to V. G., Hazel (Burns; left
supporter to V. G„ Nellie Moore:
warden, Phyllis Cunningham; con
ductor, Geneva Prescott; past noble
grand, Sadie Cunn ngham; chap
lain,
Zena Nelson;
secretary,
Clemie Robbins; financial secretary,
Linda Davis; treasurer, Emma Rob
bins; musician, Frances Lucas;
inside guardian, Myrtie Messer;
outside guardian, Wilson Merriam.
Refreshments were served on
tables made attractive with Hal
loween decorations.
A short program consisted of vo
cal solos by Mrs. Albert MacPhail
of Owl's Head and musical select ons by Mrs. Maynard Lucas. Gifts
of appreciation were presented the
installing officers, Miss Clemie
Robbins and Mrs, Sadie Cunning
ham.
Percy Kellei\ Lindon Christie,
Charles Lord, and Robert Lunt of
Rockland as a panel of experts.

week.

Mrs.

Stevenson’s

$ 4.95

OWL’S HEAD
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Perry have
returned from a visit to Portland.
Mrs. Helen Kaler is home on a
week’s vacation
Mrs. Maxine Bray and Mrs.
Miriam Isbell were honor guests
Monday night at a surprise stork
shower, with Mrs. Alice Woodman
as hostess
Mrs. Bray and Mrs.
Isbell received many lovely gifts.
Refreshments were served by Mrs.
Woodman, Mrs. Buckminster and
Ellen Bray. Members of the sew
ing circle and friends were pres
ent.
Dorothy Maddocks and father,
Fred Maddocks, and Mr and Mrs.
Benjamin Lindsey and son Wayne,
spent Wednesday and Thursday in
Lewiston, Bangor, Augusta and
Portland, while Mr. Lindsey was
on vacation.
Mrs. A. J. Rose of Boston is
visiting at the home of her sister,
Mrs. Winfield Maddocks.
The Friday Sewing Circle will
meet Nov. 1 at 7.30 at the home of
Mrs. Lillian Lindsey.
The Wed
nesday Sewing Circle will- meet
Oct. 30 with Mrs. Rose White.

The News At “Maine”
The men pledged to fraternities
from the Rockport area are as fol
lows: Daniel K. Andrews, son of
Mrs. Mary Andrews, Rockport,
Lamda Chi Alpha; from the 'Rock
land area: Willis E. Anderson, Beta
Theta Pi and Everett Spear, Kappa
Sigma; from the Warren-Thomas
ton area was: Edwin K. Boggs, Jr.,

Thomaston, son of Harold F. Dana,
Beta Theta Pi; from the V’nalhaven area are as follows: Herbert
O. Peterson, Vinalhaven, Kappa
Sigma.

THOMASTON

VINALHAVEN

FRIENDSHIP

Charles W.'Sprague is stationed
at the Percy Jones Hospital, Battle
Creek, Mich.
Mrs. Milwee Pollard of Augusta
was guest Tuesday of Mrs. Lila
Lovejoy.
Miss Cora Young of Lewiston
has been visiting her sister, Alrg
L. T Weston.
Visiting officers’ night was ob
served Tuesday at the Eastern
Star
All the surrounding towns
were represented, 143 being pres
ent, '
Mrs. Andrew Currie has returnea
: from a visit in Milton, Mass.
Edith Burgess. Norma Farwell.
Ruth Dorr, Marlon Morse and
Thelma Prince, all students at
Gorham Teachers’ College were
I week-end guests of Mr. and Mrs.
John Burgess. They were accom} panied by Fred Bell of Westbrook.
Fire of undetermined origin
Tuesday destroyed the large barn
at Glenhurst, the home of Mr and
! Mrs. Stuart Hemingway.
Mr. and Mrs Gerald Dalton
were given a kitchen shower Wed
nesday. They have recently taken
j up housekeeping in the Ashworth
I house on Main street. Those at
tending the party were Mr. ano
, Mrs. Russell Hilton, Mr. and Mrs.
Elliott Oliver, Mr. and Mrs. Willis
Ralph, Mj- and Mrs. Henry Hilton
Mr and Mrs. Francis Reed, Mr.
and Mrs. Irving Pinkham. Num
erous gifts were presented. Cards
were played and a light repast was
served.
I Mr. and Mrs. Philip Cohen went
Thursday to Boston for a few days.

Mrs. Frank Reed is a surgical pa
tient at Knox Hospital
Robert Creighton of Worcester,
Mass., is spending a few days with
his mother, Mrs. Charles Cre ghton.
Miss Ruth Miller of Boston is
visiting her grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. Dana Miller.
Mrs. Bernard Robinson and son
William are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Adams in Melrose. Mass.,
for several days. They were accom
panied by Miss Sarah Linnell as
far as Boston.
The Harvest Supper has been
postponed until Nov. 5.
Arcana Lodge, K-P. w’orks the
Rank of Knight Wednesday night.

“The Nite-Hawks” met Wednes
day night with Mrs. V.ctor Shields.
A social evening was enjoyed and
luncheon served.
Eric Foote is attending annex of
University of Maine at Brunswick,
and
taking Civil Engineering
course.
Mrs. Herbert Boman was hostess
Wednesday to the Mother and
Daughter Club. Supper was served.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Lyford and
infant daughter returned Tuesday
from Rockland.
Mrs. Leonard Swears has returned
from Augusta where she visited Mr.
Swears, who is a patient at Tcgus
Hosptial. Returning, she visited
Mrs. Ardie Johnson in Rockland.
Mrs. Johnson accompanied Mrs.
Swears to Augusta.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard jjphn.son
and son Richard C. Johnson, who
have been guests of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Carver, have

Mr. and Mrs. Roy Cook, Mrs.
Herman Sawyer and daughter Vir
ginia have returned to New Bed
ford, Mass., after vacationing at
their Summer home for the season.
Mr. and Mrs. Winfield Dash and
family have moved to their new
home at Hatchet Cove which they
recently bought, frem Mrs. Alice
Carter. The latter has bought the
former Randall Simmons home at
the Harbor and is now occupying
it.
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Beckett made
a business visit Tuesday in Bath.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Leary of Port
land and Mr. and Mrs. Fremont
Tolman called Sunday on Mr. and
Mrs. Percy Wincapaw.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Sargent of
Scuth Weymouth, Mass., and Mr.
and Mrs. Kelsey Havener cf Fram
ingham, Mass., returned home Sun
day after vacationing at R. RThompsons.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Winchenbach have moved to the Chamberlain Simmons home at the village.
Crotch Island has been resold
to a New York resident who will
open a boys’ camp there next Sum
mer.
,
Mr. and Mrs. George Hunt and
Mass., have been at their home
son, George, of Wellesley Hills,
here on a visit.
Mrs. Madeleine Mason and Mr.
and Mrs. William Mason have
closed Mayflower Inn and are in
Rochester, N. Y. for the Winter.
Mrs. Jennie Mank is boarding
with Mrs. Jennie Simmons for the

Scallop stew will be served from
6.30 to 7.30.

Mrs. Esther Davis fell recently
and suffered a broken leg. She is
at her home on Green street.
Wayne Thompson, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Lewis Thompson, celebrated
his eighth birthday Wednesday
afternoon by entertaining a group
of friends. Games were enjoyed
and Wayne received many nice
gifts. Those present were Ronald
Jameson, Gary Harper, Pamela
Saunders, Rose Mary Saunders,
Carolyn Kalloch, Norman Kalloch,
Jr., Jackie Wood, Carol and Margo
Hubbard. Douglas Levan, James
Rand. Bobbie Thompson. Donna
K nney, Warren Whitney and
Robert Clark.
Mrs. Hubert F. Leach is a sur
gical patient at Knox Hosptial.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Thompson
and Mr. and Mrs. Norman Kal
loch are spending the week-end in
Boston and Rhode Island.
Weymouth Grange Fair will be
held today in Watts Hall. Supper
will be served from 6 to 7.30 in K.
P. hall. Games and dancing will
be enioved.
The Girl Scout Troop whose ages
are from 10 to 11 years, held a party
Tuesday in their rooms at Watts
Hall. Decorations were in keeping
with Halloween. Prizes for the
prettiest costume went to Eleanor
Glidden and Donna Edmunds; for

head. Mass.
—
Dinner guests Tuesday of Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Thomas were;
Mrs. Cora Carlon, Mrs. Frank
Rogers, Mrs. Minnie Smith and
Mrs. AJlie Lane.
A shower party was given Ruth
Skoog, Monday night at Union
Church vestry by her mother, Mrs.
Fritz Skoog. Thirty were present.
Lunch was served by Ruth’s sisters
Norma, Greta and Doris. A social
evening 'was enjoyed and Miss Ruth
was the recipient of many nice gifts.
Mrs. Sada Robbins went Wednes
day to Fair Haven, Conn, to visit
her niece, Mrs. Ruth Hathaway.
Mrs. Clarence Bennett was hos
tess Tuesday to the Knit-Wits.
Lunch was served.
Teachers and pupils of the Old
SPRUCE HEAD
Eastern
District School held the
Miss Selma Anderson werft last
annual
get-togetuer
Oct. 17 at the
Friday to her home in Kalamazoo
home
of
Mrs.
Jennie
Patterson.
Mich., accompanied by Miss Kath
Teachers
present
were:
Mrs.
Jeanerine Aagesen who is returning to
ett Johnson, Mrs. Sada Robbins
her home in Bloomfield, N J
and Mrs. Jennie Patterson. The
Mrs. Herbert F.lwell and son
pupils: Ada Rogers Lott e. John
Kenneth have returned home from
I son, Josie Oakes Lue Rossitter,
a short visit in Millinocket. Mr.
! Villa Sprague. Addie Coombs and
Elwell and sons iDarrell and Her the most original to Ruth Taylor Carrie Burns. Dinner and supper
bert, Jr., went Sunday to Bangor to and Rae Clark.
were served at the all-day session.
accompany Mrs. Elwell home.
Beano featured the entertainment.
Church News
Stopping in IStock-ton Springs, Her
Mrs. Delwyn Webster and sisterMass will be celebrated at St.
bert, Jr , was bitten by a dog caus James Catholic Church Sunday at in-law, Miss Lois Webster have
ing injury which necessitated two 9 a. m.
returned from a three weeks visit
stitches.
There will be no services at St. in Dallas, Texas.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Thomas ot John’s Episcopal Church until No
D. D. President, Sophronia Tol
man installed these officers of
Oakland were week-end guests of vember.
Mr, and Mrs. Elbert Burton.
Sunday School meets at 9.45 a. m. Ocean (Blound Rebekah Lodge
Mrs. Robert Von Dohlen of Som at the Federated Church, morn'ng Tuesday, assisted by Deputy Marerville. Mass., passed ,the week-end sprvice I'll o’clock, subject. “The ! shal Beulah Drew: Noble Grand,
with her aunt, Mrs. Eugenie God Value of Possessions.” Anthem, I Nellie 'Robinson; vice grand, Vera
“How Manifold Are Thy Wonts,” - Boman; recording secretary, Hilma
frey.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Grassick of | (Ri?holson). At 7 o’clock there will Webster; financial secretary. Villa
Quincy. Mass., are spend’sg several be a fr'endly hour. Mrs. Forest Ames; treasurer, Sada Robbbins;
days in the Tinney cottage. They Stone will give a review of the Life chaplain; Sophronia Tolman; conleave for home Thursday, accom of George Washington Carver, and ' ductor, (Beulah Drew; warden,
panied bv Mrs. Grassick’s mother, Alvary Gay will tell of his year in , Florence Lawson: suooorters of vice
Mrs. Cassie McLeod, who will spend Honolulu. Refreshments will be grand, Gladys Coombs, Josephine
MacDonald; inside guardian, Ruth
the (Winter with her daughter. Mrs. served
Bill
ngs; outside guardian, Frances
Sunday
School
will
be
at
9.45
a.
m.
Arn"’ Wardwell in Wollaston.
Robert Casey met with a painful at the Baptist Church; morning Oakes. Lunch was served and
accident Saturday when his arm serv ce at 11 o'clock, subject, ‘ What games were played.
Mrs. Llewellyn Thomas and Miss
was brnken by a rock thrown by an God Can Do For Us.’’ Choral An
Faye
Cobum have returned from
them,
“
Love
Divine,
”
(West).
In

older boy.
Mrs. Minnie Tolman" .of Water cidental duet by Miss Margaret a visit with Mr. and Mrs. Sigvard
man’s Beach spent Tuesday with Simmflns and Alfred M. Strout. Melin in Springfield, Mass.
L. W. Sanborn, Dr. Herbert San
Second anthem, soprano solo, “The
her niece, Mrs. Ruth Randall.
born,
Alan Hilton and Robert
Stranger
of
Galilee.
”
(Moriss)
Mrs.
Mr and Mrs. Robert Drake, Sr.,
and Mr. and Mrs. Robert Drake, Carrie W. Butler. Evening service Gocde are at Camp Fish Hawk's
Jr, who have been occupying the will cons st of Bible lesson by Mrs. Nest, enjoying a week's gunning
Christian Endeavor trip.
Drake cottage on Spruce Point Carl Gray.
School teachers are attending the
will
be
Tuesday.
Wednesday at 2
road, Spruce Head Island, for sev
eral months, have closed their cot meets at 6 p. m. Choir rehearsal ; convention in Bangor this week,
Mr. and Mrs. Leo W. Lane and
tage and returned to their home in o'clock the Baptist Sunday School
will hold a Cradle Roll Party, son Timothy are spending the week
North Easton. Mass.
Llewellyn C. Elwell of Hewett's Mothers, whose children’s names in Boston.
Union Church Sunday School
Island is spending a vacation with are on the roll are invited. Prayer
praise
and
Bible
study
will
be
J
will
meet at 10 a. m. At morning
his family here.
Thursday.
worsh
p at 11 o’clock, Dr. C. S.
Mrs. Edgar Post and Mrs. Ken
Mitchell
’s text will be “A Good
neth Drinkwater were in Portland
Granite walks, never slippery. Life's Program.” Special selections
Tuesday to see Mrs. Post’s infant
money. John Meehan & Son, will be sung by the choir. Evening
son who is a patient in the Chil Save
Clark Island.
86-87 j meeting will be at 7 o'clock .the
dren’s Hospital.
---------- «------j pastor’s subject, “Purpose of PrayThere are fewer suicides among ing.’’
Indians sewed their brich bark
canoes with thread’ made from Negroes than among white persons Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Burgess and
in the U. S., according to the En- daughter Rachel have returned to
roots of white spruce.
cyclopedia Britannica 1916 Book of the.r home in Rockland.
the Year.

Camden

Tel. 8225

Gilbert C. Laite

SEASON
■ S OPEN

WEEK•END VALUES
AT BICKNELL’S
$1.25 up

Black and Decker

Seven Models to Choose From

You Don't Have to Buy a Ticket to See the Biggest
Stock of Candy on Display, in Years!

Just Received:
Shipment of Large Size Hershey Economy Size
Candy; also Whizz Bars, 5c; Pecan Pete, 5c; Necco
Mint Patties; Necco Dairy Churned Pudge, 5c; Toot
sie Roll, still Big and only a Nickel; Opera Note Gum
Drops, 20c; 1 pound box Quality Street Toffee, 65c;
1 pound Schraffts, $1.10; Harvard Dragees, $1.10.
Our Pop Corn is Always Presh—10c and 15c

310 MAIN ST..

Misses Joan and Ruth .
son spent a few days the pa
with their grandparents.
Mrs. William Anderson in
Gerald Bowser was then
Mr and (Mrs. Francis Ci;:
children and Mrs. C. W Pt
Hyannis have been gues'
E. C. Grant, South Main

Edward H. Blackington
Meadow road, retun ■ horn
nesday alter receiving a
medical treatment at tin
General Hospital in Pott a
A surprise party wa.s gl
cently by V rginia Mannin,
ing Gail 'Claike on her
birthday. Refreshment■
including fwo beautiful
cakes given to Gail as a .1
enjoyed by the guests wa
kettle of steamed clam
bidden were Marilyn Dud It
garet Hughes, Betty Crozie.
Bickford, Earlene Perry
Manning, Betty PendletRollins, Pete Paul, M.d
Billy .\l Lellan, Leonai
Charlie Perry. Jackie Pa
Libby, Dcnald MdLellan,
Teel, Charles Giffcrd and
Marsh.

OPENING

ROCKLAND

for two years.

The controls, which include evic
tions, apply to homes, apartments,
tenements, lodging houses, hotels,
trailer and automobile camps.

Tenants in the area should re
fuse to pay rent in excess of
charges last Jan. 1, Whelpley said.
Landlords must register dwelling
units.

W n V "'
i'-w

’ BITLER

CAR & HOME SUPPLY

•
'

Buying “sight unseen” is like making an Election bet—you
may win or you may lose. On the other hand there is no gamble
involved when you make a complete Inspection of each article
before you spend your money for it. That's why “seeing in ad
vance at MAIN STREET HARDWARE CO.” gets the majority
vote in ROCKLAND every time.

’’I.',*

.r <

■■

'

'

3 EYELET RUBBER PAC-

KEROSENE OIL CAN

<

.71

A

1

-.7 to

M

-

GLASS

WASHBOARD

S1Z9

14” ...................... ......... $6.80

With pouring spout and cap.

18” .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

Galvanized with Red Bands top
and bottom.

.. .. .. .. .. ...... $7.50

' !i

! KM
Hr
SERVICEABLE 5-GALLON

r

To Get
MORE HEAT
from
LESS FUEL
use

,\ \| MJ I I

CHIMNEY SWEEP

II

79c
SELF-CLOSING

OIL DRUM FAUCET

95c

Beautiful Floral Patterns

FISHERMEN’S RUBBER SUITS,
BOOTS and APRONS

Big 3 lb. Can

ALUMINUM STEP STOOLS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $5.95
CO-Z-AIR ELECTRIC RADIATORS.. .. .. .. .
$31.75

MEN’S, WOMEN’S and CHILDREN’S

Giant 6 lb. Can

Just The Thing For Quick Heat

Trial 12 oe. size 29c

RUBBER FOOTWEAR

PLOOR SANDER. EDGER. and POLISHER
FOR RENT

V.

’ CHARLES E. BICKNELL II

3IO MAIN ST.-------- ROCKLAND

TEL. 1392-M

j

Think or i
models w|
to give ye|
at this rer

For Kerosene, Range Oil, Alsc-

$1.00 hol and other liquids. Eye for
$1.89 padlock.

PLOOR SANDER TO LET

S. RUBBER

Qualify Shot Shop

NORFOLK PAINT AND VARNISH
HARDWARE, SPORTING GOODS, HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES

ROCKLAND,

'•-f

’- .f- -

AT5AVH

470 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

LIMITED SUPPLY

ROPE 1/4” to 1%”.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb. 34c up
ANCHORS, 10 to 50 Ibs.
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $5.95 uu
53-pc. SETS OF DISHES.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $23.9C

509 MAIN ST.,

Quality Shoe Shop

father.

Androscoggin,

BOYS’LEATHER TOPS

NU-TONE CHIMES........ K.......... .......... $3.95 up
Camden Theatre Building, Camden, Me.

Cumberland,

FOR THE HUNTER

RED WOOL HUNTING SHIRTS
AND SOCKS

1/4” ELECTRIC DRILLS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $16.95

THE LOBBY SHOP

York,

CURTIS
JARMAN
ETONIC ARCH
YORKTOWN

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Mi
Portland were in this city
day to attend fnueral
John H. Holbrook, Mi-

Sagadahoc, Lincoln, Penobscot and
Aroostook counties for about four
years, and in the city of Eastport

BLACK LACE PAC
$7.50

Holds Screws Firmly
S

Federal rent control, rolling
dwelling rates back to those oi
Jan. 1, (1946, will become effective
Nov. 1, in Oxford, Kennebec and
Knox counties where, OPA. Rent
Executive -Wesley L. IWhelpley said
today, rents have “materially in
creased.”
'
The increases, some reported as
much as 40 percent, were caused
by a shortage of dwelling units
occasioned by returning veterans,
and increased employment in the
area, IWhelpley reported.
Rent control has been in effect in

The Charity Club took

at the Thorndike Hotel .
the afternoon socially .,t t
of Mrs. C. F. Simmons

CUSHIONED SOLES

HOLD-E-ZEE.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 35c up
69-tf

Some Rents Are Too High In
Knox County Says
the 0. P. A.

amjor/tv vore

SIDNEY L. CULLEN

14* to 2”

Robert E. Laite

Will Roll ’Em Back

Word comes from the
Hospital that Mrs Ma
Fuller is gaining rapidly
pleases hosts of friend
land.

J?'

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
ROCKLAND, ME.

SOCKET FIRMER CHISELS

Dorothy S. Laite

ville.

Stanley Priest who ha:
the city for a few days ha
to his home in Bath

1ft'

GILBERT C. LAITE

9 Mountain St.,

FALL SHOES

Mrs. Delia Sullivan w.
to Dorcas Club Mondav

■■

SAVINGS BONDS

FUNERAL HOME

Two new a r companies have
been estab lshed in tne Lebanon.
American soap now costs $2 a
The quartet, Miss Helen Fales,
Mrs. Mar«(ia Davis, Miss Bettie bar in Bangkok, Siam
Winchenpaw and Miss Eva Lawry
who left here Sept. 28 for a sight
seeing trip to California, are now
homeward bound.
Mrs. George Mank, Mrs. Henry
Hilton and aunt of Waldoboro
FOR MEN
were guests Tuesday of Mrs. O. A.
Rodamer.
Mrs. Ray W nchenpaw, Mrs.
Agnes Burns, Alfred Morton, Mrs.
John Stevens and Miss Eda Lawry
were visitors Tuesday in Water
Winter.

Mr and Mrs. Frank L.
have closed “Beachmerc
Bummer home on the
road and returned to N-.v

>!'• I

Military discharges, copied and
printed in sizes suitable for
Veterans Bureau, employer and
school application use; also
pocketbook sizes.
Copies made oi any document.
Birth Certificates, Marriage Cer
tificates, Records from the family
Bible, Legal Documents, etc.

Granite walks, never slippery.
Save money. John Meehan & Son,
Clark Island.
86-87

L

R. G. Leonard and fr ends of
Hamoden spent a few days re
cently at the Leonard cottage on
the Head.
Nelson Gardner has returned
home after a few weeks’ treatment
at Knox Hospital. He is improving
steadily.
i Capt. Samuel Lowe is in Portland for a week’s visit with his
daughter, Mrs. Cecil Andrews.
Harold Hupper recently passed a
week .n Livenncre Falls.
Miss Emma Baxter has closed
her Summer home and returned to
Worcester, Mass., for the Winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Stanley of
Whitinsville, Mass., spent a few
days recently with Mr. and Mrs.
Oscar Stanley.
Miss Edith Murray is on two
weeks vacation irom her duties at
VA heelbarrow Farm.
Sidney Dow is seriously ill at
his heme. Mrs. Ott of Rockport,
his mother-in-law, is assisting her
daughter in caring ior him.
Mrs. Joseph Coffin and son of
Long Cove have been visit ng Mrs.
Clyson Coffin.
Miss Gertrude Smith is spending
a holiday with Mrs. Fred Giles at
Tenant’s Harbor.
Mrs. Thankful Harris. Mrs. G..
N. Bachelder and Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene Smith attended the quar
terly meeting of the Bapt st Asso
ciation held recently in Thomas
ton.

PHOTOSTATIC
COPIES

Persons living outside Rock
land may send by registered mail.
Original and copies returned the
next day by same method C.O.D.

IMVEST IN

returned to their home in Marble

Tuesday-Friday

MARTINSVILLE

WALDOBORO

24 HOUR SERVICE

mother,

Mrs. Minerva Piper, has just re
turned from a trip with her daugh
ter, Mrs. Mervyn Bird, in Belfast.

Pay
Weekly

ROCKPORT
Mrs. Ethel Spear has returned
from a week’s visit with her sister,
Mrs. J. F. Maguire in West New
ton, Mass.
Arrangements were completed
and the fire pumper moved Mon
day afternoon from the old loca
tion at Rhodes Garage to the new
location at the fire station on Rus
sell avenue. Additional heating
has been provided and the tele
phone changed. The call will be as
before the change, 2196. Chief En
gineer Lloyd Rhodes will be in
charge of the station during the
day time and Casper Daucette on
call at night.
St. Paul’s Masonic Lodge will
hold its annual installation of offi
cers Tuesday night.
Word has been received by friends
In town that Mrs. Evelyn Cunning
ham is a surgical patient at the
Central Maine General Hospital,
Lewiston.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Graffam,
Mr. and Mrs. James Miller, Miss
Mary Daucette and Miss Arlene
Daucette spent Wednesday in Lew
iston.
The Johnson 'Society will meet
Wednesday with Mrs. Josephine
Wooster.
The G. W. Club will hold its first
meeting of the season Thursday
with Mrs. Mary Whitman.
The Try to Help Club will hold a
Halloween party Monday night at
the church vestry. Members will
take refreshments.
Miss Lillian Wilson spent Thurs
day in Criehaven.
Miss Genevieve Whitmore, Dept.
Secretary, National W. R. C. of
Bangor 'will inspect Fred A. Norpartment officers are expected to be
wood, W.R.C. Friday. Other de
present. A supper will be served
at 6.30 o’clock.
Mr. and Mrs. William E. WhUny
spent the week-end with their
daughter, Mrs. Richard Welch,
Presque Isle.
The Baptist Ladies’ Circle will
meet Wednesday with Mrs. Chris
tie Whitney.

The Congregational Ladies’ Cir son of Edwin Boggs, Warren; ILamcle will hold its a’nnual rummage da Chi Alpha; James H. Dana,

sale at the Parish House Wednes
day at £> o’clock. Members will be
there to receive articles Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Stevenson, Jr.,
made a trip to Cherryfield this

Baby’s starling
silver spoon and
fork set in a gift
box.

Leon Esancy has employment in
Florida.
Mrs. Marie Saunders of Rockland
called Sunday on friends here.
The Ash Point Sunday School
visited the North Union SundaySchool Sunday, with 45 present.
Miss Hazel Lane conducted the
service’. Mrs. Helen Harvey gave
the story. Songs were contributed
by each Sunday School. The North
Union Sunday School would like to
return the visit next Summer.
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. Murray is on two
.on trom her duties at
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ts seriously i.l at
VIrs. Ott of Rcckport,
i-law, is assisting her
caring for him.
ih Coffin and son of
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ude Smith is spending
th Mrs. Fred Giles at
•bor.
ikiful Harris. Mrs. G..
r and Mr. and Mrs.
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a r companies have
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soap now costs $2 a
kok, Siam.

1 SHOES
•OR MEN

CURTIS
JARMAN
?ONIC ARCH

OPENING VERY SOON

’ORKTOWN

!tv Shoe Shop
ST.,

This And That

I Social Matters

rdner has returned
lew weeks' treatment
lital. He is improving
iel Lowe is in Portweek’9 visit "witli his
ls. Cecil Andrews,
iper recently passed a
?rmcre Falls,
a Baxter has closed
home and returned to
lass., for the Winter,
rs. Norman Stanley of
Mass., spent a few
with Mr. and Mrs.

The officers of Kmney-Mclqulst
Post, 34. of St. Georg*, have been
installed by National Public Rela
tions officers Hector G. Staples,
assisted by Comrade Hamlin of
Rockland. At the same meeting
the. officers of the Auxiliary unit
were installed by District Vice
President Mary Dinsmore, assisted
Mr and Mrs. Frank L. Bickford i In the recent account of the Car by Mary Wellman.
have closed “Beachmere,” their roll-Harden wedding the* names ,
Summer home on the Camden of the bridesmaids. Miss Elizabeth
John M. Richardson of The Cou
road and returned to New York. , Sawyer and Miss Mary Sawyer. I rier-Gazette staff is a pat ent at
1 nieces of the bride, were uninten the Maine General Hospital, Port
Mrs. Delia Sullivan was hostess tionally omitted. They were dain- land.
By K. ft.
to Dorcas Club Monday afternoon. ti.y gowned in p.nk silk taffeta with
lace coronet caps and carried colo
Mrs. G. B. Rollins is visiting Mr.
Stanley Priest who has been in nial bouquets.
and Mrs. Guy Shibles in Portland.
Syrup Pie
the city for a few days has returned
One
cup
karo
syrup, 3 eggs, 1-2
to his home in Bath.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Clark have
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Morse of Port
returned from a visit in New York. land were Sunday guests of Mr. cup sugar, 3 tablespocns butter. 3
Word comes from the Augusta
Morse’s sister, Mrs. Goldie McAu , tablespoons corn starch, 1 teaspoon
Hospital that Mrs. Marlon Cobb
' vanilla.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank R. MaC- liffe, Fulton street.
Fuller is gaining rapidly and that Mackin of Andover, Mass., were
Method: Cook sugar and syrup
pleases hosts of friends in Rock guests Thursday at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Axtell and until thick, add corn starch, pour
land.
daughters Marlene and Gloria were in well beaten eggs, add vanilla.
Ralph M. Chesley.
guests Sunday of Mrs. Annie Crock Pour into rich pie crust which has
The Charity Club took luncheon
ett, Lake avenue.
,
been covered with broken pecan
Chapin
Class
meets
Tuesday
with
at the ’Thorndike Hotel and spent
meats.
Bake until nuts rise to top
the afternoon socially at the home Mrs. Emma Hall.
and brown.
NUTS
TO
YOU!
of Mrs. C. F. Simmons.
Leave the sugar out and it is
Walter C. Ladd of the McDougallSorry, we're using slang but ac about as good.
Mr. and Mrs. Frame Moon of Ladd Company, underwent a surgi tually we are offering you the
* • * •
Portland were ln thLs city Thurs cal operation at Knox Hosptial grandest cooked nuts you have ever
A camera study of the bronze
eaten.
day to attend fnueral services for Wednesday.
statue cf Hannibal Hamlin on the
Spanish Peanuts—35c lb.
John H. Holbrook, Mrs. Moon’s
Post Office mall, Bangor, has ‘been
Redskin Peanuts—45c lb.
father.
, Skipper Joshua N. Southard ansent by Librarian L. Felix Ranlett to
Cashews—5&c-tilb.
I nounces that, contrary to rumor,
Cooked Fresh Daily.
the Hollywood stud o in which “The
Misses Joan and Ruth 'William there are still openings in the Sea
Buy for your Halloween Party Strange Woman,” was filmed,
son spent a few days the past week Scout Ship Red Jacket for new
of old Bangor. Although the stu-*
with their grandparents, Mr. and members. Applications may be ob now.
E. B. CROCKETT,
dio asked Mr. Ranlett only for oldMrs. William Anderson in Warren. tained from Southard or the Mates
5c & 10c to $1.00 Store,
time views, it seemed advisable to
of the ship. To join, a boy must
Gerald Bowser was their guest.
Rockland include modern ones—just in case a
have been a Scout and be 15 years Main St.
86-lt few ' flashes’’ of the present city
Mr. and [Mrs. Francis Childs and of age. The ship now has three
shcuid be included. A Bangor
children and Mrs. C. W. Proctor of crews and should its numbers in
MARSTON-KERR
Hyannis h^ve been guests of Mrs. crease, a second meetine night in
Daily News photographer spent
each week will be arranged.
E. C. Grant, South Main street.
Mr. and Mrs. Jonathan M. Kerr, hours photograph ng tlie business
Sr., of Quaker Hill, Conn., announce center from attractive apgles.
* * ♦ *
Edward H. Blackington of West
A Halloween party was held at the marriage of their daughter,
Meadcw road, returned home Wed the Melvin home on Hill street Sat- 1 Joan M. Kerr, to H warn E. Mars
Definite
geological
evidence
nesday after receiving a month’s urday night, with Miss Faith Mel ton, son of Mr. and Mrs. E. L, that
human
beings
dwelt
in
medical treatment at the Maine vin. Ann Ludwig and Phyllis Shute i Marston of 89 Union street, Rock America between 10,COO and North
25,000
General Hospital in Portland.
as hostesses. The house was deco land.
years ago, was presented to the
rated in kepeing with Halloween. | The wedding tock place at St.
A surprise party was given re The evening was spent playing James’ Episcooal Church, New American Association for the Ad
vancement of Sc ence.. They discently by V rginia Manning honor games, the scavengei- hunt being London, Conn., Oct. 18
j
closed
they had been able to date
ing Gail Claike on her sixteenth won by Patricia Whitehill and
Mrs. Marston graduated .from
birthday. Refreshments were served Evelyn Pendleton. Refreshments Williams Memorial Institute,, New the now famous Bindenmeier site ln
including fwo beautiful birthday i were served by candid ght from London, Conn., in the class .if 1944. northeastern Colorado, excavated
cakes given to Gail as a gift. Also a prettily decorated table. Those She was formerly employed at the by tlie Smithsonian Institution
enjoyed by the guests was a nice b g attending were Caroline Senter, U. S. Submarine Base, New Len during the past five years, as equal
kettle of steamed clams. Those Sandra Perry, Marie Whalen, Alice don, Conn., as a typist under Civil , in age to the third Wiscons n gla| cial substage at the end of the
bidden were Marilyn Dudley, Mar , Crie, Carol Kent. Christine Roberts, Service.
garet Hughes, Betty Crozier. Betty , Jeanine Leach, Beverly Manning,
Mr. Marston attended Rcckland glacial advance. This is known
Bickford, Earlene Perry, Virginia i Mary Jean Glendenning, Patty schools and served 33 months fn ! from other geological evidence to
Manning, Betty Pendleton. Lois Benner, Jackie Bates, Jane Pendle the European and Pacific theatres, have occurred 25,000 years ago.
* * » *
Rollins, Pete Paul, Mac Jcseph, ton, Patr cia Whitehill and Evelyn in the U. S. Coast Guard. He is
Billy McLellan, Leonard Gal ano, Pendleton.
now employed in Tree Surgery.
Not too many of us realize that
Charlie Perry. Jackie Passon, David
The couple will res.de at 89 Union religion is not a way of looking at
Libby, Dcnald MdLellan, Robert
Granite walks, never slippery. street, Rockland.
certain things, but a certain way of
Teel, Charles Giffcrd and Donald Save money. John Meehan & Son,
looking at all things.
* * * 4Marsh.
Clark Island.
86-87
The Indians attributed great
supernatural and sacred import to
Someone has said. ‘‘Don’t be blue;
white buffalo hides.
leave that to the sky.”

KOCKLAND

ty.

With the October number of “The
Think Tank,” published and edited
by Mildred Seydell of Atlanta. Ga.,
it has gone from a weekly to a
monthly editon; and has come out
dressed in lovely green and in mag
azine form. There is much gcod
meat in the 32 pages—poetry, fun.
Southern cookery, with many sage
and helpful items. Everything Mil
dred whites is worthy of thought.
A charm ng library addition for all
thinking persons to possess.
—Kathleen S. Fuller.

ington today. He has offered a TWALKER-EATON
point plan for re-integrating vet
Miss Shirley Elizabeth Eaton,
erans and it would be well to study daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Sherman
this plan carefully.
E. Eaten, 170 Rankin street, Rock
* • * •
land, and Eugene Edwin Walker,
At last the real secret of rubber son of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence L.
has been revealed. This is shown Walker. 154 North Main street,
by the electron microscope, how new Rockland, were married Wednes
synthetic rubber, much better ln day afternoon in the Methodist
parsonage at Old Orchard Beach.
value, can be prodcued.
• * * *
Rev. Charles E. Erooks officiated,
The art of letters, the very magic using the double ring ceremony.
of intimate hought is worthy studv. The couple were attended by Miss
We do not put enough time in our Dorothy Day, and Arthur E. W.
» » » *
style or use of words in these days Eaton, the bride's brother, both of
Did you ever s t and w’onder.
of hurry; thus we do not develop Rockland The bride wore a blue
And wish for the reason why
this high art, such as was the case i traveling suit and a corsage of red
We were born to live, and born to w’hen Elizabeth Barrett made love, roses.
The couple will reside in Rock
die
come true through her letters to
When life is so worth living
Robert Browning. Letters can tell land
Most of us fully realize
the history and fine quality of one’s
But does it not depend, you ask,
chamcter.
”
* * » •
Some Recipes
Upon how you accept the task?
“It says here,” broke in Mrs.
—K. S. F.
Gingerbread Upside Down Cake
* * * *
Wetherby, “that the Battleship Ohio
Three tablespoons butter or maris
expected
to
make
18
knots!
Now
Maine's 150 resorts and sporting
ger ne, 1-3 cup maple syrup, apples,
camps are all about full up with . what can that mean?”
peeled and sliced, 1-2 cup chopped
“
'Eighteen
knots
per
hour,
of
the Fall hunting season; also pleas
nuts.
1 package gingerbread mix.
j
course,
”
explained
the
husband,
with
ures in brilliant foliage, and once
a
husband's
usual
clearness.
Mrs.
Melt
butter in a 9-inch square pan.
again able to get the gas.
* ♦ * *
W. shook her head.
Add maple syrup and blend. Ar
"I don’t tlrnk that’s anything range sliced peeled apples in the
Our American soldiers measured
great.
” she said, reflectively, “they svrup and sprinkle apples with
up above in height averages of
other countries. One out of every ought to see Willie's shoestring when chopped nuts. Make up gingerbread
he's undressing for bed.”
batter according to the directions on
four measures 5 feet 10 inches.
♦ # » *
the package andi pour batter over
» V « *
fruit. Bake in a moderate over < 350
Isn’t It Strange
Now gas is back.
degrees) for 45 minutes or until
“Isn’t it strange
But tires are thin!
done. When baked, invert at once.
That princess and kings,
It's hard to stock
Serve plain or with a sauce. Serves
A happy grin.
And clowns that caper
6 to 8.
In sawdust rings.
There’s still one thing
And common people
Dutch Apple Cake
That’s fun for you
Like you and me,
Which comes to this
Two cups flour, ’-i teaspoon salt, 4
Are building for eternity.
To wit! to woo!
teaspoons baking powder, 1 table
* * » •
Each is given
spoon sugar, one-third cup shorten
A bag of tools,
ing, 1 egg. one-third cup milk, 5 tart
Bernard M. Baruch is one of the
A shapeless mass,
apples, cored and pared,
cup
deepest thinkers we have in WashA book of rules,
sugar, % teaspoon cinnamon, 2
And each must make
tablespoons
melted
shortening,
JOHN 11. HOLBROOK
E'er life is flown
raisins, if desired.
John Henry Holbrook, 75, died
A stumbling block
Sift together flour, salt, baking
Oct 21 at his home on Jefferson
Or a stepping stone.”
powder
and 1 tablespoon sugar. Cut
street, from severe heart trouble
—Exchange.
in the shortening as for pastry. Add
He was born in Rockland, son of
♦ ♦ ♦ *
the milk blended with the beaten
Capt. William D and Ann Keith Matthew and Mark and Luke and egg
gradually and stir only until
Holbrook, and had lived most of
John, the Holy Gospels wrote.
mixed. Toss on a floured board and
his life here, where for many Describing how the Savior died. His roll
or pat out to % -inch thickness.
years he was an employe of the
life and all He taught
Place in a grdased pan. Press
Rockland and Rockport Lime Co. Acts prove how God the Apostles peeled
apple slices into the dough in
Of a warm heart and cheery, kind
own. with signs in every place;
ly disposition, he made many last St. Paul, ih Romans, teaches us how parallel rews. Combine sugar, cin
namon, melted fat and raisins if
ing friendships and will be sincere
man is saved by grace;
used and sprinkle over the apples.
ly missed.
The Apostle in Corinthians, in Bake in a moderate over (35J de
He is survived by his widow, Mrs.
structs, exhorts, reproves;
grees) until the apples are tender
Susie Holbrook, son William A. Galatians shows how faith in and
dough is baked. Serve warm
Holbrook of this city; daughter
Christ alone the Fathei- loves;
with Molasses Sauce or with any
Mrs. Helen E. Moon of Portland; Ephesians
and Philippians tell what desired sauce. Serves 6.
sister, Miss Mabel H. Holbrook of
Christians
ought to be;
this city; and brother, Fred H. Colosslans bid
us live for God and
Holbrook of Rockport.
A GOOD JOB FOB YOU
for Eternity;
Services w’ere held Thursday
Tn
Thessolians
we
are
taught
the
from the Burpee Funeral Home
Lord will come from heaven;
and interment was in Bremen.
In T mothy, and Titus, too. a bish
CHOOSE THIS
op's rule is given
FINE PROFESSION NOW!
TODAY AND SATURDAY
Philemon marks a Christian’s love,
which only Christians know;
Hebrew’s revea’i the Gospel plan
prefigured by the law;
James teaches, without holiness,
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
faith is but vain and dead;
St. Peter points the narrow’ way in
Rustler’s Roundup”
which the saints are led;
John, in his three Epistles, still on
love delights to dwell.

U. i. Army

Little Costa Rea reports hs
urgently
needs
3521
low-cost
houses.

WL

BITLER
HOME SUPPLY
ST.,

with
KIRBY GRINT.
FUZZY KNIGIIT
Last Chapter of Serial

SUNDAY AND MONDAY
Mat. Daily at 2.00, Sunday 3.00
Evenings fiom 7.09

kockl.vnd, me.

SATURDAY, OCT. 26
140 REASONS TO ATTEND

w

He's here!
An Alton Production
2Oth Century-Fog

Right out ot those
•y
hilarious
\\ Collier's
sloriesl

fOL

Plus

U

“CINDERELLA’S FELLA”
“SPANGLED CITY”
NEWS

v-

Airline To Portland
Two Flights Daily With East
and West Connections
Maine Air and Transportation
Co.„ will commence a scheduled air
line service betw’een Portland and
Rockland next Monday mornin
The schedule has planes leaving
i the Rockland Municipal Airport at
Ash Point at 6.45 a. m., and 2.30
p. m„ with arrival in Portland 31
minutes later. Departures from
Portland will be at 9 a. m„ and 4
p. m. Connections will be made at
Portland with Northeast Airlines
or rail schedules East and West.
A full shopping day in Portland is
entirely possible with this sched
ule which w 11 give shoppers near| ly nine hours in Portland.
The service will use two twin en
gined planes wdth a capacity of
four persons each. One will be the
newly acquired Cessna and the
Widgeon amphibian.

Random Recollections
(Continued from Page Four)
had then been away from Wash
ing six years.
The Presidential campaign o!
1896 was waged along two main is
sues, tariff reform and sound
money. The country had been in
the grasp of a major business de
pression since 1833, and the pana
cea suggested by the Republicans
was a strong protective tariff.
This made Gov. McKinley of
Oh!o the logical candidate for
President on the Republican tick.t,
because he was the personification
of protection during his'service in
the .House of Representatives from
187? to 1801, and he had already
been dubbed the “advance agent oi
prosperity/’ I believe that this ap
pellation had been fastened on him
by Congressman Dolliver of Iowa
then cne of the Republican lead
ers in the nation, although a com
paratively young man.
He may now be largely forgotten
He was a most lovable man, and by
a little different turn in the
wheel of fate he m'ght have land
ed in the White House himself He
was prominently ment oned for th ■
nomination for Vice President in
1906, on the ticket with McKinley,
and if he had been there he would
have succeeded to the Presidency
on the death of the lamented Mc
Kinley.
Although as a pre-convention
issue the tariff seemed to be the
main issue for the campaign, when
the conventions met in th^ early
Summer of 1895 the situation
shifted very quickly. The Silver
men of the West attempted to
force a Free Silver plank in the
Republican platform and fai’ed.
They then bolted the convention.
McK’nley was
overwhelmingly
nominated for President, with
Garrett A. Hobart of New’ Jersey,
on the ticket with him for Vice
President. Hobart was a compara
tively unknown man from the na
tional standpoint, but he was a
conservative
Eastern
business
man and so fitted well on the
ticket.
A few weeks later William J.
Bryan captured the Democrat!'
nomination by a spectacular speech
in the convention and forced a
Free Silver plank in the platform,
and the battle was on. To balance
the ticket the Democrats also
nominated an Eastern business
man for Vice President, Arthur
Sewall of Bath, Me., fully as un
known to the country at large as
Hobart, but known to be an advo
cate of Free Silver. Thus the tariff
to a comparatively minor issue in
the campaign, sound money as
against free silver be ng the main
issue. The campaign was spectac
ular, but the Republican victory
was overwhelming.
(To Be Continued)
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
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And Introducing.
Eleven Year Old}
Concert Pianist

OKITY VOTE
in Election bet—you
il there is ne gamble
■tion of each article
i why “seeing in ad).” gets the majority

O'"

Gary Cooper.
IN AN ADVENTURE
WITHOUT PARALLEL

.
i
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GLASS

GI
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Sunday:
3.00, 4.45, 6.45, 8.45
Monday-Tuesday: 2.00, 6.25, 8.30
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STRAN i
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TEL, 892

SERVICE . CHECK YOUR NEAREST

VA OFFICE FOR DETAILS.
> SUNSET CARSON
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ROCKLAND

INSURANCE EVEN IF YOU

DIDN'T have it while in

_

ROBCItr

IASHBOARD

listen, pal! you can get

I

CLOAK an®,
dagger;

•o

wth

VI

RICHARD
KORBEt

A OCPVOtK PtCTUOf

4

SUN., MON., OCT. 27, 28
A sparkling gem of excitingly
amorous adventure!

CLAUDETTE COLBERT

JOHN WAYNE

“WITHOUT
RESERVATIONS”

LOIS COLLIER
JACQUELINE de WIT
GEORGE CLEVELAND

and
‘Scaufy

-------

j

----

MONDAY AFTERNOON
at 4.00 o’clock

Children’s Matinee
The Movie

WILD BEAUTY”

$1.25 a Week

79c

The Story of a Wild Horse

MAKE APPOINTMENT NOW, GOOD
Think of it! These smart new 1947

DRUM FAUCET

95c
r.oscne, Rrnge Oil, Alcc-

id other liquids

k.
0 LET

Eye for

models with movements designed
to give years of faithful service . ..
at this remarkable low price.

A LASTING GIFT!

. AT NO
KWHS EXTRA COST
“Green’s of Course!”

SULKA
JEWELERS

THORNDIKE HOTEL BUILDING

393 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ML

I

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON

)CKLANO
««•». xaoas-iacapMa M. MtMn,
MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

Your Photo would be a
Christmas gift that will be
long remembered. It will
be a deeply appreciated
gift, if your Photo bears the
signature of this recognized
studio. Now would be the
time to arrange for a sit
ting. Give a gift that no
one else can give. Yonr
Photo, by us!

ROCKLAND, ME.

Eight Pages Miniature Comics
Given Away To All Children At
tending Matinee
Matinee Prices:

Children Under 12 Years, 12c

DRESSMAKING

AND ALTERATIONS
All Types of Sewing
Called for or Delivered if necessary.
DOROTHEA GIPSON
41S OCEAN ST., ROC KLAND. ME.
TEL. 1198-R

80‘87

For a Real Old Fashioned

THANKSGIVING DINNER
Call Damariscotta 25-12
For Reservations

EUGENE’S STUDIO

FOEEIERS

16 SCHOOL STREET,

'Photographs

CARTOONS

On the Program

PORTRAITS TAKE TIME

SELF-CLOSING

also

Dance to Waynes incomparable
music at Community Building Ar
mistice night. Legion auspices—
free radio among other prizes—
Wayne Drinkwater’s 12-piece band.
85-89

403 MAIN STREET

THE CHEECHAKO

ROCKLAND, ME.
85-86

LEWIS POINT,

DAMARISCOTTA. ME.
87eT95
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Megunticook

Grange

New Union Industry

Go To All Who Aided In the
.»»
Success Of “'Tag Day

an «T the
ef Husbandry are

h«t.

Miss Belle Lowell is visiting Mr.
' and Mrs. Israel
Woodbury in
Morrill
«
Canning Of Three Varieties Mr. and Mrs. Frank Collins of
South Bristol were dinner guests
Of Squash Going Ahead
of Mrs. Mary Collins and Mr. and
1 Mrs. Raymond Harriman recently,
Briskly
and also callers on Mr. and Mrs.
Sidney
Harriman,
Sunday services at the Nazarene
Union’s new industry, canning of

Girl Scouts’ Thanks

GRANGE CORNER

The Girl Scouts went "over the
I top" aga n Saturday when thetr
Sewing i Tag Day netted them the grand

Circle met Wednesday a'.terncon total of $218.68. Jane Breen was
to tack, a quilt, following whch ! highliner bringing in $10.35 and
supper was served and beano was June Gagliardi was second with the

played. A program was presented,
consisting of an opening scng, “I’m
Glad I Belong o the Grcnge" by
all members; The Grange is a
Community Center," by Maud

I sum of $8.84. Following ls
of g rls who worked:
| Sharcn Kimball, Dc ina
J ter, Sonia Dobbins, Janie?
Carver; "it Pays To Scratch," a j Annette Tracy, Jeannette
poem, by Leis Daucette; a itunt,
‘Throwing,’
Jessie
Beverage;

'Frank Talk" by Theodore Dorr of
Mt. Cadillac Grange; "Twetny-five
Years Ago" In Megunticook Grange;

the list ■
I
Sylves- 'i
Rogers, '

Bisbee,
‘
Beverly Grant, Rae Ann Moseley,

Sandra Harriman, Miriam Mosherr,
Evelyn Philbrook, Nancy Packard,
Constance Merry. Joan Philbrook,
Mary Grispi, Mary N chols, Joan
Scarlott, Geraldine Tolman, Lynne

Myrtle Blake; Conundrums. Jessie
Duncan.
lain Mabel Whyte; prices for quiz
Gayle iButler,
Beverage; Quiz by Worthy Chapwent to Past Master Mary E. Nash, Nancy Griffith

Judy

Korpinen,

Yvonne W thingfirst, and consclat on, Clara Cox. ' ton, Rose Fianagan, Marion Yeung.
A song, "The Faithful" ended the Patricia, Sweeney, Leith Grctton,
Suzanne Barstow*, Judith Childs,
program.
A Halloween party will be held at Phyllis Springer, Faith Melvin, Syl
the Megunticook Grange Hall Wed via Treneer, Mar on Talbo.t, Janet,
nesday night to which all members Fickett, Arlene Miller. Jane Breen,
and their friends are invited. Hal Gail Grant, Barbara Hyland, Beat
rice Blaisdell, Carolyn Bray, Celia
lcween costumes will be worn by Crie.
those who have them.
Joan Duncan, Mary Alice Kent,
Barbara Marsh, Patricia Pease,
Helen Priest, Carolyn, Snow, Bar
bara Wh tehill. Ann Savitt. Judith
Pease, Jean Stewart, Marjorie Hart,
Jonesport Man Named State Jatlqueline 'Mocre, Shfirlene Lord,
Director Of Farmers’ Home Crole Clarke, Charlotte Brackett,
June Gagliardi, Josephine Soboleski,
Beverly Young, Patricia Griffith,
Administration
Joan Talbot, Margaret Grispi, Bev
Homer F. Worcester of Jonesport erly Banks. Patricia Cuthbertson,
has been designated as Maine Dorothy Malloy, Marilyn Seavey,
State Director of the newly-formed Judith Burns, Shirley Nelson, Pa
Farmers' Home Administration, tricia Hclbrook and Claudette
which Nov. 1 will absorb the Farm Athearn.
Security Administration and the i The following leaders and assist
Emergency Crop and Feed Loan ant leaders also helped in making
Service.
Tag Day successful; Mrs. James
Worcester's appointment was an Pease, Miss Kather ne Bowden,
nounced by Dillard B. Lasseter, Mr.s. W. Mount.'ort, Mrs. Carl Grif
F.HA Administrator, at Washing fith. Mrs. Samuel Rogers, Mrs. Har
old Wh tehill, Mrs. Walter Bars
ton.
The consolidation of the two tow. Mrs. Edwin Post, Mrs. Edward
agricultural lending agencies will Gcrdcn. and Mrs. Earle Perry, Girl
absorb the entire personnel offices Scout Commissioner.
To all of these workers and to
and assets of both organizations
and unite them as directed by the people of 'Rockland who were
Congress in the Farmers' Home Ad so generous in their support cf Tag
Day, the Girl Scouts say a sin
ministration Act of 1943.
Both agencies are at present ad cere “Thank You.”
ministered from regional offices,
the FS.A from Philadelphia and Mr and (Mrs. Maynard Marriner of
the E.C.F.L., from Spr.ngfield Tlie Searsmont, and Mr. and Mrs. Ro
new organization wil! be entirely land Flanders of Liberty, visited
under State control and responsi Mr. and iMrs. Alton Wellman over
ble directly to Administraor Lasse the week-end.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Withee of
ter An expanded State office here
will perform functions handled by Richmond visited Wednesday with
the regional units of the two her mother. Mrs. Edson Wellman.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Laffy of
agencies, tak ng over control stepby-sep between now and July 1, North Grafton. Mass, has returned
when the regional offices will be home after visiting her parents. Mr.
and Mrs. Irving Powell.
abolished.
Mrs. Cleo Bartlett and child.
Mrs. Rodney Boynton and two
WEST WASHINGTON
children, called recently on Mrs.
mother, Mrs. Fanny
Alton Wellman has returned from Bartlett’s
the Maine General Hospital in Northey who is a patient at
Portland cjt.er receiving surgical Gardiner General Hospital
treatment for five weeks.
Automatic coal stokers being
Wilford Turner is visiting his
faiher Granville Turner. He has constructed in railway yards in j
employment in Middletown, Conn. Conception, Chile, c?a rccoal an |
Mr. and Mrs Perley Brooker and engine’s fuel bins in less than two
brother Roy Brooker of Millinocket. nrutes.

Agencies Wil! Merge

Tuesday-Friday

At

Memor al

Pratt

Me.hodu-

treasurer. Dorothea Orff; color
bearers Connie Miller, Janice Mil
ler; cheer leader, Beverly Fish;
Edith Maddo k
The Jolly Hustlers of Burkettville club reporter.
organized for 1947 at the home of Their leader reported 16 member:;
their leader Tuesday, with Louise at the present time.
Collins as leader and Edith Mad
Britain’s first street with fluor
docks as her assistant. New officers
escent
lighting, nicknamed “warm
were elected;
Pres’dent. Byron

Tursft^v

4-H News

NEW
William

At the latest meeting of Victor Fish; vice president, Edwina Col daylight," has just been opened in
will !?> Church will open with the Sunday squash, is on in full swing fcr a
held at 10.45 a. m. when Rev. Aif~ed School at 1.30 p. m , Ray H. Easton, season of three weeks, employing a Grange. Deputy Robie Ames and lins; secretary, Faustina Pease; Rugby, England.
G. Hempstead will take as h s ser- Supei intendent; 3 p. m., guest crew of men and women numbering Mrs. Ames were present for the an
Church Merning Worship

mon subject. We are Protestants."
The Chur-h School will meet at
noon. The Youth Fellowship meeting will be held at 6 o’cltck. The
evening service wiil be cm tteri.
The Boy Scouts will meet at the
Church Monday at 7 3b p. m. The
Church Schooi Beard will meet
Monday at 7.30 p. m. at the home
of Mr. and Mr.s. Ernest Buswell.
Prayer meeting will be held um
Tuesday at 7.3b p. nt. The Mr S
C. S. will serve the annual toiled

preacher. Rev. S. C. Taylor, pastor
Church of the Nazarene, Augusta;
7 33 p. m., sermon by Rev. Taylor
Special music at both services.
ft ft ft ft

nual inspection.
oet ween 25 and 30.
Mrs Mary T'ollins and Mr. and
Though the cann r.g of squash is
new to Unicn it really is a new Mrs Sidney Harriman visited Mr
branch of the cann ng company, and Mrs. Prank Kimball in Rock
which has been operating a corn
canning plant there for many years

land recently.
Capt. and Mrs. Charles Welch of

day the prayer groups will meet at
1'.15. In the 10.30 service the choir
will s ng, and the sermon by the
pastor. Rev. J. Charles MacDonald,

and a few years ago made an addi
tion in receiving of blueberries, and
preparation of those berries for
feeze pack.
will be cn the subject, "Changed
This :s the only squash canning

Machiasport were guests of Mr.
and Mrs Ira Packard for a few
days recently.
The annual installation of Quan

by a Voice." The Church Schcol
classes for Bible study will meet

tabacook ledge, F.A.M., was held
plant operating in this section. Oct 16. with a large number of
The new wing at the plant has members and visiting friends presbeen fully equipped with new ma ' en:
R'ght Worsh pful John W.

At the First Baptist Church Sun

dinner Thursday nocn.
Friday
noon. In the monthly mission
afternocn and evening a Conference at
ary
meeting of the Christian En
for the Method st Churches of this !
region will be held at the church. deavor Society at 6 Agnes Young
Rev. Clifford Of born of Waterville will lead the d scussion cf the great
will represent the Board of Educa missionary picneer, William Carry.
tion and the Beard of Missions will The 7.15 service will open with the
singing and spec al
be represented by Dr. and Mrs. Congregational
music,
and
the
will be
Pyke, missicnaries now on furlough. brought by Rev. H.sermon
I. Holt of Cam
ft ft ft ft
den. This w 11 be followed by bap
Morning worship at the Congre tismal service with candidates from
gational Church with Rev. Mald three churches.
wyn Vaughan Parry preaching on
ft ft ft «
the thrme "We Call It Following.’’
Merning worsh p at the Univer
The quartet will sing the Meditation
"Lie’s
and an anthem. Church S’heol salist Church at 10.40.
w 11 meet at lb o’clock with* thc Greatest Investment-’ will be the
Nursery Department meeting at subject of Dr. Lowe's sermon. The
10.45. Boy Sccut Troop 203 will musical program includes two solos
meet in the vestry Monday night at by Mrs. Lydia storer. The kinder
7 o'clock. Comrades of the Way garten for younger children meets
will meet in the vestry Sunday night in the children’s room during the
at 5.30. Betty Crczier and Ruth preaching service. The Church
Bowley will bring the "Highlights” School for older classes meets at
of Camp Man tcu. Parry’s Mates noon.
will meet in the vestry Wednesday
at 4 oclock. Final arrangements
At St. Peter's Church 'Episcopal>
are being made for a Church Fair Rev E. O Kenyon, rector, for the
to be held in the vestry, Thursday, 19th Sunday after Trinity, Parish
Nov. 21.
Mass and sermon will be at 9.33.
ft ft ft ft
Church school meets Monday at
Sunday at the Littlefield Me 4 p. m._________________________
morial Baptist Church the pastor, >
Mrs. Carleton Dearborn and son
Rev. C. Wendell Wilson, will speak
at 19.30 on the subject "Jesus and Michael of Portland spent the week
the Holy Spirit." Special music with Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Dearborn
will include a selection bv the chnm. I Mrs. Jean Cuthbertson and Mrs.
Sunday School fellows at 11.45 with Olive Clark of Sangerville were re
classes fcr all age groups. B.Y.P.U. cent guests of Mrs. Raymond Jackmeets in the vestry at 6 o’clock. son.
At 7.15 the pastor will speak on , Mr and Mrs. Leon Achorn re
"The Christian and Popular Amuse- ! turned Thursday to Belmont after
ments.'’ Special mus'c by the or a few days visit here, accompanied
chestra. Midweek prayer and praise by Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Ludwig who
service Tuesday night at 7.30. The ' .spent the Summer at their home
Ladies Aid' will hold a Halloween here.
party in the vestry Wednesday , A Farm Bureau meeting wras held
night.
»
last Friday at Community House,
where Miss Priscilla Moore, home
demonstration agent, spoke on
ORFF’S CORNER
Miss Jean Kimball of Richmond [ "Purchasing Post War Equipment."
new furnace has been installed
spent the week-end with her in Athe
Methodist Church;
grandparents, Mr. and Mr.s. Byron
L. Ludwig.
Sixty-five motor buses from the
Albert Gerald was in Togus lasL United States will operate' between
Friday.
Santiago and Valparaiso In Chile.

NAVY SEES WITH ‘EYELESS SIGHT’

The Camrie
of Commerce
ing and lad:
Thomas Parts
with many i
present. The
as Guild serv<
after the meet
The new off

1 Levenseller, assisted by Aubrey L.
Fuller as Grand Marshal. J Law
rence Robbins as Grand Chaplain,
and Mrs. Frank W. Bryant as
Grand Organist, installed these
,officers: Howard W. Holmes, wor
shipful mas>er; Horace V. Jackson,
I senior warden; Irvin R. Jackson,
junior warden; Hiram R. Davis,
treasurer; Harold P. Cobb, secrej tary; Leroy M Thomas, senior
, deacon; Irvin S. Berry, junior deason; Arnold W Pitman, chaplain
I Samuel H. Pavson, senior steward;
! Russell B Kn'ght. marshal; Donald
E. Lucas, tyler. Max B. Wendland,
; junior steward-elect, who was ab
sent. will be installed later. A musi
cal pregram, consisted of vocal sei lections with guitar accompani
ment, by Misses Marie and Bar
bara Pagel and Dolly Basford; and
i Scotch songs, by Fred Che’lis. The
I incoming master, Mr. Holmes in
i behalf of the lodge, presented to
! the retiring master, Russell B.
Knight, a past master's jewel,
j The Woman's Society of thc
. Community Church met recently
with Mrs. James Nixon. Five new
1 members were added to the society,
j Refreshments were served by the
' hostess and a daffodil cake, made
by Mrs. Alleine Adams and was
' decorated by Miss Belle Lowell,
i was presented to Mrs Nixon. Mrs.
SEARSMONT
John Collier has received dis I Adams was surprised with a shower
charge after serving 18 months in of birthday cards. A pleasant so
the Army, and is at the home of cial afternoon was enjoyed.
his parents, Mr. and Mr.s. Edward
Collier.
The Quartermaster Corps has de
Albert Bardsley, Jr., who is a veloped a new cannpd bread item
student at
the
University of for Army rations which keeps well
Maine, Brunswick, spent the week in all kinds of climate, is highly
end with his parents. Mr and Mrs. nutritious, and is preferred by the
Albert Bardsley, and his brother, soldiers to the old-type ration bis
James Bardsley.
cuit and cracker.

vice president
treasurer; and

retary.
The new dii
board are: E
of tlie Maine
Rockport; Vet
ard s Lumber
mor,

The new pi

was unable to
and Allen Paa

.A peacetime Navy Day permits withdrawal of the veil of secrecy
that shrouded one of World War Il’s greatest developments,mtsterious radar. This development will continue as the Navy pursues
lines of scientific research to equip it for its role as a Guardian in
Peace, In the photo, an electric tension permeates the radar plot room
of a U. S. Navy destroyer as computations are made for the shelling
of an objective preliminary to landings. (Official Navy Photograph)

BIT
START SAVING
NOW’
This winter, rely on our
superioi Anti-Freeze com
pound. Its reliable n mfreeze qualities b ing ben<
fits from season's start to
end. All through freezing
weather
it
safeguards
motor and radiator. At a
saving in cost!

CAR & HOI
470 MAIN ST., I

<

y

Fireproof Garage Co.

WINTER ST. ROCKLAND
TEL 889
83-'.

There is
classes arc no
make a perso
each student,

. . . SALE ON .

where classes

APPJ

Centi

.

&
\
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COATS

Due to the unseasonable warm weather, we are forced
to mark down one of the largest stocks of LUXURIOUS

378 Main St.

Phone 870

attorney

proprietor of

SATURDAY
ONLY

SPECIAL

I

for 1946-47 t
the first time
P. Kelley, pt
Walker, Rock)
dent; Claude

chinery for the canning of this
product.
Three d fferent varieties of
squash, raised by contract, on
farms in Union and vicinity, are
being precessed. They are all yel
low. They are Boston Marrow,
Golden Delicious and Golden Hub
bard. Some farmers realize $250
an acre in contracting for the crop
to be raised for the factory.
Steps in the precess of canning
squash are washing in washer, the
whole squash as received from the
arms; cutting of the squash, done
by hand by men using cleavers;
conveyed to rotary, spray washer,
thence to cutter of slices; to the
wilter, where steamed; next to
pulper, which mashes; into finisher,
which removes seeds and skins.
Frem the finisher, the prepared
squash is pumped to filler by way of
an electric pump and through a
two inch pipe to the nearly build
ing, in which it is steamed in re
torts for one hour and 23 minutes,
placed in cold bath and completed.
Water is piped from Seven Tree
Pond, about a quarter cf a mile
away from the plant. The first
washing is in hot water and the
second in the rotary spray washer,
in cold water.

OPENING VERY SOON

C

:< 'J

1

1

ALL WOOL COATS we have ever had in our store.

ROEBUCK

>1/

/A

ANY COAT

IN THE

DISCOUNT

STORE

Just Look At the Ceiling Price on the Ticket and Deduct 20 percent Savings from
New, modernistic cabinet to
blend with any room. Tonal
clarity that brings listening
enjoyment at its best. 5 tubes
. . . AC or DC operated.

SIZES FOR JUNIORS........
CHARGE IT

■*5.88

9 to 15

*

SIZES FOR MISSES............

10 to 20

SIZES FOR WOMEN.......... 36 to 46

$15”
SttVAL

• Fully rayon lined
• Mirror in handy pocket

A smart addition to your mantle
or radio. Accurately timed move
ment and beautifully fashioned
airplane case.

199
SH|

SULKA
JEWELERS

plus 20% tax

393 MAINST,,

• Rich black or brown. . •

Mail Orders Promptly Filled

J

Colors!

• Wraparounds

• Green, Grey

• Boys’ Coats, Shorties

• Teal, Royal,
• White, Rust, and

• Dress Coats

many, many more!

take of 20 percent off the ceiling price—SATURDAY ONLY.

SAVITT’S, Inc.
“Style Without Extravagance"
369 MAIN STREET

Ksrryb

• Black, Brown

REMEMBER! There will be no Sale Tickets on these Coats—Just pick your coat and

ROCKLAND

THORNDIKE HOTEL BLDG.

Buy one of each!

Coat Styles!
• Chesterfields

Perfect for your
kitchen. Toasts
to an even golden brown
in a few seconds.

ON

f I

$5.00 to $25.00

TERMS

ROCKLAND, ME.

Wad

:ridaV
OrfT;

color

Tunsrtov-FrfilaV

Janice Milleverly Fish;
Madtfo?ks.
16 members

Rockland Courier-Gazette. Friday, October 25,1946

NEW OFFICERS WERE NAMED

the Kraft Foods. Co., Chicago, has
purchased property for tstablishment of the sea-moss plant, which
may eventually employ from 30 to
40 men. The Maine Coast Seafood
Corp., Rockport, has grown to be
the second largest lobster distribulng plant in the world, and ts
plannig to open a subsidiary plant
for deep-freezing and manufactur
ing artificial ice. The growth of
the fishing industry in Rockland is
The Camden-Rockport Chamber dent conducted the meeting Kelley helpng our communities prosper al
of Commerce held its annual meet is "District Governor of Lions Club, i so The trend away from the large
ing and ladies’ night in the St and owner and manager of G. W * cities to the small towns, due to
Thomas Parish House last night, Achorn’s Department store. of labor troubles and “atomic bomb
| psychology,’’ is bringing new resiwith many members and guests Camden and Belfast,
The guest speaker was Robert 1 dens and prospective job-makers
present. The women of St. Thom
as Guild served light refreshments Belcher of the U. S. Chamber of ’ to Camden and Rockport.
Commerce, whose subject, “The
after the meeting.
Report of Activities—1946
The new officers of the Chamber Crisis In Education,’ *was illustra
Reconversion:
Conducted hous
Mr.
for 1946-47 were introduced for ted with kodachrome slides.
the first time. They are: William Belcher, who is selected to address ing survey, sent data in regard to
P. Kelley, president;. Arthur K. Chamber of Commerce and other acute housing shortage to Bangor
Walker, Rockport; first vice presi civic groups all over the country, | FH A Office. Sent letters to pack
dent; Claude Butterfield, second is a dynamic speaker, and his au ing houses urging more food be al
vice president; Alexander Gillmor, dience listened with pleasure and located here to take care of Sum
b
treasurer; and Betty Foxwell, sec profit to his splendid address.
mer population increase.
Mer
The board of directors of the chants
retary.
Committee,
during
priceThe first peacetime Navy Day in five years emphasises the Navy’s
The new directors elected to the Camden-Rockport Chamber which]
holiday, sent letters to all
preoccupation with scientific advancement as a means of preserving
board are: Earl Fuller, president had charge of the program includ control
the security of the nation it fought to insure between Pearl Harbor and
merchants and sponsored adver
of the Maine Coast Seafood Corp, ed Allen F Payson, president; tisement pledging to hold to prices
V-J Day. Highlighting the development of offensive and defensive
Harold Wey
iRockport; Vernon Packard, Pack Clayton McCobb,
which will yield only normal pro-1 weapons and devices accelerated by World War II are robot aircraft
ards Lumber Co. Alexander Gill mouth, J. H Hobbs, Elmer Joyce, fits.
Affairs Committee, | such as the "Glomb,” “Gordon,” and "Gargoyle,’’ heralds of a super
mor, attorney, and John Felton, Claude Butterfield, William P. Kel Avery National
sonic age in which only the mind of man can match the speed of the
Matheson, chairman, kept
ley, O. W Mayhew. Arthur K.
deadly creatures his genius has conceived. Largest member of this
proprietor of Felton's Grocery.
abreast
of
important
national
leg

trio is the “Glomb.” or glider-bomber (above). The LRE-1 is a tele
The new president, Mr Kelley, Walker. Betty Foxwell, and Hamil-.
islation and informed members of
vision-controlled aircraft which will stand 300 miles an hour In a four-G
was unable to attend the meeting, ton Hall.
bills
in
the
national
interest.
dive.
(Official Navy Photograph)
and Allen Payson, the 1946 presiThe Directors' Report
Civic: Fire Prevention Commit
Twenty-five new members have tee won national honors in Fire
er drain on the Sullivan supply.
joined the Chamber during the Prevention Week contest, tieing
For several years Sorrento and
past year. We are deeply grieved with Augusta for second place in
Sullivan have kept canneries sup
to report the loss by death of four the State. Health Committee, Dr.
members:
William
A.
Annis, Harry Tounge, chairman, pub Town Of Sullivan Divided On plied with mussels and have been
considered especially good harvest
Charles P. Davis, Mrs. Kendall lished a series of public health ar
ing areas due to the absence of ice
Hopkins and Arthur Huse
Matter
Of
the
Mussel
ticles. Chairman conducted a
in the Winter months.
The past year has been a difficult health and immunization clinics
Fisheries
one for business men and for farm in Camden and Rockport. Clean
owners faced with shortages of up Week, Percy Luce, chairman,
materials and other problems of sponsored Clean-up drive. Hand- i Sullivan, Oct. 22-—Opposition to
reconversion Employment in Cam craft Committee plans display of closing Sullivan flats for an in
definite peried to the taking of
BITLER
den and Rockport, however, is high, local handcrafts.
mussels
is expected from canners Nearly Double That Of 1940,
and there is little if any unoccuIndustrial Development: Publi and out-of-town mussel pickers at
CAR & HOME SUPPLY
p ed commercial or industrial space.
and 170 More Tractors
470 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND. ME. Castro-Walsh, Inc. has reopened its cized and co-operated with local a hear ng in Masonic Hall at 2 p. m.
Industries
displayed products at Wednesday, Oct. 30.
second workroom in the former Information Cabin
Nearly doubling their annul gross
Assisted in
Petitioners seeking the closing
Tibbetts Building. In Rockport dustries in obtaining materials. order
income
in comparison with 1940,
as a conservation measure,
Sent
messages
to
Rep.
Margaret
•
Selectmen
James
Dickens
Jr.,
and
as
reported
bv the TJ. S. Bureau of
TT Chase Smith protesting decommisOscar Gordon, informed Commis Census. Knox County farm families
sion'ng of Coast Guard rescue craft sioner Richard E. Reed that the last year produced crops and live
needed to protect fishing fleet and town’s musrel resources are badly stock with thp record value of more
CHOOSE WISELY!
other craft.
depleted and will be virtualy de than $2,715,000.
Recreational Development:* As-1 stroyed unless immediate corrective
This huge increase in farm reve
sisted with survey of all phases of, measures are taken.
nue has already created heavy de
recreation industry in co-operation! Citing the closing Oct. 10 of beds mand for general frm improvemnts
with New England Council, which at nearby Sorrento, in order to con and for home remodel ng, accord
chose Camden as test community. [ serve the supply of these fish. ing to a study released by the Tile
New street map of Rockport, and a ; Dickens and Gordon said that “as Council of America. With every in
map of mountain and ski trails our flats border the Sorrent area, dustry anticipating greater business
prepared and given to Chamber by j they badly need the same treatment in the State than before the war.
A Dignified, Fascinating
Harold Brown.
Published 80001 to give them a chance to come floor and wall tile manuicturers
Camden-Rockport Directories with1 back."' , Dickens added that the alone expect their sales here to
Profession open to you!
maps and information. Published Sorrento closing is causing a great- tr pie in the next few years.
“Increased sales of industrial
5000
Camden-Rockport Picture i
folders.
Mt.
Trails Committee, the business district made avail products mean in turn a new level
There is a demand for operators and hairdressers. Fall
John Webber, chairman, published I able by Sterling Hastings. Nearly of prosperity for every local busi
classes are now forming. Phone or write for details. If possible,
20C0 copies of Mt. Trail Map and' 3600 visitors from 36 States and nessman and worker.” said D. P.
make a personal call, to see for yourself the attention we give
Guide; improved the trail mark-J several foreign countries called at Forst chairman of the Council’s
each student, the attractive, newly equipped beauty salon school
Residential Construction Commit
ings
Secured nation-wide pub the cabin.
where classes are held.
licity for Camden and Rockport by
The report of Clayton R Mc tee.
The study shows that many farm
assisting writers, photographers, Cobb, treasurer,
showed total
APPROVED SCHOOL FOR VETERANS
radio broadcasters; and furnishing credits to the amount of $2592 and mprovements were made even dur
pictures, news or feature items to expenditures $2367. Balance avail ing the war. Since 1940, for ex
out-of-State newspapers and mag able to carry on Chamber of Com ample. the number of farm homes
reporting electric lights here has
azines.
merce work, minus $15 for Christ increased from 9*78 to 1144. Heavy
Information Cabin; The Infor mas lighting, $209.
demand for such modernizing as
mation Center had an extremely
installation of running water, til
successful Summer season, thanks
89 CAPITOL ST.,
AUGUSTA, ME.,
TEL. 961 -J
ing of bathrooms and improving
to
the
very
attractive
log-cabin
Evelyn M. Baitler, Dir.
kitchen
layouts has already result
The
blade
with
the
generously donated to the Cham
ed, according to Forst.
64-F-tf
ber of Commerce by the Camden
Fcrst also pointed out that
MONEY-BACK
Shipbuilding Co. and a location in
farmers in the county today have
170 more tractors than In 1940, ac
guarantee!
cording to the Bureau of Census,
and that the number of trucks on
farms has likewise increased sub
stantially. “These facts not only
indicate the 'mportance of the
farm market but aLso make it one
which no businessman or manufac
turer can afford to overlook,” he
said.
ROEBUCK AND CO

with fiuorrmcd “warm
n opened in

NAVY WEAPONS OF THE FUTURE

William P. Kelley Heads Camden-Rockport
Cc Of C. For the Coming Year

IT’

■. x* •

fe.

Opposed To Closing

il of secrecy
nts,f"^e mystavy pursues
Guardian in
lar plot room
the shelling
lotograph)

Knox Farm Income

VING
ii

Iclv on our
r<‘. ze cornable nun:ing beneks start to
|,li freezing
safeguards
vtor. At a

4

BEAUTY CULTURE

iragc Co.
|<»< KI.AND

88-27

Central School Of Hairdressing and
Beauty Culture

CATALOG VALUE

SEARS

Ef

F KERRYBROOKE BOOTS

1

For rain!

For snow!

When the forecast is rain or snow, step
out In boots . . . your feet star cosy,
comfortable. Smart youthful styles . . .
extra foot and leg protection . . . pepup ntorm,r weather trips to class, tne

office, or to the corner grocery.

GIMHNTffD ir
THE MARLIN FIREARMS COMPANY
H»t Cm Sitti 1170

Simply slip a pair over your shoes . . No need to worry about unexpected
puddles; this boot is 1OO% waterproof
clear to the top. So easy to slip on and
off; wear comfortably with low, walk
ing or cuban heel-height shoes. Strap
nt ankle ls adjustable for trimmer fit.
Strong, fine quality all-rubber uppers.
Warmly lined. Non-slip rubber sole and
heel. Women’s and Rig Girls* full Sizes
4 to 9. No half sizes. Colors: brown
or black. State Size.
Shpg. wt., 3 lbs.
2 oz.
78YY9845—Brown ....................... pair

The Quartermaster Corps asked
approximately 10.000 combat sol
diers of World War II which items
they would prefer to carry with
them in an emergency ration. First
choice went to coffee second to
cigarettes. Canned meat items

Rent Control Rules

Asks For Pensions

A Blueberry Farm

Com’r Reed Wants Coastal Affecting Knox and Two Experiments Of Value Will
Other Countries—In Ef
Wardens Put On Retire
Be Conducted OruJonesfect
November
1
ment Basis
boro Property
A special Legislative recess com
mittee on pensions for State em
ployes has been requested by Com
missioner Richard E. Reed to
recommend that coastal wardens
be put on the same retirement
basis as State Police officer. Prison
Guards and Inland Fisheries and
Game Wardens At the present
time the last three named groups
are permitted to retire at half pay
after 25 years of service while the
fisheries officers are required to
serve until they are 66 years of age
and for 35 years before they can
receive half pay.
In filing a brief with Committee
Chairman Representative Mayo
Payson of Portland. Reed stated
that the duties and working hours
of his men were comparable with
those of the other groups and that
continuation of the present in
equalities would be unfair discrim
ination.
Under the proposed set-up, re
tirement would be discretionary at
age 55 and mandatory at age 60.
“Tt Ls impossible to have an effic
ient and active warden form made
up of aged men” Reed told the
committee.
The three special groups were
set up by Legislative action be
cause they were required to be on
call for long hours and because
their type of work required "ath
letic prowess and physique.” A good
Sea and Shore warden is required
to be equally as active as State
Police, Inland wardens and cer
tainly Prison Quards." Reed stated
“Our wardens are going to be
good from now on or they aren't
going to stay with us,” he added.
Reed said that in the near future
a set of rules and regulations for
coastal wardens would be set tip
that would repulre exemplary con
duct. hard work and devotion to
the job
At the present time coastal war
dens are given one day off every
eighth day and are subject to call
approximately 154 hours a week.
Fish and Game wardens have a 168
hour week .State Police have a 144
hour week while Prison Guards
are on a 40 hour week.
Exclusive of a recent $7.20 tem
porary Increase the weekly base
pay of coastal wardens is now $30
to $35 a week as against $38.20 to
$43.20 for Fish and Game Warden,
$25 to $40 for State Police and $32
to $40 for prison guards. Coastal
supervisors have a base pay, ex
clusive of the raise of $43 while
Fish and Game supervisors have a
base of $54 a week.
“If we are going to have a worth
while warden force we must attract
intelligent young men into the
service and until -we are able to
compete on equal terms other law
enforcement agencies we are going
to have to take fourth choice of all
of the available men.’’ Reed said
Reed stated that the fish indus
try w’as one of the State’s greatest
economic assets and that coastal
wardens were guardians of a $50,COO.OOO industry.” In this business
we need men of excellent judgment
and you can't hire such jnen for
peanuts.” he told the committee.
“I do no believe it possible that
Legislature will exclude our ward
en force from this 25 year retire
ment plan after they have heard
our full story,” Reed said .

Wesley L. Whelpley, OPA Rent
Executive for Maine, outlined the
follow ng information for land
lords and tenants in Oxford, Ken
nebec and Knox Counties, where
Rent Control becomes effective
Nov. 1:
1: On this date, (Nov. 1), it be
comes illegal for landlords to de
mand or receive more rental for
dwelling units in these counties
than they charged Jan. 1, 1946.
2: Control also is placed over the
ev ction of tenants Nov. 1.
3: Landlords must register all
nroperties rented as dwelling units,
or offered for rent, before Dec. 15,
Failure to do so is a violation of
Federal law. Registration begins
Nov. 15.
4: Registrat’on forms will be
available at banks, city and town
halls and post offices. Oxford county registrations should be filled out
and mailed to the Area Rent Offlce
142 High street, Portland—Kennebee and Knox registrations to the
'Yrea Rent offlce, 184 Front- street,
Bath.
5: Commercial rents are not affe?ted—only dwelling un ts are
subject to rent control. These inelude homes, apartments .tenements, lodging houses, hotels,
rooming houses, trailer and auomobile camps, roadside cabins
and tourist homes.

Tire Maine Legislature at its last
regular session provided funds for
the purchase and equipment of a
farm for the use of the Maine Agri
cultural Experiment Station in
conducting research work, mainly
with blueberries.
Last Spring thp committee
bought 30 acres of blueberry land in
the town of Jonesboro in Washing
ton County for the farm. There
were no buildings on the land, but
a house for the farm manager and
a laboratory for indoor research
work are now being built
They
should soon bp ready for use
Most of the experiments con
ducted on the farm will relate to
blueberries. Thev will include a
sfudv of such problems as the best
fertilizer to use. how to develop
new varieties, how to control weeds,
how to get better stands of berries
what soil treatments are needed,
best wr vs of preparing blueberries
for m xet. how to keep the plants
from be'ng Winter killed and
others Other research work may
he done a: the farm of course, but
blueberries will have the preference
The Maine Agricultural Experi
ment Station is located on the
Campus of the University of Maine
at Orono. Many of the experiments are conducted at Orono
but the station also has three
farms.
Ttiey
are
Highmoor
GROSS NECK
Aroostook
Mrs. Christine Kennedy and son Fa™i at Monmouth
of West Waldoboro visited Wednes- Paflrn:• at Presq“PH We:
Chap
man Farm, at Chapman.
Highday with Mrs. Milton Eugley.
moor
is
in
Kennebec
County;
the
Elroy H Gross of Belfast spent
—in.
A.
other two farms are in Aroostook
the week-end with his mother, Most of thp experiments at „ighMrs. Eldora Gross.
moor relate to dairying, orchardMrrb,e^dMrM,“arqcU^rs,h.„?! •«.
""A™, "X
da, on Mr ondI Mrs Melvin Gen“ JeS prindpalh
- work
thner. Cyrus Richards, grandson
J* \
p
of Mr. and Mrs. Genthner. has re-; wll, po , .
,
tl
turned to Friendship after several’ The blueberry crop is worth
about $2500.000 to Main* growers
weeks’ visit with them. Mrs. Clin each year, and can be greatly ex
ton Gross of Dutch Neck was a visi. .
tor Sunday at the Genthner home. Pan e
Mrs., Arthur Poland and son
Robert have been recent Augusta
visitors.
Mrs Eldora Gross and Mrs. Wil
liam Winchenbach of Dutch Neck Precious Furs Will Be Shown
were guests Sunday of Mr and i
Next Week At Savitt’s
Mrs Linwood Castner in Medomak.,
Mrs. Alice Genthner and daugh------- ter have been recent visitors in1 The big news in fashions next
Damariscotta, North Waldoboro week, is the expected arrival of an
and Camden.
I unique caravan of precious furs
Mr and Mrs. Charles Kaler of j which will go on display at Savitt’s
West Waldoboro called Monday on for one day only, Thursday, Oct. 31
relatives here.
| This display is a good will gesture
Mrs. Lloyd Foster and daughter; by Scott Furriers who are celebratof Winslows Mills spent the pasting their anniversary as the largest furrier in New England.
week with relatives here.
Many of the season's latest
Mrs. Melvin Genthner, Miss Es
ther Genthner and Mrs. George trends in a wide variety of beauWinchenbach and daughter of the tiful furs will be featured in this
village recently visited Mrs Myra. anniversary collect on of out-ofRichards ln Friendship.
I the-ordinary prices —adv.
*

Scott’s Caravan

BOAT OWNERS
We have several models of GRAY MARINE MOTORS
in stock for immediate delivery.

A. L ANDERSON
TEL. 464 and 693

CAMDEN. ME.
81-86

.

At the beginning of the war
there were but 12 canned meat
items. Since then the number has
increased to 40 and many of these
will soon be on the market’ for
civilian consumption.

were high in the list with strong
support for candies and chewing
gum.

Enjoy your favorite sport at its best...
delight in leisurely hours on sun-drenched beaches or in our
private solarium. This distinguished hotel caters to guests
who demand the best in appointme* ts—ser /ice and cuisine

WE USE

it.47

GENUINE FACTORY
PARTS

7SYYS848—Black ........................ pair ST.47

s from
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M'rite far Booklet and Rota

MILLER’S GARAGE
DeSoto, Plymouth

$047

27-31 RANKIN STREET
ROCKLAND
54-F-tf

PALM BEACH HOTEL
PALM BEACH, FLORIDA
JAMES J. FARRELL, Mjr

Ksrrybrooke
wn

Announcing The Opening Of The
Women's Utility Boot
more!

Avlatrix style: cot
ton
knit
lining.
Misses’ Sizes 13. 13.
1. 2 3. Wide width.
Satin finish brown
or black rubber.
Shpg. wt... l lb. 10
oz. State size.

Strong, durable
knee high rubber
boots. Cotton fab
ric lining. Color:
Black.
Women’s
nnd Big Girls' sizes
4 to 10 Shpg. wt.,
2 lbs. 10 oz. State
size.

coat and

6YY9434

ROCKVILLE ABATTOIR

Misses’ Pullover Boot

Formerly the Oscar W. Carroll Property

Now owned and operated by

RAYMOND GENTHNER & SON

7SYYS84S—
Brows ... gS.SS

88.88

78YY884I—
Black ...

Route 17 at Rockville, Phone 813-5, Rockland

gt.Se

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Now, come pot them on your Feet —the merriest
shoes since Robin Hood's day I

\

FOR OTHER FOOTWEAR NEEDS. REFER TO OUR
MID-FALL AND BIG GENERAL CATALOGS

And Custom Butchering of all kinds

Just perfect with your skirts,
dresses, slacks, shorts. Fine quality soft

suedeen, in Vagabond Red,
Midnight Black, Forest Brown.

AND, ME.

> *

433 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND,

$4.95

McLAIN SHOE STORE

CATKUQG. ORDER OFFICE
TEL. 1380

432 MAIN STREET.

BEEF, PORK, LAMB, VEAL

ROCKLAND. ME.

Open Week Days 9 A. M. to 7 P. M.
Saturdays 9 A. M. to 9 P. M.

85*86
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For AH Churches

HIGH SCHOOL HIGHLIGHTS

Here Are 21 Significant Ques
tions To Be Answered

Compiled and edited by the Typewriting Department.
Officers have been elected in the onomics means much to me, but all
Junior High Student Council as boiled down it means one thing;
follow^ President, Robert Annis; a clean, attractive home, healthy
children, and a wholly happy, con
vice president, Robert Gardner; tented family.”
• • * *
secretary, Dorothy Wotton; and
treasurer. Jeannine Leach.
The Fifty Club held a meeting
• • * *
| Friday with Kathryn Curry pre
After the business meet
The Senior High home economics siding.
girls have been studying nutrition ing, this program, in charge of
and food preparation the last seven Alice Kinney and Averie Eaton,
weeks and will finish this unit in was given: Chorus, “I love An Old
three weeks. At present the girls Fashioned Song,” Kathryn Curry,
are making cakes and cooking, but Cynthia Earbour, Jackie Grispi,
it is very difficult for them to get Joanne Gardner, Luana Gardi.
much practice in cooking anything Margaret Eagan, and Averie Eaton;
requiring, sugar and shortening. vocal duet, “In the Garden.’’ Jackie
They have prepared breakfasts, Grispi and Ruth Mahoney; “Chuck
luncheons, and have made biscuits, les,” Raymond Nadeau; piano solo,
muffins, salads, casserole dishes, “Midnight Fire Alarm,” Donald
such as macaroni and cheese, and Snowman; vocal solo, "Star Dust,”
ice cream frozen in the refrigera Dea Perry; vocal solo. “Moonlight
tor. After the unit on foods, some and Roses,” Jackie Grispi Donald
was
accompanist —
of the girls will be studying family Snowman
and boy-girl relationships and some Margaret Eagan, secretary.
• * ♦ ♦
first aid. The girls will start sew- ,
ing after Christmas.
The Sophomore Latin Club chal
On the subject, “What Home lenged the Senior Latin Club to a
Economics Means To Me.” a mem tournament of Latin beano played
ber of the class has written this: in the library Friday after school.
“Some day I may be fortunate It proved to be a lively party with
enough to have a husband, a home the Sophomores coming out as win
and children, of my own. In order ners. Refreshments were served by
to make the most of these things, the challengers Mrs. Pitts ?s fac
I must prepare for them, just as ulty advisor of these clubs.
♦ # ♦ ♦
one prepares for a particular pro- i
fession. Being a housewife is just | The school has lost a friend and
as much a profession, in a way, as 1 interested worker in the death of
teaching, nursing, law, and others. Mrs. Blaisdell’s mother, Mrs. Orrin
If a girl wants to be a good wife Davenport. She has assisted Mrs.
and mother, she must learn the Dorman with the school lunch pro
principles.
If she plans to keep gram for several years.
her home a pleasant place in
♦ # * *
which to live she must know howj Linwood Curry and David Hock
to do it economically. A girl can’t; have joined the football squad. Hock
count on marrying a millionaire!
is a Senior, but Curry should be a
“There was an excuse 50 or 100 valuable member of the team next
years ago, for the new bride to year.
make many mistakes, most of them
* # # »
being ones we could laugh at today. I The class of Shop Math If. Mrs.
But there's no excuse for modern Sturtevant, teacher, had Donald
girls to make these mistakes while Matheson, investment broker, speak
there are easy-to-follow recipes, to them on stocks and bonds on
standard measuring utensils, and Monday.
Market quotations in the
new, improved methods that save newspapers and Financial Daily and
time and insure fautless pastries a stock certificate were studied, and
and other dishes. Yes, home ec- questions concerning preferred and
common stock, par value, broker
age, dividends, “over the counter
issues” and the New York Curb were
discussed. Mr Mathesoil’s helpful
talk very much interested the group
who are studying Applied Mathe
matics.
* * * *
City Manager Fred D. Farnsworth
was speaker at the bi-weekly faculty
meeting Monday in the library. He
said that the new form of govern
BITLER
ment is really not “new,” as it be
gan in Virginia in 1908, and the plan
CAR & HOME SUPPLY
has grown to such an extent hat 700
470 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME. cities and towns have used this plan .
Only 29 out of the 700 have given it
up. There are now 75 cities or towns

• Scientifically test each bat
tery cell.
• Fill each cell with certified
pure water.
• Remove corrosion and lubri
cate terminals.
• Inspect ignition wiring.
• Tighten battery hold down
clamp.

Increase the life of your bat
tery with our service.
THIS SERVICE COSTS YOU NOTHING

41.95

Southwind Heaters............ .. .. . $29.75
HaDees Defroster Fans .... $11.45
Trico Vacuum Fans.......... .. $4.00
Bike Tubes..........................
$2.30
Electric Toasters.............. $5.45 up
Dormeyer Electric Mixers .. $29.95
Thermostats ...................... 98c up
Heater Hose.................... 20c foot

1.19

Heavy gauge steel. Fits all
standard models. Streamlined.
Easy to install. Protects
clothing from chain.

Luggage
Carrier

1.98
Easily i n stalled. Well
built. Chrome
piated.

A COMPLETE ACCESSORA’ LINE

TIRES and TUBES
"YOUR AUTOMOBILE AND TRUCK HEADQUARTERS”
For A Real
Lubrication

WALDOBORO

Check-Up

GARAGE

and

Visit

Our
SERVICE STATION
At

32 Park St.

COMPANY
PARK STREET, ROCKLAND
67-tf
Man’s Birthstone
Ring, massive 10K
gold mounting . . .

Weekly

S1595

"A-B" Extra
mvx Duty

H

90 Volt pack for use in farm
radios. Long life—top per
formance. Built of high grade
quality materials.

TWO LIVELY GOLDFISH

• Durable, tong-wearing and
comfortable flannel gloves —
with blue knit wrist.

In a Gothic Globe
Complete with Seaweed and Rainbow Chips

ALL METAL

59c

Waste Basket
Lovely Designs

9Qc each

Complete with Goldfish Food

TeL 1135-W

C.98

Pullover
Sweater

ROYLEDGE

SHELF PAPER

7c pks-

LADIES’

JUST RECEIVED!
LADIES’42 GAUGE

370 NEEDLE-SEAMLESS

17 jewels’ Gold Case
Beautiful Made
Watch.
Friendly
Terms

A

$39 75

Men’s handsomelystyled Initial Sets.
Big choice. From

1’“

Weekly

<£9.50

NYLON HOSE

NYLON HOSE

15

Gay, Colorful

OILCLOTH

Pair

Table Oilcloth by the Yard

46 INCH

44/ yard

pr
Our hosiery is famed for its
wearing qualities

FOR HALLOWEEN

C I S !

Crochet Cotton

MANLEY’S

BLANKET

69/

25c ball

POPCORN

48/

PILLOW

Colors: Med., Ecru and
Ivory

10c large bag

Toyland Plaid Receiving

• Durable — loft

fleecy cotton. Size
30 > 40. In Pink,

Freshly Popped

Dresser Set with 3
exquisitelv-matched
pieces. Satin-lined
gift box.
Weekly
Credit

4 *

STAR SIX CORD

42 x 33.

Special'

NEW PATTERNS

LOOK!

95c

Costume Brooches.
Gold-plated ster
ling with flashing
stones. From
Very

• Beautifully designed sweat
er with handsome reindeer
desian. Hiah neckline.

JUST ARRIVED!

• Stamped wreath

COMPTON’S

27'Lb-

SPECIAL SALE

Complete Assortment

Radio Batteries

Marshmallow
Puffs

Get one lor the kids!

Cotton
Flannel
Gloves

Delicious

1

69*

4* z C/

$29"

Fresh Cookies

ALL METAL
TRUCKS

. . . hemstitched.

Rockland

SALES and SERVICE
EXPERT REPAIR SERVICE
GENUINE PARTS

Distinctive onyx
ring set with a
brilliant diamond.
10K gold.

design pillow slip

17 Park Street

Manhattan Jewelers

LINCOLN - FORD - MERCURY

Ice trays should be washed with
soap and hot water at least once
a week

Compact, portable. Just the
phonograph for teen agers,
camp, or rumpus room. Simplified mechanism.

•

V/eu Built, Chrome Plated
Hike Chain Guard

Read The Courier-Gazette

Terms'7

You’ve Had These Before!
I

4

THE HOME OF

Nov 11—Colby at Bates.
Jack Moran, veteran sportscaster,
will handle the games. The Union
Mutual Life Insurance Company
of Portland is the sponsor.

• Plays 10" or 12" records
• Instant 'reject* changer

Here's what we do:

reported as of Oct, 21. an excellent
record in the campaign:
Tenant s Harbor, 18 renewals out
of 20 and 7 new members.
Edgecomb, 31 renewals out of 34
and 8 new members.
North Edgecomb, 13 renewals out
of 14 and 3 new members.
Burkettville, 9 renewals out of
13 and 5 new members.

Nov. 9—Maine at Bowdoin.

Convenient
Terms

Your Battery Will
Y/elcome this Service

Annual meeting of Knox-Lincoln
County Farm Bureau will be held
at the Cemmunity Building, Rock
land. Thursday, Oct. 31. There will
be the usual business meeting and
election of officers for 1947.
The speaker of the day is Dr.
Mark A. Groubard cf the United
States Department of Agriculture.
,
Washington. D. C. Dr. Groubard
is appearing cn the program of
several County Farm Bureau An
nual meetings throughout the
State. He has spent much t'me in
Russia. Asia and Africa and his
subject will be cf interest to both
men and women. He will be on
With the Homes
the afternoon program.
•
The Farm Bureau membership
The Knox-Lincoln Farm Bureau
extends an invitation to all in the campaign for 1947 ends on Annual
two count es who would like to Meet ng day, Oct. 31. People may
hear him.
join after this date but the cam
4-H Clubs
paign ends officially then. Each
Needle Jabbers of Vinalhaven community Has several solicitors
elected Muriel Oakes as president who are responsible for the mem
_
—Pnoio by Cuiien
Officers of Miriam Rebekah Lodge I. O. O. F. who were installed for 1947; Norma Whittington for bership drive. Each year young
recently with Mrs. Susan Bowley as Noble Grand.
secretary and Ann Webster as homemakers and others are urged
Left to right: Mrs. Elizabeth Passon, chaplain; Mrs. Lina Carroll, treasurer. The next meeting will to join.
recording secretary; Mrs. Phyllis Grant, inside guardian; Mrs. Edith be Friday night and the girls will
The following communities have

Play-by-play reports of four of
the major football games in the
1946 State Series of the Maine col
leges will be broadcast o-ver WCSH.
WRDO, WLBZ. They are:
Oct. 26—Bowdoin at Colby.
Nov. 2—Colby at Maine.

‘Man tola 9
Electric
Phonograph

"7

Knox and Lincoln Annual Meeting

study the sewing machine.
Thomaston Tip Top Girls elect
ed Marita Butler as president;
Jeanine Wooster, vice president;
Edith Hunt, secretary; Maida Jen
kins. treasurer. This club plans
for a Halloween prty tonight.
Warren Wonder Workers voted
at the r last meeing to put on a
program for P.T.A. Plans were
made for a play and a demonstra
tion. ' After the club meeting a re
ception was held for the new
members, so reports Joan Maxey,
secretary.
Ccggan's Hill 4-H Club, David
Carroll, leader will meet at his
home Oct. 25 to plan the years
work. Officers of this boys’ club
are: President, Allan Martin, vice
president, LeRoy Parnell; secretary,
B 11 Parnell; treasurer, DannyDearborn; Flag bearer, David Lloyd.

FOOTBALL BY RADIO

Today’s Outstanding Value

tf

Farm Bureau Notes

The following questions were
asked and fully discussed in a recent
church fellowship meeting. As they
can well relate to and help every
denomination, I felt it a time
to suggest the discussion among the
churches of Rockland, for advance
ment in Christian progress needed
much at this time.
K. S. F.
What is the primary task of the
local church?
What are some of the weaknesses
of the local church?
Is the prayer meeting necessary
to the success of the local church?
How can the prayer meeting be
made more effective in the life of
the church?
What is the extent of the local
church parish?
How Uoes a church call a pastor?
How long should church officers
hold office?
What is the pastor's relation to
the finances of the local church?
How can we make the Bible school
more efficient?
How should the church raise its Richards, pianist; Mrs. Flarencia Roach, vice-grand; Mrs. Vivian Harden,
finances?
right supporter vice-grand; Mrs. Mildred Men ill, past noble grand; Mrs.
Is it important that leaders Lena Rollins; right supporter ncble grand; Mis. Susan M. Bowley, noble
of the churrh school be trained, and grand; Mrs. Marion Harris, left supporter noble grand; Mrs. Ilazel RolPns,
how may training be secured?
conductor; Mrs. Esther Wolf, warden: Mr.y. Mildren Achorn, treasurer*
How can a small local church Miss
Mabel Harding, outside guardian; Miss Ruth Rogers, financial secre
carry on young people's work?
tary; Mrs. Eugenia Annis, left supporter vice grand.
What is the responsibility of the
pastor and members in securing
broken right arm and leg, the re
other church members?
EAST LIBERTY
’ Does a church need a constitu
sult
an accident Saturday eve
Mrs. Allen K. Colby, who is a ning of
tion?
near
the home of Leon Boyn
surgical patient in Camden Com ton when the
Should a church set for itself a munity
in which
Hospital is gaining
Her she was ridingautomobile
definite goal?
overturned,
pinning
sister. Mrs.
Verna Condon of her beneath it.
How may a person become a mem Manchester,
N. H„ is keeping house
ber of a local church?
Lawrence Paucek and family of
for
her
during
her absence.
How may new members be built
Rochester. N. H„ have moved to
Mrs.
Alice
Stover
of
Rockland
into the life of the church?
the Newhall place which they re
What is the value of a training has moved to the home ol F J. cently bought irom Elmo Ander
Hooper.
class for church membership?
son.
What can be done to stimulate re- ’ Mrs Isabel Pearson of Thorn
dike is visiting her cousin, Mrs
ligion in the home?
To prevent your strawberry,
Ls the denomination helping the Gertrude Skinner.
plants from heaving out withI
local church? In what ways can it
Miss Charlene Davis, daughter of, frost during the Winter and to help
help more?
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Davis of j keep your berries clean in the
What are the basic beliefs of the South Montville, is in a Waterville Spring, apply a mulch as soon as
different denominations?
hospital reepiving treatment for a the ground begins to freeze.

in Maine using it, Maine having the
most of any State in the Union.
He discussed the personnel struc
ture. based on the merit system,
their connection in the near future
with the State Pension System, and
how principles of the corporation
form of business are carried out
through the Council and Manager.
He spoke of the financial structure
of Rockland and plans for recrea
tion development which will include
wading pools and new buildings.
After his interesting and informa
tion talk, he answered questions of
the audience. Mrs. Pitts was chair
man of this meeting, and introduced
i the speaker.

S' d

ROCKLAND REBEKAH OFFICERS

T uesday-Frlday

Blue.

Exquisite Compacts
in a variety of styles
and shapes. From . .

H&L,

S2’5

Manhattan Jewelers

•■-.I. A'EII IEI'HKY C*

store i:s

Rockland’s
Oiiginal Credit Jewelers.
Guarantee ! Watch Repairing
Promptly Done
376 M AIN ST.. ROCKLAND. ME.
TEL. 120°

4

1 uesday-Friday
kjorted as of Oct. 21, an excellent
ecord in the campaign:
Tenant's Harbor, 18 renewals out
if 20 and 7 new members.
Edgecomb, 31 renewals out of 34
[nd 8 new members.
I North Edgecomb, 13 renewals out
tf 14 and 3 new members.
[ Burkettville, 9 renewals out of
B and 5 new members.
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Tuesday-Friday

Students At “Maine”

WASHINGTON-AND YOU
By Margaret Chase Smith

1

Washington, Oct. 23—There are
many lighthouses along the coast
of Maine that are over 100 years
old. For many years these stations
were manned by men who in some
cases spent their whole lives there
happily and satisfied with con
ditions.

Read The Courier-Gazette

However, with ths change of
times, and because of the many
modern improvements in homes,

Manhattan Jewelers

one

now

in

High School,

while another wishes to attend a
nearby academy to take some spec
ial subjects. The younger children
are in the grades
Her inquiry was whether or not
transportation could be furnished
in seme way for the boy who wishes
to attend the academy. This, of
course, is a State or local matter
and I could not offer any helpful
suggestion. I did ask the Coast
Guard if they had any way of as
sisting and was told that their only
suggestion was that t he father
ask for a transfer to some location
that would be nearer schools the

The Fall semester at the Orono
Campus of the University of Maine
is now in full swing with a record
enrollment of 3224 students. Offic als at the University expect this
total to be increased slightly with

haven; Donald E. Marriner, son of
Mrs. Fred Fernald, Rockland; Ar
thur D. Moody, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Percy B. Moody, Waldoboro; Stan
ley A. Murray, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Allan J. Murray, Rcckland; Almond
S. Pierpont, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Percival Pierpont, Thomaston; Mal
colm Pierson, son of Mrs. Mildred
A review from The Courier-Gazette of happenings which interested
Pierson, Tenant’s Harbor; Bernard
Rockland and vicinity during the corresponding period in 1921.
Ramsdell, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Victor C. Ramsdell; Dorothy V. t
Salo, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Salo, Union; Everett L. | Mrs. Minnie Miles was elected J. Richardson of Mt. Desert.
Spear, son of Mr. and Mrs, Erwin president of the Sunshine Society.
Razorville, Sept. 20, Carl Suke

AGO

About 800 students, all veterans,
are enrolled at the Brunswick
Campus of the University of Maine.
This brings the grand total enroll
ment cf the University to over 4000,
about a 100 percent increase over
the pre-war record enrollment of
2100. Of the 4000 students more
than 2800 are veterans.
These from the Rockland area
who have registered for the Fall
semester at the Orono Campus of
the University of Maine are:
Jane L. Libby, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. A. Everett Libby. Vinal-

STITCHERS
WANTED

EXPERIENCED OR LEARNERS

Man's Birthstone
Ring, massive 10K
gold mounting . . .
Friendly
Terms

$4 C95
S

Earn While You Learn-Apply In Person

BUTTONHOLES

VAN BAALEN, HEILBRUN & CO

V

Costume Brooches.
Gold-plated ster
ling with flashing
stones. From

Interests Hunters

Has No Authori

Rulings Which Affect War Com'r Reed Tells Ha
Veterans Also Relate To
County Fishermen He
Fishermen
not Change Scallop L
City Clerk Gerald U. Margeson

Commissioner
points out that a recent ruling of told scallop fis
State officials on the act of legisla tioned him to adva
ture granting free hunting and date for fishing of
fishing permits to veterans for two from Dec. lst to Nov
had no authority to

the listing of late registrants. Well M. Spear, Rockland; Harlan S.
Mrs. J. F. Cooper was elected forth and Hazel Curtis.
years, changes the time limit on tion and the open:n
over 2000 of the students are vet Spear, son of Forest E. Spear, War president of the Woman's Associ
Cambridge, Mass.. Oct. 1, Andrew the permits.
by statute would hav
ren.
erans.
ation of the Congregational Church. Sides, formerly of Camden, and
Reed advised the p
As it now stands, the permits

Jasper A. Spear, son cf Forest E.
Isidor Gordon traded his auto
Spear. Warren; Robert Me. Star mobile for the Preble cottage at
rett, son of Ralph. L. Starrett, Crescent Beach.
Friendship; Kenneth V. Anderson,
J. N. Southard, Dr. H. L. Rich
son of Mrs. Selma Anderson, Vinal- ( ards and Zenas C. Melvin returned
haven; Willis E. Anderson, son ol from a vacation trip to Quebec.
In talking with the Coast Guard
Mr. and Mrs. Willis H. Anderson,
Augustus D. Small, who was
Service, I am told that the budget children wished to attend. ThLs
Rockland; Daniel K. Andrews, son principal of Rockland High School
for 1947
carries approximately would seem to be the best solution
cf Mrs. Mary A. Andrews, West for four years, died in Boston, aged
$307,000 for repairs to about 40 sta but the drawback is the father
Rockport; Elmer R. Biggers, son of 77 years.
tion^, mostly off-short stations, in would have to wait for some va
Dr. and Mrs. E. R. Biggers, Thom
The annual convention of the
New England area. It is hoped that cancy occur before his transfer
aston; Richard C. Bloom, son of New England Branch of the Wom
in the 1C«48 budget there can be as could be accomplished.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold G. Bloom, an's Foreign Missionary Society of
• * ♦ *
much or more for repairs to other
North Haven; Edwin K. Boggs, the M. E. Church, was held in
stations.
Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin K. Rockland.
A young man, who when in the
» * * ♦
Boggs, Sr., Warren; Earl E. Coates,
Army served in the Graves Regis
A large barn on upper Pleasant
From the wife of another light tration Company overseas, has of our service men would be son of Mr. and Mrs. Earl C. Coates, street, owned by Miss Lucy Farns
house keeper I learn that she has written me since his discharge to brought back before this but I am [ Thomaston; Douglas K. Cooper, son worth was destroyed by fire and
to live on the mainland while her find out what his chances are to I told because of strikes, it is now [ of Mrs. Almon B. Cooper, Rockland: Mrs. J. Y. Sullivan's house across
husband remains at the light be continue in this same work for the thought that caskets will not be Marilyn R. Crabtree, daughter of the street was badly damaged.
cause there is no power boat fur ! Government. The Quartermaster1 available before May of next year. Mr. and Mrs. Raymond E. Crabtree,
Ralph U. Clark entered the em
nished for bringing the children to General advises me that recruiting j When conditions are favorable, the j Union;
ploy of J. F. Gregory & Son.
shore to attend school.
I in this line of work is suspended War Department will notify the! James H. Dana, son of Mr. and
R. Waldo Tyler made photo
There are nine children in this j for the present.
nearest of kin of each deceased Mrs. Harold F. Dana, Thomaston; graphs of the Booth Tarkington
family, three High School gradu : It was expected that the bodies soldier asking whether they prefer Joseph H. Dondis, son of Mr. antf and Margaret Deland estates at
to have the body brought to the Mrs. James Dondis, Rockland; Kennebunkport.
United States for burial or left at Richard S. Fisher, son of Mr. and
J. W. Emery of Limerock street
rest where now buried. When in Mrs. Francis P. Fisher, Rockland; had a pear tree in full bloom.
the Pacific I visited a number of James A. Gillchrest, Jr., son of Mr.
G. Herbert Blethen was appointed
our cemeteries and found them to and Mrs. James Augustus Gillchrest, postmaster.
be well located and well cared for. Thomaston; Francis J. Galiano,
Dr. J. A. Richan. attended the
Recruiting for this work wiU son of Mr. and Mrs. Antonio Gali Triennial convention of the Grand
probably start in the early Spring. ano. Ro?kland; Albert M. Hariola, Royal Arch Chapter in Ashville,
With this young man's experience Rockland; James L. Jordan, Rock N. C.
in caring for honored dead, it land; Elizbaeth B. Hempstead,
The Freshman class of Rockland
is thought that he might be well daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred G. High School numbered 106 pupils.
Hempstead, Rockland; William L.
qualified to assist in the work.
Frank L. Newbert bought the Star
•»• *
Hopkins, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Pool
and was to operate a
The mother of a boy killed in Grover C. Hopkins, Rockland; Roy lunch Room
room
in
connection with it.
E.
Joyce,
son
of
Mrs.
Lillian
F.
action inquiries whether or not she
and Mrs. Henry R. Huntis eligible for terminal leave. The Joyce; Pauline W. True, daughter leyCaptain
observed their golden wedding
War Department tells me that of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer L. True, anniversary.
there is no provision in the termi Hope; Richard B. Whitney, daugh
* * ♦ ♦
nal Leave Act for the payment of ter of Mrs. Ava B. Whitney, Thom
The
following
births were re
terminal leave to the dependents of aston; Madolyn E. Hawes, daugh corded :
a man killed in service. Terminal ter, of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert A.
Arlington, Mass., Sept. 22. to Mr.
leave is for those men discharged Hawes, Union.
from the service. The dependents Freshman registrats are: Tauno and Mrs. Percival MacLeod, a
of one killed in service is entitled O. Brooks, son of Mr. and Mrs. daughter,—Beulah May.
Rockland, Sept. 28, to Mr. and
to
six months “gratuity pay.”
Michael F. Brooks. Rockland; Eva
Work Under Ideal Conditions In a Daylight Factory
Mrs.
Warren Davis of Warren a
M. Burgess, daughter of Mr .and daughter
—Grace Olivia.
Mrs.Charles M. Burgess. Union;
Stillwater,
Sept. 23, to Mr. and
A Marveloua invention make*
Kenneth A. Chatto, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Leroy A. Chatto, Rcckland; Mrs. Levi Hutchins of Waldoboro,
Joseph W. Emerson, son of Mr. and a daughter.
Also dams socks and makes appli
Rockland. Sept. 24, to Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond L. Emerson, South
que, etc. Fits on all sewing ma
•Mrs. Herbert A. Williams, a daugh
Warren.
chines, foot treadle or electric.
Makes any size buttonhole, simple
William T. Gleason, son of Mr. ter—'Eloise Rivers.
and clear instructions with pictures.
Rockland, Oct. 3. to Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs. William C. Gleason, South
Harold R. Hardy, of Lincolnville,
Money back
Union;
Herbert
J.
Hurme,
son
of
.00 guarantee within
John E. Hurme, Rockland; Law a daughter—Dorothy.
5 days
Rockland, Oct. 2, to Mr. and Mrs.
rence J. Kangas son of Mr. and Mrs.
Write today and receive free needle
Clarence
Tolman of Warren, a son
Warno
A.
Kangas,
Thomaston;
threader. Send no money, just send
John L. Knight, son of Mr. and —Baxter.
postcard, we will send attachment,
you pay postman $1. plus C.O.D.
Rockland. Oct. 6, to Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Grover C. Knight, Rockland;
CAMDEN ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 1385
charges or send cash, we pay post
Raymond
Duff, a son—Charles.
George
O.
Morton,
son
of
Mr.
and
age. Special offer 3 for $2.50.
Appleton.
Oct. —, to Mr. and
Mrs.
George
Morton,
Rockland;
Os

Write
42-tf
Mullener, Box M, E. Arlington, Vt.
mond F. Palmer, son. of Mr .and Mrs. Charles Griffin, a daughter.
41
Rockland. Sept. 30. to Mr. and
86*lt Mrs. Osmond A. Palmer, RockMrs. Warner Philbrook, a daughter.
Thomaston, Oct. 10, to Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Bean, a son.
Rockport, Oct. 7, to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles A. Cavanaugh, a daughter.
a bat<3ain
Cushing, Oct. 13, to Mr. and Mrs.
Albert V. Orff, a son—Kendall
Albert.

and the desire for better efficiency
and conditions, keepers are asking
for improvements in the stations
also. This is especially true among
the new personnel.

YOU CAN

ates,

Large Enrollment Includes
Many From the Rock
land Area

Page

Ellen T. Field of West Somerville, are in force for two years after the
Mass.
official end of the war and not for
Rockland, Oct. 5, Martin W. Bil that period beyond the date of
lings of Deer Isle and Jennie T. discharge of the veteran. Permits
Turley of Stonington.
which were issued for a two year
Rockland, Oct. 9, Ralph E. Do period from date of discharge will
herty and Miss Mabelle E. Haskell. continue to be in effect for the le
Rockland, Oct. 7, Francis A. Cur gal time.
tis of Rockland and Josie E. Lar
Veteran hunters may use an
rabee, formerly of Eastport.
ordinary shipping tag in place of
Warren, Oct. 8, Herbert K. Thom the game shipping tag ordinarily
as and Shirley H. Moody.
attached to hunting licenses The
Atlantic. Oct. 7, Everett W. Ris placing of the name of the hunter,
ing of Rockland and Myrtie B. Joyce his or her address and the license
of Atlantic.
number on the tag will make it le
Union, Oct. 4. Forrest C. Tib gal. When the deer is passed
betts of Palermo and Beulah C. through a registration station, the
Overlock of L iberty.
person in charge will punch the li
Trinidad, Colo., Oct. 11, Fred S. cense to indicate the bag for that
Slendering of Los Angeles and Ber year. Further information may be
nice R. Davis of Rockland.
obtained from»any city or town
Rockland, Oct. 8, James Smith clerk or any game warden.
and Helen F. York.

•

Rockland, Oct. 12, Llewelyn R.
Kellar of Rockland and W. V. Jor
dan of South Bristol.
* * * ♦
William E. Spaulding, 86, died in
East Union.
Eliza L. Crawford, for 42 years

are mostly Trom

that the Commiss

to make rulings
problems that end
sion and that,
cculd not consider taking
on their plea.

He advised the fishermen
they felt tliat the law was
that they should seek the I
their Legislative delegation
sent the problem to Legislal
the coming of Winter sessioi

With few exceptio
season is now set bv
from Dec. lst to Apr
year.
SOUTH WARREN
Mrs. O. B. Libbj entertair
Rug Club membei Wedne;
Mr. and Mrs. W. ter Dela
[daughter Cynth a, Mrs. Levi
lin and Mrs. Jos ie Hyler mot
Wakefield, N. H., Sunda
called on Mr. and Mrs.
Pagu, former residents c
place.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Emerso
guests Sunday < >f their son

City, were guests recently of Mr.
and Mrs. Raymbnd Harper.
Mrs. Amy Temme and sister.
Miss Carrie Simpson, left Monday
for their home in Crescent City,
Fla.
Rodney Simmons is a patient at
a teacher in Thomaston, died at the Maine General Hospital, Portland. Emerson in Or<

age of 71.

Frank M. Payson of Hope broke
one of his wrists while at work.
The funeral of Private Charles
H. Storer, in the Union Congrega
tional Church, was one of the larg
est ever held in that town.

SPECIAL NOTICE
TO WATER TAKERS

GLENMERE
Byron Davis attended funeral
services Tuesday for his cousin
Richard Davis in Thomaston.
Leon Simmons has returned to
Fort Lauderdale, Fla., having spent
the Summer with his aunt, Miss
Rosa Teele.
Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Gridley of
Scuth Weymouth, Mass., called on
friends recently.
Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Johnson of
Willimantic, Conn., and Mr. and
Mrs. J. E. Oslund of Wethersfield,
Conn., passed the week-end at the
Johnson cottage. The Oslunds re
cently bought Mrs. Amy Temme's
cottage.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Watts of
Camden were guests Sunday of Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Barter.
Donald Watt who has employ
ment in Bath, passed the week
end with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Winslow Watt.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest E. Johnson
and son Guy Eugene, of New York

The approach of cold weather prompts the Wat^
Company to urge its customers to heed the follot
ing suggestions:

1.

Be sure the shut-off in the cellar is in worki
order and accessible at all times.

2.

Be sure to know how the shut-off works.

3.

Be sure to close it if there is danger of pip
•bursting from freezing of water.

4.

The metered consumer is reminded of his r
sponsibility for the protection of the met
against freezing, hot water, or other damag

CAMDEN & ROCKLAND WATER Cl
84-F-

* ♦ * *

s495

Even dour old Angus McBagpipe, himself, would

dig deep into his pockets (if kilts have pockets) to

The marriages were:
Minturn. Sept. 24, William Tur
ner of Swan’s Island and Flora
Brown of Vinalhaven.
Rockland. Sept. 24. LawTence H.
Carroll and Laura A. Grieder, both
of Camden.
Rockland, Sept. 23, John Nason
and Lettie McMahon, both of South
Thomaston.
Rockland, Sept. 20, Fred W. Miller
and Dora F. Rackliff.
Rockland, Sept. 28, Clifford W.
Witham of Rockland and Lydia

W

i

land; John P. Sulides, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Philip A. Sulides, Rock
land.

snap up this bargain.
For a bargain it is! A wee bit of change

/I

(5c to be exact) buys you a

newspaper as interesting as the Highland Fling,j
c—
' PH \k
’

Q

as varied as a Scotch Plaid, £

himself.
M en's handsomelystvlerl Initial Sets,
Big choice. From
Pav
£2.50
Weekly
'J'A

yet as down-to-earth as old Angus,

\

It’s this daily array of news and intelligently varied features which

make the Portland Press Herald everybody’s newspaper — favorite reading

Because wheels, frames, axles get out
of line ... wear tires unevenly .. .
cause blow-outs and loss of control
... Be safe! Let us correct your car now
with our scientific BEAR Equipment.

Thank Your Repair Man For
"The Accident That

of young and old alike
■ EAR

No matter how plentiful New Tires get..«

Didn’t Happen'1

/licit'vice

ONLY AN ATMS DOES THIS

Seaview Garage, Inc.
Tel. 1250
689 Main St.,
Rockland
SAFETY HEADQUARTERS

Dresser Set with 3
exquisitelv-matched
pieces. Satin-lined
gift box.
Weekly
Credit

$095
V

MANY NEVER
SUSPECT CAUSE
OF BACKACHES
This Old Treatment Often
Brings Happy Relief

Exquisite Compacts
in a variety of styles
and shapes. From . .

H-X

s295

Manhattan Jewelers
Rockland's

Oiiginal Credit Jewelers.
Guaranteed Watch Repairing
Promptly Done
76 MUN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 120°

...complete local, national and international news; last
minute sports news: the society page; farm and garden
news; the woman's page; the comics; the crossword puzzle;

leading syndicated columns; editorials and numerous
other special features. All combine to make
interesting, informative reading for your whole family.

Many sufferers relieve nagging backache
quickly, once they discover that the real cause
of their trouble rnay be tired kidneys.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of tak
ing the excess acids and waste out of the blood.
They help most people pass about 3 pints aday.
When disorder of kidney function permits
poisonous matter to remain in your blood, it
r.iay cause nagging backache, rheumatic
pains, leg pains, loss of pep and energy, get
ting up nights, swelling, puffiness under the
eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent or
scanty passages with smarting ar.d burning
sometimes shows there is something wrong
with your kidneys or bladder.
Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's
Fills, a stimulant diuretic, used successfully
by millions for over 40 years. Doan's give
happy relief and will help the 16 miles of
kidney tubes flush out poisonous waste from
>wur blood. Get Doan's Fills,

The more kinds of new tires you see, the harder it is
to know which to choose. But when you see an Atlas
Tire at your Esso Dealer’s, you can be sure of two
things. First—that the Esso Marketers’ organization
stands squarely behind its fine quality. We stake our
reputation on it. We use Atlas Tires on our own
fleets of cars and trucks. Second—that here’s a tire
with a great record behind it. Over 26 million have been
sold to date. Furthermore—every Atlas Tire carries
a written warranty of satisfaction that is good on the
spot at any of 33,000 dealers in the U. S. and Canada.
For safer driving this winter, choose deep-tread
Atlas Tires. You can
buy them with confi
dence, ride them with
assurance. Here’s a
really fine tire. A truly
great value!
DEALER

Esso

The Sign of
’‘Happy Motoring"

For

safer

winter drivii

get your ATLAS Tires not
w Extra toughness for extra wear

V' Wide, deep safety-grip tread
V'

Performance road-proved over 16 ye

V' Broad,

written tire-life warranty

On-the-spot service by 33,000 deaf

,

V

Backed by ESSO, a name you *df8
dr epend on

NOTE: If your dealer does not hai
the size ATLAS Tire you need, pl
your order now for future delive
"IT’S THE TIRE THAT MAKES
GOOD ON THE ROAD!"

COLONIAL BEACON OIL COMPAN

" Rockland Courier-Gazette, Friday. October 25, 1946
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MARRIED IN FALL WEDDING

Likes Army Life
Mrs. Hilda Somes Tells Inter
estingly Of Experiences On
i
the West Coast

------Enthusiasm for Army life con
tinues its strong appeal for Mrs(Hilda Somes from whom Mrs Wal
ter O. Dimick has recenly received
a glowing report of experiences at
the Headquarters Offlce for the
San Francisco Port of Embarka
tion.
“The ships from Bikini are now
ln port,’’ writes this energetic
Maine girl, former resident of this
city. ‘‘Secretary of War Patterson
came in this offlce about three
weeks ago.
“Right now we are having bodies
ot soldiers arrive from Manila and
our men are accompanying their
bodies to different States of the
Union.
Each man gets a sevenday delay enroute, and each man
who is detailed to accompanying
the bodies, lived in the State
where the body was being shipped.
When they start bringing the
bodies from the Islands in the Pa
cific, they will use a lot of our men
to escort the bodies home
“For two months I am to act as
section chief, and although I shall
have an additional responsibility,
I am happy to know the officers
feel I am capable of handling it.
It means assigning all personnel to
our ‘Fifty Ships,’ besides other de
tails pertaining to it.
“The Legion parade was beautiful
and I was so happy to be down
town when the Maine delegation,
—Photo by Cullen,
marched. I went to Hotel GoverMr. and Mrs. Kenneth E. Carroll who were married at the Rockland
nor, as that was headquarters for Congregational Chureh by Rev. Maldwyn Vaughn Parry last Sunday night
the State of Maine, and there I met <n a pretty Call wedding. Mrs. Carroll is the former Louise M. Harden,
« State Highway cop who was at daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred E. Harden of Old County Read. The groom
Thomaston Barracks a long time Ls the son of Mr. and Mrs. Jesse T. Carroll of Old County Road.
His nickname was ‘Boots’ and his ----------last name. Hasson. It was a treat beautiful Forts in the United
to talk with him, as he knew so States. We have beautiful flowers
“Odds About Even”
many people whom I knew.
“The Maine delegation drove the everywhere, with beautiful palm
float from Kittery in 10 days. It trees, Acacias, ana other trees Coach McDougal’s Comment
really looked swell in the parade, and shrubs. We have some beautiwhich lasted 12 hours. I belong to ful red blossoms that hang in On Tomorrow’s Game With
Golden Gate Post which had a clusters from the Flowering EucaWinslow High
float with a replica of “Coits lyptus trees which are very showy.
Tower” one end and redwood trees I never saw such huge roses that
»p,.ettv even game—odd. about
on the opposite end, and a replica bloom here in California.—some
., y
8
1
of Golden Gate Bridge suspended of them measure over six inches !even was the comment of Coach
across it.
across. Each time a Transport j McDougal of the RH.S. football
"I attended the parade and wei- leaves this Port, each Stateroom of team when asked what Rockland's
come home for Gen. Wainwright in the “Dependent” have bouquets of, rhances were in the game with the
Washington. D C.
I was in the these flowers.
front line of thousands of persons
“Last night another girl who ru?sea Winslow outfit tomorrow
for that parade and his car passed works here and myself, were dinner, afternoon at Community Park,
very close to where I was standing guests aboard the USAT “Admiral
Winslow has dropped a game to
His wife was in the car with him, Sims.” which is the best ship of Waterville and another to Garand he surely looked haggard and the San Francisco Port. We had a diner; the first by a 6-0 score and
thin. He also had an infected delicious steak dinner, with salad, the latter by 12-0.
tooth at that time.
soup, dessert, etc. We went all! Rockland has bowed to Morse by
"It is a beautiful day today. Look- over the Transport, including the ! a one-point margin after a hard
Ing out of the office windows the huge Operating Room. Hospital fought game and knuckled down to
Pacific looks so blue against the Wards, etc.
I knew one of the Gardiner last week in a game, the
mountains over in Marin County, Army nurses and she invited us to , score of which did not indicate the
across the Golden Gate Bridge, see her stateroom which was loaded: equality of the two teams
Fort
is one of the most some
with ofbeautiful
including th7
Quarterback
Bob of
Teeltheout Morse
since
............Mason
....... ... ......................................
the giantflowers,
Chrysanthemums'
flrst quar^r
i

which I love.
I had ne\er eaten game, when he pulled a ligament
aboard an Army Transport before . jn hjs arm. will be back in the linebut did have a wonderful boat trip Up
capt Don McLellan, injured
when
I
lived, in
Arlington. jn
third- quarter of last week’s
Virginia, and the steamer from game at Gardiner. Ls expecting to
Norfolk
to
Baltimore.
Also,^p back in his old position, alrare opportunity of going though there is still a little doubt
0,1 tbe Mariposa before the Aus- jn. McDougall's mind as to the
tralian War Brides and children possibilities.
>
---------------------— —
The
two losses may have
toughened
the team as a whole
WIRING AND
BITLER
and drawn them together into
APPLIANCE SERVICE
what may be a smart hard playing
CAR & HOME SUPPLY
outfit that Winslow will have to
“EDDIE” BARNARD
470 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
knock down hard if they are to go
TEL 1102-M (New Number)
_
„ u, -j
back home Kthe winners of what„
Write ...
SH T-vlhot Ave., Rockland
q.t.f Promises to be a real brawl of a
—________________________ _2_ footabll game.
To date Rackland stands with
wins over Brewer, Bucksport,
Skowhegan and Belfast; and the
If you live or work in Rockland
aforementioned losses to Morse and
and need extra cash come to this
Gardiner.
address—it's across the street from

WeHaveNot Yet Started
To Remodel and Modernize, But
We Have Begun To Cut Prices
at the

H. H. CRIE CO.
328 MAIN STREET

w;

FOR A

Crockett's on thc second floor above
thc Eugene Studio. It’s the easiest
and quickest place to get to when
you need $25 to $250 or more and
want it on your signature alone,
furniture or auto without a co
signer. without having your friends
or employer know.

ROCKLAND
GO TO

Don't borrow unnecessarily, but if

407

a loan Ls the best solution to a money
problem, then call or phone Rotk-

land 1133, Personal, thc Company
that likes to say “Yes”, today.

MAIN

Monthly charges

STREET

over $150; 3% on $150 or
Ixian Statute Lie. 35.

balance

on
less.

Small

Because of wrong size or lack of
reliable standard sizes, an esti
mated 13 or 14 million dollars
worth of children’s clothing is re
turned to retail stores each year.
.... — ----

ROCKLAND, MAINE
20 FEET

GALVANIZED

FELT

PAILS

Weather Stripping

12c
30 GALLON

“I love San Francisco, and my
work is so enjoyable, and being in
this particular branch. I meet lots
of Officers and Enlisted men, and

it was a treat last night to meet
some of the men whom I had as
signed to the ship. They are all
swell boys and do a wonderful job
on our Transports;’

SMOKE PIPE
AND

T

20% OFF

$15.50
30 GALLON EXTRA

ELBOWS

COPPER

RANGE BOILER

ARVIN DELUXE

ELECTRIC HEATERS

$9.98

—WU
(

9

J

FAN FOR3ED
Circulates 45 Cu. Ft. of
Warm Air Per Minute!

GENERAL ELECTRIC
HEATING PADS

HALF INCH
COPPER TUBING

13c ft.

truck Tire and Tube stocks

in the State.
No charge for installa
tion.

MILLER’S GARAGE
DeSoto-Plymouth
27-31 RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND
88Ftf

2 LIGHT
20 WATT
Reg. $8.95

FLUORESCENT
FIXTURES

$7.95
3 LIGHT
20 WATT
Reg. $12.95

257c OFF

$11.95

ON ALL COPPER TUBING
FITTINGS

Attractive design.
Underwriters ap
proved. Well made
—All wired—Easy
to install. Just
plug in.
fomplete with lamps.
These prices fer a
limited time only.

RUTLAND

STOVE

Chimney Sweep

LINING

Soot Destroyer

2>/2 LB. BOX

ROOF COATING

25c

59c GALLON

48
OUNCE
CAN

ASH CANS

$2.75
Heavy Galv. CANS

Rigid construction. Corrugated
’ron and has 2 side handles for
easy handling.

W5
5-15 INCH

naces

flues.

A

age homes.

RANGE BURNER
WICKS 29c

SPECIAL

DISH DRAINERS
Finished in Red Rubber

OIL BARREL
FAUCETS 98c

OIL BOTTLES 79c
DOUBLE OIL
BURNER VALVES
$1.98

$1.49
A Lasting Item

PYREXWARE
11-PIECE SET
Completely Packed in
Carton Box For
Shipping.
A REAL GIFT

$2.45

BREAD BOXES

STORM WINDOW

HANGERS

Copper Tubing

Will handle all styles of storm sash.
Easy to install and operate. Lock
tight clamps and ventilating hook.
All galvanized.

DOUBLE OIL BURNER VALVES
$1.98

and

winter’s supply for aver

COMPLETE SETS

KITCHEN RANGE

Sc foot

$1.00

The modern way to
clean chimneys, fur

SPECIAL!

YARD
DRYERS
and

$53.65

$4.95

We carry one of the most

passenger

RANGE BOILER

2 GALLON

TIRES
complete

ALL PAINTS
REGULAR PRICE

F4 out of 5
whoo»fcfor«
TK Ioo« HwiO

GALVANIZED

6-INCH

GALVANIZED

embarked from the ship.

TEL. 205

10 QUART

39c

f-

LOAN IN

Tuesday Friday

3SC SET

$1.98
SHIPMASTER STOVES
$5.95
BRIDGE LAMP ELECTRIC CORD
2' 2
loot
z c

ok

due to colds

Let a little Vicks VapoRub melt on
the tongue. Works fine, to soothe sore
throat due to colds and helps relieve
irritation in upper breathing passages.

OUR FIFTIETH YEAR FINDS US IN TflS
MIDST OF A HUGE PROGRAM OF MODERN1ZATION. ENJOY THESE SMART NEW

To Ease Spasms of Coughing:
Put a good spoonful of VapoRub in a

ROOMS NEXT TIME YOU VISIT BOSTON.

bowl of boiling w ater. Wonderful relief
comes as you breathe in tfle steaming

Coffer Shop
Chets Room
Popular-priced restaurant
Exclusive men’s bar
Surrey Hoorn
Dinner and supper dancing
Cotuit Room
Sable Room
Smart oyster bar
Cocktail lounge

medicinal vapors that penetrate to

cold-congested upper breathing pas
sages .. . soothes the irritation, quiets
fits of coughing, helps clear head.
For Added Relief, rub VapoRub on
throat, chest, back. Let its famous
double-action keep a a a
on working for^^^ g
9

HOTEL

BOSTON

18 97

GOI DEN IUBILEE

’|J47

hours as you sleep. ▼ VAPORUB

OIL BURNER WICKS
39c

May be used for all Extensions, too._______

CONSTANT LEVEL VALVES FOR

Kitchen Range Burners,

H, H. CRIE CO.
328 MAIN STREET

TELEPHONE 205

$7.50

